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Welcome to KSS’2009
The annual international symposium on Knowledge and Systems Sciences aims to
promote the exchange and interaction of knowledge across disciplines and borders to
explore the new territories and new frontiers. Even with 10-year continuous endeavors,
attempts to strictly define the knowledge science may be still ambitious, but a very
tolerant, broad-based and open-minded approach to the discipline can be taken.
Knowledge science and systems science can be used for one another as methodology
and tool and benefit each other. Around these disciplines, the first International
Symposium on Knowledge and Systems Sciences, initiated and organized by Japan
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, was held in September of 2000
(KSS2000), then KSS2001 (Dalian, China), KSS2002 (Shanghai, China), KSS2003
(Guangzhou, China), KSS2004 (JAIST, Japan), KSS2005 (Vienna, Austria), KSS2006
(Beijing, China), KSS2007 (JAIST, Japan) and KSS2008 (Guangzhou, China) had
been held successfully and many scientists and researchers, from different countries,
contributed to all those symposia. Within 10 years, people interested in Knowledge
and Systems Sciences have been growing up into a community and a specific
international society has already existed for 7 years. ISKSS exhibits its particular
views toward complex problems solving even from its name.
This year, the 10th symposium, KSS2009 still expects to provide excellent
opportunities for the presentation of interesting new research results, and discussion
about them, leading to knowledge transfer and the synergetic generation of new ideas
by joining the 6th International Conference on Knowledge Management (ICKM2009)
which will be held in Hong Kong, China during December 3-4, 2009.

Welcome to KSS’2009!

Nakamori, Yoshiteru
Wang, Shouyang
Tang, Xijin
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The 10th International Symposium on Knowledge and Systems Sciences (KSS’2009)
Session I (Chair: Shouyang WANG)

11:00 am

11:00-11:10 Opening address of KSS’2009
Shouyang WANG (president of International Society for Knowledge and Systems Sciences, vice president of Academy of Mathematics & Systems Sciences,
Chinese Academy of Sciences, China)
11:10-12:00 Invited Keynote Speech for KSS’2009
z Service Innovation in Systems Sciences Perspective
Kyoichi KIJIMA (Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan)
12:00-12:30
z Knowledge Synthesis
Jifa GU (Academy of Mathematics & Systems Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China)

12:30 pm
14:00 pm

Lunch
The 10th International Symposium on Knowledge and Systems Sciences (KSS’2009)
Session II (Chair: Jifa GU)

14:00- 14:30
z Systemic Thinking in Knowledge Management
Yoshiteru NAKAMORI(Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Japan)
14:30- 14:50
z Contingency between Knowledge Characteristics and Knowledge Transfer Mechanism: an Integrative Framework
Ziye LI (Xi’an Jiaotong University, China), Youmin XI (Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University, China)
14:50- 15:10
z Exploring the Knowledge Creating Communities: An Analysis of the Linux Kernel Developer Community
Haoxiang XIA (Dalian University of Technology, China), Shuangling LUO & Taketoshi YOSHIDA (JAIST, Japan)
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15:10- 15:30
z Sustainable Development Knowledge Sharing by Web 2.0: Resistance and Drivers to Change
Rita Yi Man Li (The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China), Don Henry Ah Pak(Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University, China)
15:30 pm
16:50 pm

Networking Break
The 10th International Symposium on Knowledge and Systems Sciences (KSS’2009)
Session III (Chair: Yoshiteru NAKAMORI)
16:50-17:10

z

Understanding Meta-synthesis Approach fro Complex Problem Solving in Terms of Problem Structuring and Knowledge Creation
Xijin TANG (Academy of Mathematics & Systems Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China)
17:10-17:30
z

Analysis of Discipline-Crossing based on Contents of Basic Research Projects
Jing ZHANG; Yanzhong DANG; Zhaoguo XUAN (Dalian University of Technology, China)
17:30-17:50
z An Evaluation Index System of Knowledge-Intensive Core Processes based on Wuli-Shili-Renli Methodology
Yuejin ZHANG, Lingling ZHANG, Jun LI & Yong SHI (Research Center on Fictitious Economy and Data Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China)
17:50-18:10
z Knowledge Processes in Offshore Outsourcing in Xi’an China
Rong DU and Shizhong AI (Xidian University, China), Pamela ABBOTT (Brunel University, UK), Yingqin ZHENG (London School of Economics, UK)

Day 2: December 4th, 2009
10:45 am

The 10th International Symposium on Knowledge and Systems Sciences (KSS’2009)
Session IV (Chair: Haoxiang XIA)

10:45- 11:05
z Sensory Evaluation Modeling and Design Support using Rough Sets Theory
Hongli JU and Yoshiteru NAKAMORI (JAIST, Japan)

KSS2009 Program
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11:05- 11:25
z Constructing a Multi-phase Neural Combinatorial Predictor for Time Series Forecasting
Lean YU & Shouyang WANG (Academy of Mathematics & Systems Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China), K. K. LAI (City University of Hong
Kong, Hong Kong, China)
11:25-11:45
z VPRS-based Text Mining for Risk Knowledge Discovery of Petroleum Investment
Gang XIE & Shouyang WANG (Academy of Mathematics & Systems Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China), Wuyi YUE (Konan University, Japan)
11:45-12:05
z A Clustering Methodology for Industry Categorization Based on Time Series Angle Variation
Dabin ZHANG (Huazhong University of Technology, China), Haibin XIE & Shouyang WANG (Academy of Mathematics & Systems Science, Chinese
Academy of Sciences, China)
12:05-12:25
z A Pattern Recognition Technique for the Recognition of Objects with Closed 2D Contour
Giuseppe MANFREDI and Luciano NIEDDU (LUSPIO University, Italy)
Lunch

12:30 pm
14:00 pm

Keynote 4: Prof. Youmin XI Session Chair: Shouyang WANG
How to change a chart to a cow: Exploration on the Management of Knowledge Organization
Executive President of Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University, Pro-vice-chancellor of the University of Liverpool, Professor in School of Management of
Xi’an Jiaotong University

15:00 pm

The 10th International Symposium on Knowledge and Systems Sciences (KSS’2009)
Session V (Chair: Lean YU)

z
z
z

Network Structure, Structural Equivalence and Group Performance: a Simulation Research on Knowledge Process
Hua ZHANG (Xi’an Jiaotong University, China), Youmin XI (Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University, China)
Complexity Analysis and Early-Warning Pattern Design for National Energy Security from the Perspective of Complex Adaptive System
Shuqiong FANG (Xiamen University, China)
Modeling Early Warning System to Predict Terrorist Threats: Preliminary Results
Pir Abdul Rasool QURESHI, Uffe Kock WIIL & Nasrullah MEMON (University of Southern Denmark, Denmark)

KSS2009 Program
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z

Study on the Methods of Identification and Judgment for Opinion Leaders in Public Opinion
Yijun LIU (Institute of Policy and Management, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China), Xijin TANG & Jifa GU (Academy of Mathematics & Systems
Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China)
z Functional Dynamics in System of Innovation: a General Model of SI Metaphorized from Traditional Chinese Medicine
Xi SUN & Xin TIAN (Graduate University, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China), Xingmai DENG (Beijing Institute of Technology, China)
z Total Value Management in Enterprises of Value Creating Model
Naijing WANG (Shandong Economic University, China), Lu JING(University of Jinan, China)
z Ranking Association Rules by TOPSIS Method with Combination Weights
Zhen ZHANG and Chonghui GUO (Dalian University of Technology, China)
16:50 pm

The 10th International Symposium on Knowledge and Systems Sciences (KSS’2009)
Closing Session (Chair: Xijin TANG)

z
z

Development of Knowledge and Systems Science: a Multi-Disciplinary Collaboration
W. B. LEE (editor-in-chief, International Journal of Knowledge and Systems Science; Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, China)
Closing Address
Shouyang WANG (president of International Society for Knowledge and Systems Sciences)

KSS2009 Program
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INVITED KEYNOTE SPEECH

1. Service Innovation in Systems Sciences Perspective
Kyoichi KIJIMA
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan
Email: kijima@valdes.titech.ac.jp

Abstract:
The present keynote speech proposes a new paradigm, service systems science, as
a specific area of systems sciences. Service systems science defines service as social
value in a broad sense and investigates its creation and innovation process and
management in a systemic way. The speech begins with theoretical and descriptive
approach to service innovation process and structure and, then, illustrates “co-creation
model of service innovation, a systemic framework underpinning service systems
science. Finally, we discuss service brand management in terms of the model by
showing several examples.
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2. How to Change a Chart to a Cow: Exploration on the Management of
Knowledge Organization
Youmin XI
Executive President of Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University, Pro-vice-chancellor of the
University of Liverpool, Professor in School of Management of Xi’an Jiaotong University
Email: ymxi@mail.xjtu.edu.cn

Abstract:
Nowadays knowledge management has been drawn more and more attention
from the academic and practical world. We note the rise in popularity of studies about
knowledge management in business administration, information systems, management,
library and information sciences as well as many other fields. However, these
traditional knowledge management theories mostly afford us a partial solution in
explaining the knowledge or/and organization management problems or just exploring
some mechanisms by ignoring other context factors. Facing to the theory-jungle we are
still confused when we try to manage a real organization, especially a real knowledge
organization (KO). Researchers and practitioners always take an organization as a
chart of a cow mechanically, which is consisted of several independent parts, not a real
cow. How can we let our organization especially KO work like a cow but not a chart?
After summarizing the main theory and concepts of knowledge management, KO
management and their shortcomings, firstly our research programs are introduced.
Then, from my practice experience in managing a typical KO---an example from Xi’an
Jiaotong-Liverpool University, the idea and hints of KO management are given.
Afterwards, combining our research and practice, my theory—HeXie management
theory, which meets the basic requirements of KO as well as management in turbulent
environment, is brief explained. Finally, the implications of our study, practice, and
theory to practitioners and researchers in the field of knowledge and KO management
are summarized briefly. We hope our theories and practical implication will arrest the
researcher and practitioner’s attention and contribute to the advancement of knowledge
and KO management, as well as help KO work like a REAL cow.
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KSS2009 OPENING SESSION
1. Opening Address
Shouyang WANG (president of International Society for Knowledge and Systems Sciences,
vice president of Academy of Mathematics and Systems Science, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, China)
2. Service Innovation in Systems Sciences Perspective…………………………………………10
Kyoichi KIJIMA (Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan)
3. Knowledge Synthesis…………………………………………………………………………13
Jifa GU (Academy of Mathematics and Systems Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China)
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KNOWLEDGE SYNTHESIS*
J. F. Gu

Academy of Mathematics and Systems Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences
jfgu@amss.ac.cn
The most common knowledge can be acknowledged by most of people and used in the most of the cases and times. But
sometime because of the ways of getting the data, information and knowledge by using different sources or inferring the
knowledge by using different mechanisms in the most case people will use different knowledge to express their own
thoughts at first, only through discussing and even debating people may use synthesis to reach consensus, it means that
some knowledge only may be acknowledged through the synthesis of thoughts, Then during the implementation people may
put the knowledge into practice also have to use the synthesis of actions. Here we wish introduce two methodologies:
Meta-synthesis system approach and Wuli-Shili-Renli system approach. The first one will be useful for synthesis of
thoughts, and the second one will be useful for synthesis of actions. In this paper we also will introduce expert mining to
help in digging deep thought from individual expert or group of experts. Finally some case studies in the fields of economic,
social and human body systems will be described.

1. Introduction
Nonaka had proposed the concept of knowledge synthesis and recently he also mentioned the synthesis
of thought and synthesis of action (Nonaka et al.2008).Because of the ways of getting the data,
information and knowledge by using different sources or inferring the knowledge by using different
mechanisms in the most case people will use different knowledge to express their own thoughts at first,
only through discussing and even debating people may use synthesis to reach consensus, it means that
some knowledge only may be acknowledged through the synthesis of thoughts. Then during the
implementation people may put the knowledge into practice, they have to use the synthesis of actions
because of the understanding differently and benefit delegating from different authorities. Here we
wish introduce two kinds of system methodologies: Meta-synthesis system approach by Qian et al
(Qian et al, 1990; Gu et al, 2007a) and Wuli-Shili-Renli system approach by Gu and Zhu (Gu and Tang,
2006). The first one will be useful for synthesis of thoughts, and the second one will be useful for
synthesis of actions. Certainly there exist other system approaches, such as Shinayakana system
approach by Sawaragi et al and i-system by Nakamori may help us to deal with the knowledge
synthesis and action synthesis, but here we will not introduce them because of limited space (Nakamori
and Wierzbicki, 2005). We also will introduce expert mining to help to dig deep thought from
individual expert or group of experts during synthesizing thoughts and actions. Finally some case
studies in the fields of economic, social and human body systems will be described
2. Meta-synthesis system approach
Meta-synthesis System Approach (MSA) is a Chinese system approach for solving problems related to
the open, complex giant systems. MSA stands for combining the data, information, knowledge, model,
expert experience and wisdom.

*1

Work partially supported by National plan supported to S&T grant 2007BAI10B06-04 sponsored by Ministry of Science and

Technology
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Data- Information-Knowledge-Model- Experience-Wisdom (DIKMEW)
MSA helps people to utilize, discover and create knowledge combining with the computer (Qian et al,
1990)
There are three kinds of meta-synthesis (see Fig.1):
Qualitative meta-synthesis
Qualitative and quantitative meta-synthesis
From qualitative to quantitative meta-synthesis

Fig. 1. Contents of meta-synthesis by Tang

2.1. Flowchart of Meta-synthesis approach (Gu et al, 2007)
The flowchart of MSA approach we developed during running NSFC major project roughly as follows

Meeting I-Analysis- Meeting II（in short M-A-M'）
or

Synchronous-Asynchronous- Synchronous
Here the first meeting( Meeting I) mainly for synthesizing the ideas and scenarios existed in
experts, during the analysis stage usually we will make deep investigation and construct a series of
models, the second meeting (Meeting II) we will invite not only experts, but the managers and leaders
who may make the decision.
2.2. Meta-synthesis and knowledge science (Gu, 2001a)
Knowledge science helps the conversion from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge; acquisition of
collective knowledge; promotion of creating new knowledge. Meta-synthesis approach is useful for
synthesizing the individual knowledge and group knowledge.
3. Wuli-Shili-Renli (WSR) system approach (Gu and Tang, 2006)
For dealing with the complex system problems the three aspects of Wuli, Shili and Renli should be
considered. Here Wuli means knowing and studying the objective existence, Shili means understanding
and modeling the mechanisms in the universe, Renli means compromising and coordinating the human
relations. From different three li’s we will use different sciences:
from Wuli- Natural science, Technical science:
from Shili-Management science, Systems science:
14
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from Renli- Social science and Humanity science.
3.1. Running Renli
From Renli side we will take following five aspects into consideration:

Logical thinking-Emotion-Benefit-Morality- Power
For five aspects we should use different methods and thinking:
Convince people by reasoning (Hard system thinking);
Touch people by emotion (Soft system thinking);
Convince people by benefit (Soft system thinking- Game theory);
Educate people by moral (Education);
Force people by power (Critical system thinking-Coercive, law, prison, war).
3.2. WSR working principles
We often use following working principles:

Synthesis, integration, operational, iterative.
We stand for
Combination between qualitative and quantitative methods;
Combination of Human and Computer;
Interpersonal Coordination (Knowing Coordination, Relation Coordination’
Emotion Coordination, Benefit Coordination);
Coordination between Ren and Wu, Shi and Wu, Shi and Ren
3.3. Working process for WSR approach
Generally we will follow listed below stages in the working process for WSR, but not necessary
strictly:
Understanding desires;
Formulating objectives;
Investigation and analysis;
Constructing policies;
Selecting alternatives;
Implementing recommendation;
Coordinating relations.
3.4. WSR for synthesis of actions
Since for solving complex problems WSR approach considers the Wuli aspect-keeping the law of
nature, respect the basic law of natural science; Shili aspect- keeping the law of efficiency, respect the
basic law of management science and systems engineering; Renli aspect- keeping the law of
effectiveness, respect the science of humanity and society. Considering all these three aspects helps
people in synthesizing actions.
4. Expert mining (Gu, 2001b; Gu, 2004a; Gu 2004b; Gu, 2006)
Expert mining is a new emergent theory and technique, which is different with data mining, text mining,
web mining and expert system. It is applied for collecting the ideas, experiences, knowledge and
15
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wisdom from experts. The source for mining mainly comes from live experts. Expert mining wishes to
mine the experience and knowledge existed already from one hand, and the practical experience and
wisdom by experts during solving and implementing real problems from the other hand.
4.1. From data mining to expert mining
There are four lines lead to expert mining:
(1)From data mining to expert mining:
(2)From web mining to expertise oriented search:
(3)Ontology-based approach to expert mining
(4)From synthesizing expert’s opinion to expert mining
4.2. Basic concept for expert mining
Here by the expert we may mean four types of people:
(1) General people who mainly look as sample in a large population amounts to 103- 106;
(2) Expert who contributes deep knowledge and some insights in some fields related to our problem
amounts to 102-103
(3) Master who has a deep and wide knowledge and deep insights in a wider domain amounts to
10-102:
(4) Guru who has deep knowledge, insights and guidance
Expert mining is a method and tool for collecting, storing, analyzing opinion, thoughts, experiences,
knowledge and wisdom from the experts and extracting useful and innovative knowledge and idea by
using IT technology, computing technology, human-computer interaction and group discussion.
4.3. Meta-synthesis of Opinions (Gu, 2006)
1) Meta-synthesis of Opinions by text
Simple survey (narrative); Meta-analysis; Qualitative Meta-synthesis
2) Meta-synthesis of Opinions by meeting
Types of meeting; Ba, Facilitation, Mediation; DMTMC-system;
3) Meta-synthesis of Opinions by interview deeply
Psychology mining
5. Meta-synthesis knowledge systems (Gu, 2008)
Here we may list three examples for Meta-synthesis knowledge system:
(1)Economical System (Data +Information +Model+ Knowledge+ Experience)
(2)Social System (Data+ Public Opinion +Mechanism (Social Physics) + Model+ Experience+
psychology)
(3)Human body System (Text + Mining + Experience+ Theory)
6. Case studies 1: Economical system
6.1. Forecasting GDP growth rate in China (JAIST case, 2003) (Gu and Tang, 2003)
6.2. Forecasting GDP growth rate in China under the impact of SARS (IIASA case, 2004) (Gu et
al, 2007a)
We run these two tests in order to collect data, information and synthesize the opinions from
experts with different knowledge background based on the careful calculation derived from models
integration
7. Case studies 2: Social harmony system
16
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7.1. MBA Test-discussion about some social harmony problems (MBA class, Graduate
University, CAS, 2006.6.27-7.13) (Gu et al., 2007b)
In this test we invited around 40 master students to discuss 6 topics related to the social harmony
problems. Before discussion we required all students to prepare their own opinions with their
collected information in advance.
We divided all students into 6 groups. In each group we assigned one or two facilitators who
prepare the necessary questions, knowledge and useful tool and methods for discussing deeply
Here we take topic II Housing problem as example, where we applied the PathMaker, GAE and
complex network to help students to analyze and synthesize the expert opinions during the process
of discussion (see Figures 2-5 ).

Fig. 2. Discussion records on the computer screen

7.2. Taxi driver behaviors (CASCISNASS case, 2007) (Liu et al., 2007)
Because of growth of oil price taxi drivers organized strikes in some cities often, so we had used
multi-agent simulation to analyze the driver behaviors under the possible situations in different oil
prices, while local government takes different policies. The simulation might give some useful
forecasting and conclusions for decision makers. In this case studies we also took the psychological
factor into consideration. Some real social investigation on drivers was made in providing basic data,
rule and knowledge in simulation.
7.3. ADVISE system (US-DHS) (SANDIA, 2005)
This system had been designed for finding the terrorist by using the different source of data, text
and web. The mainly tool for analysis is to construct the semantic network and knowledge management.
It is interesting here the experts are the terrorists who had expressed, communicated each with other
explicitly or tacitly (mainly). Through the network analysis analysts-experts wish to find
terrorists-experts’ thoughts, connections, organization and activities. This is a large information and
knowledge management system (see Figure 6). Although it had been stopped by US congress because
of privacy problem, but its academic idea and design was much more advanced. This is a good example
as the experts delegating the government mining the thoughts and links behind of the experts
delegating terrorists.
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Fig. 3. Cause-effect charts for analyzing the house price

Fig. 4. GAE－Interface for recording the discussion
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Fig. 5. Housing problem –by network analysis

Fig. 6. ADVISE system structure

8. Case studies 3: Traditional Chinese Medicine knowledge system
From 2006 we had participated into a large project under Ten-five year state plan supported to S&T
supported by Ministry of Science and Technology, then continued to join similar project under
Eleven-Five year state plan supported to S&T. The purpose of this large project was designed for
collecting and maintaining the idea, experiences, knowledge and wisdom from 100 elder and famous
masters in TCM. Here the experts are very famous and elder TCM doctors. We wish mine each of them
the main ideas and experiences and wish also to find their collective experiences and thoughts.
8.1. TCM knowledge master mining (Tang et al. 2007a; Tang et al. 2007b)
There are some issues on TCM knowledge delivery.
1)TCM master knowledge has explicit and tacit types, we should transfer the tacit to explicit; 2)
Different masters knowledge come from different ways, how can we synthesize them; 3) We wish use
the information technology to support these processes. For the first task we will use the SECI model
proposed by Nonaka, for the second and third tasks we will use the TCM Master Miner (see Figures 7
and 8 )．
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Fig. 7. Knowledge conversion and synthesis by Tang X.J, Zhang W, Wang Z

Fig. 8. An example from 8 masters knowledge by Tang X.J, Zhang W, and Wang Z

8.2. Traditional Chinese Medicine knowledge system (ISS-XYH case)( Song and Gu, 2009a，
2009b; Gu et al., 2007c)
We use a lot of miming technologies, such as data mining, text mining and expert mining to
collect the idea and thoughts in the whole process for TCM diagnosing and design a framework
for synthesizing the existed, live knowledge（see Figure 9）.

Fig. 9．Meta-Synthesis Intelligence Mining Framework

9. Case studies 4: Social technical system
In 1995 there was a project related to preparing the diagram of standard system for the commercial
accommodations and facilities in China, sponsored by State Committee of Science & Technology of
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China and Ministry of Internal Trade. Originally this project was done by institute of commercial
machinery of Beijing only. The project had faced some trouble between the members and the leader,
the leader of this project fond that the knowledge of the old members of project was not enough, he
assumed that they have to add the knowledge of system engineering, so he invited us, institute of
Systems Science, CAS to join this project, so from view of knowledge synthesis he was right. And
from this aspect we really gave them a lot of helps in synthesizing different knowledge within different
domains, different experts and users, we used the usual narrative review on many documentation,
face-to-face expert investigation, brainstorming, Delphi method, cluster analysis and finally the
synthesis with expert knowledge. But when we wish synthesize the actions we really met a lot of
troubles, then we used Wuli-Shili-Renli approach to solve them. We had used the CATWOE proposed
by Checkland to analyze many problems related to the human relation, used some compromise between
the leaders and members, members and members (Gu et al.,1997).
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SYSTEMIC THINKING IN KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
YOSHITERU NAKAMORI
School of Knowledge Science, Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
1-1 Asahidai, Nomi, Ishikawa 923-1292, Japan
E-mail:nakamori@jaist.ac.jp
This paper considers the problem of knowledge integration, and proposes a theory of knowledge
construction systems, which consists of three fundamental parts: a knowledge construction system, a
structure-agency-action paradigm, and evolutionally constructive objectivism. The paper starts with
a brief introduction of our basic systems approach called informed systems thinking, followed by a
summary of our proposal: a theory of knowledge construction systems, and then gives a detailed
explanation of the theory.

1. Introduction
The main principle of the theory of organizational knowledge creation proposed in
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) is that new knowledge is created by the interaction of
explicit and tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge refers, in the field of knowledge
management, to knowledge known by an individual, which is difficult to communicate to
others because it includes emotions and intuition. Therefore, socialization and
externalization are emphasized in Nonaka theory to obtain group explicit knowledge
from individual tacit knowledge via group tacit knowledge; the last is shared mental
models, technical skills, etc.
Another important concept in Nonaka theory is Ba which is a Japanese word meaning
place. Nonaka uses it as creative environment; actually Nonaka and Konno (1998) called
the dynamic context which is shared and redefined in the knowledge creation process Ba,
which does not refer just to a physical space, but includes virtual spaces based on the
Internet, for instance; and more mental spaces which involve sharing experiences and
ideas. They stated that knowledge is not something which can exist independently; it can
only exist in a form embedded in Ba, which acts as a context that is constantly shared by
people.
Similar ideas exist in systems theory: for instance, Churchman (1970) states that all
knowledge is dependent on boundary judgments. This paper follows this idea in such a
way that our theory chooses three important dimensions (or subsystems) from the highdimensional Creative Space (Wierzbicki and Nakamori, 2006) and require actors to work
well in each dimension (or subsystem) in collecting and organizing distributed, tacit
knowledge. These are Intelligence (a subsystem or a scientific dimension), Involvement
(a subsystem or a social dimension) and Imagination (a subsystem or a creative
dimension). When the theory is interpreted from a viewpoint of sociology, the Creative
Space is considered as Social Structure which constrains and enables human action, and
consists of a scientific-actual front, a social-relational front and a cognitive-mental front
corresponding respectively to the three dimensions or subsystems.
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Our theory introduces two more dimensions or subsystems: Intervention and
Integration, which correspond to social action and knowledge from a sociological point
of view. This paper follows the definition of systemic intervention in Midgley (2000) that
systemic intervention is purposeful action by an agent to create change in relation to
reflection upon boundaries. Our actors collect knowledge on all three structural
dimensions or fronts, with a certain purpose, and synthesize those distributed knowledge
to construct new knowledge. In this sense, the subsystem Intervention together with
Integration corresponds to Midgley's systemic intervention. As Wang Yang-Ming the
14th-century Confucianist contends that knowledge and action are one, for purpose, and
with consequences (Zhu, 2000).
The theory to be presented in this paper aims at integrating systematic approach and
systemic (holistic) thinking; the former is mainly used in the dimensions or subsystems
Intelligence, Involvement and Imagination, and the latter is required in the dimensions or
subsystems Intervention and Integration. Leading systems thinkers today often
emphasize holistic thinking (Jackson, 2003; Mulej, 2007), or meta-synthesis (Gu and
Tang, 2005). They recommend and require systems thinking for a holistic understanding
of the emergent characteristic of a complex system, and for creating a new systemic
knowledge about a difficult problem confronted. Our theory aims at synthesizing
objective knowledge and subjective knowledge, which inevitably requires intuitive,
holistic integration.
With a similar idea, Wierzbicki et al. (2006) proposed an informed, creative systemic
approach, named Informed Systems Thinking, which should serve as the basic tool of
knowledge integration and should support creativity. This systemic thinking emphasizes
three basic principles: the principle of cultural sovereignty, the principle of informed
responsibility, and the principle of systemic integration. If the first is a thesis, then the
second is an antithesis and the third is a synthesis.
The problem here is: how are we to fulfill a systemic integration in the context of
knowledge synthesis? One of the answers to this is Theory of Knowledge Construction
Systems, the topic of this paper, which consists of three fundamental parts: a knowledge
construction system (Nakamori, 2000, 2003), a structure-agency-action paradigm
(Nakamori and Zhu, 2004), and evolutionally constructive objectivism (Wierzbicki and
Nakamori, 2007). The main characteristics of this theory are: fusion of the purposiveness
paradigm and purposefulness paradigm, interaction of explicit knowledge and tacit
knowledge, and requisition for knowledge coordinators.
2. Theory of Knowledge Construction Systems
Wierzbicki et al. (2006) proposed to redefine systems science as the discipline
concerned with methods for the intercultural and interdisciplinary integration of
knowledge, including soft inter-subjective and hard objective approaches, open and,
above all, informed. Intercultural means an explicit accounting for and analysis of
national, regional, even disciplinary cultures, means trying to overcome the
incommensurability of cultural perspectives by explicit debate of the different concepts
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and metaphors used by diverse cultures. Interdisciplinary approach has been a defining
feature of systemic analysis since Comte (1844), but has been gradually lost in the
division between soft and hard approaches. Open means pluralist, as stressed by soft
systems approaches, not excluding by design any cultural or disciplinary perspectives
(Linstone, 1984; Jackson and Key, 1984; Flood and Jackson, 1991). Informed means
pluralist as stressed by hard systems approaches, not excluding any perspectives by
ignorance or by disciplinary paradigmatic belief, and is most difficult to achieve.
A basic novel understanding related to this approach is the essential extension of the
skeleton of science (Boulding 1956). Wierzbicki et al. (2006) named this approach
Informed Systems Thinking which consists of three principles:
• The principle of cultural sovereignty: We can treat all separate levels of systemic
complexity as independent cultures, and generalize the old basic cultural
anthropology: no culture shall be judged when using concepts from a different
culture.
• The principle of informed responsibility: No culture is justified in creating a cultural
separation of its own area; it is the responsibility of each culture to inform other
cultures about its own development and be informed about development of other
cultures.
• The principle of systemic integration: Whenever needed, knowledge from diverse
cultures and disciplines might be synthesized by systemic methods, be they soft or
hard, without a prior prejudice against any of them, following the principle of open
and informed systemic integration.
It is, however, quite difficult to perform the principle of systemic integration unless
we have theories or methods for knowledge construction. We summarize here the theory
of knowledge construction systems, the main proposal of this paper, which consists of
three fundamental parts:
• A knowledge construction system: A basic system of the theory called the i-System
to collect and organize a variety of knowledge, which itself is a systems
methodology (Nakamori, 2000, 2003).
• A structure-agency-action paradigm: A sociological interpretation of the i-System to
emphasize the necessary abilities of actors when collecting and organizing
knowledge (Nakamori and Zhu, 2004).
• Evolutionally constructive objectivism: A new episteme to create knowledge and
justify collected, organized, and created knowledge (Wierzbicki and Nakamori,
2007).
The main characteristics of this theory are:
• Fusion of the purposiveness paradigm and purposefulness paradigm,
• Interaction of explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge, and
• Requisition for knowledge coordinators.
With the i-System we always start with searching and defining the problem following
to the purposiveness paradigm. Since the i-System is a spiral-type knowledge
construction model, in the second turn we use the i-System to find solutions following
the purposefulness paradigm. However, it is almost always the case that when we found
an approximate solution we face new problems.
This paper accepts the idea of Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) that new knowledge can
be obtained by the interaction between the explicit knowledge and the tacit knowledge.
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The use of the i-System means that we have to inevitably treat the objective knowledge
such as scientific theories, available technologies, social-economical trends, etc. as well
as the subjective knowledge such as experience, technical skill, hidden assumptions,
paradigms, etc.
The theory requires people who accomplish the knowledge synthesis. Such persons
need to have the abilities of knowledge workers in a wide-ranging areas and of
innovators. However they cannot achieve satisfactory results unless they possess the
ability to coordinate the opinions and values of diverse knowledge and people. We
should establish an educational system to train human resources who will promote
knowledge synthesis in a systemic manner.
3. Knowledge Construction System
A knowledge construction system called the i-System was proposed in Nakamori
(2000, 2003), which is a systemic and processual approach to knowledge creation. The
five ontological elements or subsystems of the i-System are Intervention (the will to
solve problems), Intelligence (existing scientific knowledge), Involvement (social
motivation), Imagination (other aspects of creativity), and Integration (systemic
knowledge), and they might correspond actually to five diverse dimensions of Creative
Space.
These five ontological elements were originally interpreted as nodes. Because the iSystem is intended as a synthesis of systemic approaches, Integration is, in a sense, its
final dimension (in Figure 1 all arrows converge to Integration interpreted as a node;
links without arrows denote the possibility of impact in both directions). The beginning
node is Intervention, where problems or issues perceived by the individual or the group
motivate their further inquiry and the entire creative process. The node Intelligence
corresponds to various types of knowledge, the node Involvement represents social
aspects, and the creative aspects are represented mostly in the node Imagination.
Observe that the node Intelligence, together with all existing scientific knowledge,
corresponds roughly to the basic epistemological dimension (with three levels: Emotive
Knowledge - Intuitive Knowledge - Rational Knowledge) of Creative Space. The node
Involvement stresses the social motivation and corresponds roughly to the basic social
dimension (with three levels: Individual - Group - Humanity Heritage) of Creative Space.
When analyzing these dimensions Wierzbicki and Nakamori (2006) have found that
binary logic is inadequate and even rough, three-valued logic barely sufficient for a
detailed analysis. For example, it is not only necessary to distinguish between the
knowledge on the level of individual, group and humanity heritage; it is also important to
distinguish motivation related to the interests of individual, group and humanity. While
an organization operating in the commercial market rightly stresses the interests of the
group of people employed by it (or of its shareholders), educational research activity at
universities might be best promoted when stressing the individual interests of students
and young researchers; on the other hand, the interests of humanity must be protected
when facing the prospect of privatization of basic knowledge.
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Figure 1: The i-System (from a systems scientific viewpoint).
Other nodes presented in Figure 1 indicate the need to consider other dimensions of
Creative Space, and additional dimensions result in additional complexity. The node
Imagination seems to be an essential element of only individual intuition; but it could
include inter-subjective emotions and intuition. All creative processes can be related to
three levels of imagination: Routine - Diversity - Fantasy. We utilize imagination in
diverse degrees depending on the character of a creative process. The lowest level is
Routine that involves imagination, but in a standard, well-trained fashion. We are able to
use imagination more strongly, to involve an element of Diversity, but we must be
motivated to do this by professional pride, pure curiosity, monetary rewards, etc. Finally,
we have also the highest level of imagination, which might be called Fantasy. The 20th
Century tradition of not speaking about metaphysics (started by Wittgenstein, 1922)
relegated fantasy to the arts and the emotions. However, fantasy is an essential element
of any highly creative process, including the construction of technological devices and
systems.
The node Intervention is difficult to consider separately in Oriental philosophy and
culture, with their concepts of unity of mind and body, and unity of man and nature: the
will to do something is not considered as a separate phenomenon, it is simply a part of
being, and being should be such as not to destroy the unity of man and nature. In a
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culture seeking consensus and harmony, such an explanation and such principles are
sufficient. Western culture pays more attention to the problems related to human
intervention and will. The concept of will, of freedom to act and intervene, has been for
many centuries and still remains one of the central ideas of Western culture. Concerning
any creative activity, it is clear that the role of motivation, of the will to create new ideas,
objects of art, technological devices, etc. is a central condition of success. Without Drive,
Determination, Dedication no creative process will be completed. By Drive we
understand here the basic fact that creativity is one of the most fundamental components
of self-realization of mankind. Determination is the concentrated Nietzschean will to
overcome obstacles in realizing the creative process. Dedication is a conviction that
completing a creative process is right in terms of Kantian transcendental moral law.
Integration in the original i-System is a node intended to represent the final stage, the
systemic synthesis of the creative process. Thus, in this stage we should use all systemic
knowledge; applying systemic concepts to newly created knowledge is certainly the only
explicit, rational knowledge tool that can be used in order to achieve integration. Thus,
any teaching of creative abilities must include a strong component of systems science.
The apparently simplest is Specialized Integration, when the task consists of integrating
several elements of knowledge in some specialized field. But even this task can be very
difficult as, for example, the task of integrating knowledge about the diverse functions of
contemporary computer networks. It becomes more complex when its character is
Interdisciplinary, as in the case of the analysis of environmental policy models. However,
the contemporary trends of globalization result today in new, even more complex
challenges related to Intercultural Integration, as in the case of integration of diverse
theories of knowledge and technology creation. In fact, the Intercultural Integration of
knowledge might be considered a defining feature of a new interpretation of systems
science.
4. Structure-Agent-Action Paradigm
The structure-agency-action paradigm was adopted when understanding the i-System
from a social science viewpoint (Nakamori and Zhu, 2004). The i-System can be
interpreted as a structurationist model for knowledge management. Viewed through the iSystem, knowledge is constructed by actors, who are constrained and enabled by
structures that consist of a scientific-actual, a cognitive-mental and a social-relational
front, mobilize and realize the agency of themselves and of others that can be
differentiated as Intelligence, Imagination and Involvement clusters, engage in rationalinertial, postrational-projective and arational-evaluative actions in pursuing sectional
interests. Note that here we identify the elements Intelligence, Imagination and
Involvement with agencies of actors. See Figure 2.
The following are the working definition of some keywords that are essential to the
concerned paradigm. These keywords have quite different but deeply ingrained meanings
in other disciplines beyond contemporary social theories.
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•

Structure: the systemic contexts and their underlying mechanisms, which constrain
and enable human action.

Figure 2: A sociological interpretation of the i-System.
•

Agency: the capability with which actors, who are socially embedded, reproduce and
transform the world.
• Construction: the social process during which actors create, maintain and transform
the world (both the structure and actors themselves).
The exploration in Nakamori and Zhu (2004) intended particularly to unpack the
structure, agency and action black boxes, investigate the complexity, ambiguity and
emergent properties internal to each of them, as well as those implicated in the
relationships between. While structure complexity provides possibilities for innovation,
agency complexity allows actors exploit those possibilities in differing ways. Knowing
(integrating or in-forming) and practice (intervening) are seen as constituting each other,
from which knowledge is emerging and embodied, over time, back into structures and
agency.
In this paper we focus on the agency complexity only, which is directly related to the
theory of knowledge construction systems. The i-System differentiates human agency
into Intelligence, Imagination and Involvement clusters, so that agency can be
understood in an organized way, not treated as a black-box.
By Intelligence we mean the intellectual faculty and capability of actors: experience,
technical skill, functional expertise, etc. The vocabulary related to intelligence addresses
logic, rationality, objectivity, observation, monitoring and reflexivity. The accumulation
and application of intelligence are mission-led and rational-focused (Chia, 2004),
discipline- and paradigm-bound, confined within the boundary of normal science (Kuhn
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1962), which leads to knowing the game and incremental, component improvement
(Tushman and Anderson, 1986).
Seeing Intelligence as inertial and paradigm-bound though, the i-System does not
regard Intelligence as negative per se. Rather, to the i-System, Intelligence is
indispensable for creativity. As Polanyi (1958) puts it, science is operated by the skill of
the scientist and it is through the exercise of this skill that he shapes his scientific
knowledge. Following Sewell (1992), we see the search for intelligence as a process of
transposition: actors apply and extend codified rules and procedures to a wide and not
fully predictable range of unfamiliar cases outside the context in which they are initially
learned. Intelligence becomes liability to innovation only when it blocks actors from
seeing alternatives.
In the Imagination cluster we include intuition, innocence, ignorance,
enlightenmental skill and post-rationality, which leads to a vocabulary of feeling the
game, playful, fun, chaotic, illogic, forgetting, upsetting, competency-destroying,
knowledge-obsoleting and risk-taking. This brings us beyond the thoroughlyknowledgeable (Archer, 1995) and over-rationalized agents (Mestrovic, 1998) that are
portrayed in Giddens's structuration theory (Giddens, 1979).
Involvement is the cluster in human agency that consists of interest, faith, emotion
and passion, which are intrinsically related to intentionality and habits of the heart
(Bellah et al., 1985), as well as the social capital (Bourdieu, 1985), social skill and
political skill (Garud et al., 2002) that make intentionality and the heart being felt. As
human agency, involvement can produce managerial and institutional effects, particularly
in dealing with the social-relational front, in that it helps or hampers researchers' efforts
to make the game.
Note that even if the actors work well using their agencies, this does not guarantee
the validity of the obtained knowledge. We need a theory for knowledge justification,
which will be given later by the name of Evolutionary Constructive Objectivism.
5. Evolutionary Constructive Objectivism
There is a general agreement that we are living in times of an informational
revolution which leads to a new era. Knowledge in this era plays an even more important
role than just information, thus the new epoch might be called Knowledge Civilization
Era. Among many changes, the most important one might be the changing episteme - the
way of constructing and justifying knowledge, characteristic for a given era and culture
(Foucault, 1972).
The destruction of the industrial episteme and the construction of a new one started
with relativism of Einstein, indeterminism of Heisenberg, with the concept of feedback
and that of deterministic chaos, of order emerging out of chaos, complexity theories,
finally with the emergence principle. The destruction of the industrial era episteme
resulted in divergent developments of the episteme of three cultural spheres: hard and
natural sciences, technology, and social sciences with humanities:
• Paradigmatism in hard and natural sciences (Kuhn, 1962) : Theories should fit to
observations or outcomes of empirical tests, but such theories that are consistent
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with the paradigm are welcome, while theories that contradict the paradigm are
rejected, even if they would better fit observations or empirical outcomes.
• Falsificationism in technology (Popper, 1934, 1972): Knowledge and theories
evolve and the measure of their evolutionary fitness is the number of attempted
falsification tests they have successfully passed.
• Postmodern subjectivism in social sciences and humanities: Knowledge is
constructed by people, thus subjective, and its justification occurs only through
inter-subjective discourse.
The episteme of knowledge civilization era is not formed yet, but it must include an
integration, a synthesis of the divergent episteme of these three cultural spheres, as well
as a synthesis of different aspects of Oriental and Western episteme. The integration must
be based upon a holistic understanding of human nature; here humanity is defined not
only by language and communicating, but also by tool making, and by curiosity.
This paper considers Evolutionary Constructive Objectivism as a possible episteme in
the knowledge-based society, and adopts it as one of the elements of the theory of
knowledge construction systems. It is originally considered for testing knowledge
creation theories (Wierzbicki and Nakamori, 2007), consisting of three principles:
• Evolutionary falsification principle: Hypotheses, theories, models and tools develop
evolutionarily, and the measure of their evolutionary fitness is the number of either
attempted falsification tests that they have successfully passed, or of critical
discussion tests leading to an inter-subjective agreement about their validity, which
corresponds to the group tacit knowledge in Nonaka theory.
• Emergence principle: New properties of a system emerge with increased levels of
complexity, and these properties are qualitatively different than and irreducible to
the properties of its parts.
• Multimedia principle: Language is just an approximate code to describe a much
more complex reality, visual and preverbal information in general is much more
powerful and relates to intuitive knowledge and reasoning; the future records of the
intellectual heritage of humanity will have a multi-media character, thus stimulating
creativity.
Although these principles were developed with the purpose of validating knowledge
creation models such as the i-System, this paper reuses them as principles to test the
obtained knowledge. Because it usually takes time to evaluate new knowledge, the idea
here is to evaluate the models, methods or processes through which the new knowledge
emerges. See Figure 3.
Based on these three fundamental principles, we can give a detailed description of an
epistemological position of constructive evolutionary objectivism, closer in fact to the
current episteme of technology than to that of hard sciences.
• The innate curiosity of people about other people and Nature results in their
constructing hypotheses about reality, thus creating a structure and diverse models of
the world. Until now, all such hypotheses turned out to be only approximations; but
we learn evolutionarily about their validity by following the falsification principle.
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•

Since we perceive reality as more and more complex, and thus devise concepts on
higher and higher levels of complexity according to the emergence principle, we
shall probably always work with approximate hypotheses.

Figure 3: Justification of knowledge through evaluation of tools to get it.
•

According to the multimedia principle, language is a simplified code used to
describe a much more complex reality, while human senses (starting with vision)
enable people to perceive the more complex aspects of reality. This more
comprehensive perception of reality is the basis of human intuition; for example,
tool making is always based on intuition and a more comprehensive perception of
reality than just language.
• A prescriptive interpretation of objectivity is the falsification principle; when faced
cognitively with increasing complexity, we apply the emergence principle. The
sources of our cognitive power are related to the multimedia principle.
Figure 3 shows the concept of justification of knowledge through evaluation of
models, tools, etc. to get that knowledge as well as through evaluation of attitudes and
agencies of actors or analysts in collecting that knowledge.
6. Concluding Remarks
This paper proposes a theory of knowledge construction systems, which consists of
three fundamental parts: the knowledge construction system, the structure-agency-action
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paradigm, and evolutionally constructive objectivism. The first is a model of collecting
and synthesizing knowledge, the second relates to necessary abilities when collecting
knowledge in individual domains, and the third comprises a set of principles to justify
collected and synthesized knowledge. This paper reached a conclusion that we should
nurture talented people called the knowledge coordinators. How can we nurture such
people? One of the answers is that we should establish knowledge science, educate
young students by this discipline, and encourage learning by doing.
However, at the present stage, knowledge science is more a theme-oriented
interdisciplinary academic field than a normal science. We believe that its mission is to
organize and process human-dependent information and to feed it back to society with
added value. Its central guideline is the creation of new value (knowledge) - such
innovation being the driving force of society, but it mainly deals with the research area
involving social innovation (organizations, systems, or reorganization of the mind).
However, society's progress is underpinned by technology and the joint progress of
society (needs) and technology (seeds) is essential, so it also bears the duty to act as a
coordinator (intermediary) in extensive technological and social innovations.
In order to fulfill the above mission, knowledge science should focus its research on
observing and modeling the actual process of carrying out the mission as well as
developing methods to carry out the mission. The methods can be developed mainly
through the existing three fields. These are the application of information
technology/artistic methods (knowledge discovery methods, ways to support creation,
knowledge engineering, cognitive science, etc.), the application of business
science/organizational theories (practical uses of tacit knowledge, management of
technology, innovation theory, etc.) and the application of mathematical science/systems
theory (systems thinking, the emergence principle, epistemology, etc.).
However, it will take some time to integrate the above three fields and establish a
new academic system. We should first attempt their integration in practical use (problemsolving projects), accumulate actual results and then to establish them as a discipline in a
new field. Finally we believe that the concepts and directions of knowledge science will
collapse the wall between hard and soft in systems science.
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Drawing on the knowledge-based view of the firm, this paper investigates the effectiveness of different
organizational mechanisms on knowledge transfer. In this study, we propose a paradigm for managing the
complex process of knowledge transfer. Its central theme is that the effectiveness of knowledge transfer depends
on the fit between knowledge characteristics and transfer mechanism. It is argued that different knowledge
requires different organizational mechanisms to support its transfer. A theoretical framework is developed to
provide an analytical perspective on this issue. Two categories of organizational mechanism for knowledge
transfer are identified (i.e., formal and informal mechanism), the types, dimensions, and characteristics of
knowledge are discussed, and the nature of this fit is examined.

1.

Introduction

It is argued that in a fast-moving and increasingly competitive world, a firm's only
enduring source of advantage is its knowledge—individual employees’ knowledge and
the knowledge embedded in its structures and systems (Birkinshaw, 2001). As noted by
Grant (1996a), “knowledge has emerged as the most strategically-significant resource of
the firm”. “To put it somewhat more dramatically, there is evidence suggesting that the
winners in tomorrow's market place will be the masters of knowledge management”
(Bresman et al., 1999).
The increasing importance of knowledge has prompted the issue of managing
knowledge to the organization's benefit — identifying and leveraging the collective
knowledge in an organization to help it compete (von Krogh 1998). One of the most
cited reasons for the importance of knowledge management is the increasing speed of
competition (e.g. Hedlund, 1994; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). “Reinventing the wheel,
it is argued, is a serious waste of time when the requisite knowledge is already contained
in other parts of the organization (Bresman et al., 1999)”. In terms of this logic, the
ability to transfer existing knowledge, not only between firms, but even more critically,
within the firm (Grant, 1996b), is one of the most strategic capabilities which
organization possesses, and a principal source of sustainable competitive advantage
(Dixon, 2000; Galbraith, 1990; Teece et al., 1997). Knowledge transfer is defined here as
*
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the transfer of either expertise (skills and capabilities e.g., purchasing skills, product,
process, and packaging designs, marketing know-how, and distribution expertise) or
external market data of strategic value (e.g., key customers, competitors, or suppliers)
(Gupta and Govindarajan, 1991), among individuals, groups, units, and departments.
Kogut and Zander (1992) take the argument even further when they insist that a firm's
ability to transfer knowledge is a reason for its very existence (Bresman et al., 1999).
2.

Knowledge Characteristics and Transfer Mechanism: A Conceptual Model

If it is accepted that the interdependence between knowledge characteristics and
organizational mechanism of knowledge transfer is one of the cornerstones of knowledge
management and organizational theory, then clearly the explicit reconciliation of these
two bodies of work is a valuable contribution. Giving the dimensions of knowledge
being transferred and the multiple, complementary types of knowledge involved, it
becomes clear that it is necessary to use multiple knowledge transfer mechanisms
flexibly and simultaneously, offering the richness and diversity of organizational
mechanisms that are available within firms, because different knowledge will require
different corporate settings and approaches to transfer. The implication being that certain
organizational arrangements may be more appropriate to specific knowledge types than
others. Figure 1 shows a summary of these constricts in detail with an eye toward
identifying the potential implications for the management of knowledge transfer.
Contextual Assumptions: Complementary individual and organizational behavior
Prevailing norms of competition and individualism

Knowledge
Characteristics

Transfer
Mechanism

Effectiveness of
knowledge transfer

Knowledge Types
z Individual knowledge z Formal Mechanism
z Informal Mechanism
z Social knowledge
z Organizational knowledge
Knowledge Dimensions
z Simple-complex
z Explicit-tacit
z Independent-systemic

Fig. 1. Contingency between knowledge characteristics and transfer mechanism
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2.1. Knowledge and Knowledge Characteristics: Theoretical Consideration
2.1.1. Knowledge Types
We adopt the typology of Griffith and his colleagues (2003) in constructing our theory,
which focuses on the distinction between individual and social knowledge. They note
that a major source of confusion about knowledge and knowledge management can be
resolved if we recognize that there are at least three distinct types of knowledge:
individual knowledge, social knowledge, and organizational knowledge. Individual
knowledge is composed of the psychological components that reside within the
individual, and usually comprises both explicit (e.g., architectural drawing) and tacit
knowledge (e.g., insights gained from completed project, and individual's belief on
cause-effect relationships). Social knowledge is a collective type of knowledge that is
publicly available or embedded within the routines, culture, or norms of the team
(Spender, 1996). Organizational knowledge is captured through the organization's
technologies, structures, and routines (Leonard and Sensiper, 1998), and provides a basis
and context for the development and transfer of individual and social knowledge. In the
rest part of this paper, we shall detail the components of such knowledge to focus on how
knowledge transfers among individuals and becomes available to the organization.
2.1.2. Knowledge Dimensions
Drawing on the work of Garud and Nayyar (1994), we suggest analyzing knowledge in
terms of three dimensions of knowledge: simple versus complex, explicit versus tacit,
and independent versus systemic. These dimensions, some researchers argued (Winter,
1987; Garud and Nayyar, 1994), are directly related to the ease of transfer of the
knowledge asset in question: some knowledge are highly complex, tacit, and system
dependent, therefore, is difficult to transfer; other knowledge is simple, explicit, and
independent, and is relatively easy to transfer.
Using these dimensions, we can analyze these three types of knowledge in terms of
the three dimensions. Individual knowledge can be conceptualized as either simple or
complex, as tacit or explicit (or both), and, generally, as more independent or systemic.
Social knowledge can be either simple or complex and is largely tacit and systemic in
character (Bhaga et al., 2002). Organizational knowledge is either explicit or tacit, is
usually more complex than simple, and is largely systemic in character. Garud and
Nayyar (1994) note that the position of knowledge along each of the three dimensions
affects the amount of information required to describe it and the amount of effort needed
to transfer it. Therefore, if the type of knowledge (individual, social, or organizational)
being transferred is complex, tacit, and systemic, then it is more difficult to transfer and
to absorb.
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2.2. Formal Transfer Mechanisms
2.2.1.

Direction

Demsetz (1991) identifies direction as the principal means by which knowledge can be
transferred at low cost between “specialists and the large number of other persons who
either are non-specialists or who are specialists in other fields.” Directions refer to the
specific set of rules, standards, procedures, and instructions (Demsetz, 1991), such as
directives for hazardous waste disposal or airplane safety checks and maintenance. We
suggest that some knowledge (explicit, simple, and independent) can be well captured
through direction, its transfer relies more on formal manners such as direction, and the
performance specification for the outcome of the transfer is more stringent. A crucial
characteristic of the knowledge being transferred (i.e., the directives, policies, and
procedures) is that it is highly explicit, simple, and system independent that ensures its
possibility of being captured through direction. In contrast, if tacit knowledge is
transferred by such mechanism, in the form of rules, instructions, directives, formulae,
expert systems, it will inevitably involve substantial knowledge loss (Grant, 1996a).
2.2.2. Organization Structure
Organization structure provides a mechanism for knowledge transfer which is dependent
upon the need for communication of knowledge in explicit form. The essence of
organization structure is that individuals located in different divisions (marketing,
product engineering, process engineering, etc.) develop sequential patterns of interaction
which permit the transfer of their specialized knowledge without the need for
communicating that knowledge. These patterns of interaction appear automatic and rely
heavily upon formal procedures such as document exchange among divisions, problem
solve meeting, cultural and technical training, etc, as a fixed response to a defined
structure arrangement (Grant, 1996a).
2.3. Informal Transfer Mechanisms
2.3.1. Community of Practice
The essence of informal mechanism is to build informal networks among people so that
knowledge can be transferred internally through experience. The community of practice
is an effective means of accomplishing that transfer (Birkinshaw and Sheehan, 2002).
Communities of practice develop when there are ample opportunities for informal contact.
As pointed out by Roberston and his colleagues (1996), distant, informal, spontaneous
contact between different organizational sub-units might be important for knowledge
activities. Practically, many companies have adapted this idea by encouraging the
establishment of informal communities. Computer-services company (CSC) has several
hundred communities of professional employees, each one based on a particular
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competence or practice area. To be true communities of practice, as distinct from
communities of users—informal, voluntary users' groups focus on sharing of relevant
experiences that enable acquisition or transfer of tacit knowledge about technology
applications (Nambisan et al. 1999), they should be kept informal and their size should
be limited to a relatively small number of members who have existing expertise.
2.3.2. Center of Excellence
Another informal mechanism that many companies use is the center of excellence, that is,
a small group of experts in a single location with a mandate to spread their knowledge
throughout the company. HP Canada has centers of excellence in R&D; Sara Lee has
them in manufacturing and in support activities; and 3M Europe has them in corporate
marketing. In the case of 3M Europe, the center for key account management was based
in Stockholm, and the manager in charge of the group would travel to other 3M
businesses in Europe to explain the center's recent work and how its new knowledge
could be spread throughout the company.
2.3.3. Social Interaction
Social interactions are effective in fostering informal knowledge transfer within an
organization. Social interaction allows individual units to accumulate social capital that
can help them gain access to new knowledge. The flows of knowledge through interunit
networks require social interaction to promote trust and to reduce perceived uncertainty
about providing new knowledge to other units (or acquiring new knowledge from other
units). Knowledge transfer involves a complex social process that demands collaborative
efforts. Social interaction is indispensable in this process as it can create trust and foster
cooperation.
2.3.4. Corporate Socialization
Socialization is important as a way of enhancing the organization’s informationprocessing capacity (Etzioni, 1961; Hedlund, 1986) and for building an underlying set of
norms and values that can facilitate knowledge transfer. Van Maanen and Schein (1979)
defined organizational socialization as the process by which "an individual is taught what
behaviors and perspectives are customary and desirable within the work setting." As
Buchanan (1974), Edstrom and Galbraith (1977), and Ouchi (1979) argued, socialization
can be a powerful mechanism for building identification with and commitment to the
organization as a whole. Some of the key processes through which such socialization
occurs are job rotation across units and management development programs involving
participants from several units (Edstrom & Galbraith, 1977). In the context of this article,
corporate socialization for knowledge transfer can be defined as the processes through
which a common set of values, norms, and beliefs among a group of individuals is
developed to provide the preconditions for a management system in which employees’
willingness to share and transfer knowledge is high. Expressed in terms of knowledge
transfer, we can argue that individuals will only participate willingly in knowledge
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exchange once they share a sense of identity or belonging with their colleagues (
Bresman et al., 1999). A summary of different organizational mechanisms of knowledge
transfer is provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of Knowledge Transfer Mechanism: Formal
Mechanism vs Informal Mechanism

Specific
contents

Management
processes

Knowledge
being transferred

3.

Formal Mechanism
Management policies and systems such as
direction;
organization
structure;
organizational design; IT support

Informal Mechanism
Social arrangements that aim to create an
environment to encourage knowledge
transfer, such as community of practice;
center of excellence; social interaction;
corporate socialization
Top management acts as catalyst, architect,
protector; leaders as catalysts and
sponsors; emphasis on combination and
temporary constellations

Top management acts as monitor and
allocator;
leaders
as
commanders,
dependent on information processing;
chaos not allowed; emphasis on division
and permanent structures
Knowledge residing in various component Knowledge embedded in organizational
forms, including written documentation, culture,
transformations
(production
structured information stored in electronic processes and work procedures), tacit
databases, codified human knowledge knowledge in diverse forms
stored in expert systems, documented
organizational procedures and processes
explicit,
computerized/documented
knowledge
Adopted from Nonaka, 1994; Tan et al. 1999; Hedlund, 1994

Propositions Development

3.1. Transfer Individual Knowledge
In the second section, it is recognized that knowledge exists in individuals, social context,
and the organization. Individual knowledge is conceptualized as a continuum from
explicit to tacit (Griffith et al., 2003). Explicit individual knowledge may include explicit
facts, axiomatic propositions, and symbols, can be codified or articulated in manuals,
computer programs, training tools, etc., relatively simple and independent, and is proved
to be transmittable in formal, systematic language (Kogut and Zander 1992). Tacit
individual knowledge is highly context specific and has a personal quality, complex and
systemic, which makes it more challenging to transfer (Nonaka 1991), difficult to
formalize and communicate (Nonaka 1994). Formal mechanism like structured processes
fail to transfer the tangible elements of tacit knowledge (Pfeffer and Sutton 1999) and
significant information loss can be experienced when trying to use such mechanism,
especially for some experientially derived forms of tacit knowledge. Consequently, tacit
individual knowledge is best transferred by informal mechanisms that can provide rich
communication media and a way in that tacit knowledge could be well captured. The
above discussion leads to following propositions:
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Proposition 1a: The effectiveness of knowledge transfer will be more likely to achieve
when transfer individual knowledge that has an explicit quality by formal mechanism.
Proposition 1b: The effectiveness of knowledge transfer will be more likely to achieve
when transfer individual knowledge that has a tacit quality by informal mechanism.
3.2. Transfer Social Knowledge
Social knowledge can be either explicit or tacit and is mostly complex and systemic in
character, composed of cultural norms that exist as a result of working together, and its
salience is reflected in our ability to collaborate and develop transactional relationships.
Nonaka (1994) suggested a "spiral of knowledge" in which individuals' explicit and tacit
knowledge transform and build upon one another to form social and organizational
knowledge. Explicit individual knowledge becomes objectified knowledge while tacit
knowledge becomes collective knowledge at the social level of analysis (Spender 1996).
Objectified knowledge (e.g., the due date for a particular task) is highly observable
and rule based, can exist independently of the individual knowers. The core argument
here is that this kind of knowledge is explicit and independent, can be easily transferred
or disseminated to another location by formal mechanisms (e.g., utilization of
information technology), because when tacitness and system dependence is low,
knowledge transfer is achieved more quickly, the level of interpersonal interaction
between units can be much lower.
Proposition 2a: The effectiveness of knowledge transfer will be more likely to achieve
when transfer objectified knowledge that is explicit and independent in nature by formal
mechanism.
Collective knowledge is embedded in the team's routines, norms, and culture.
Because mutual interaction is necessary for the combination of various elements of tacit
individual knowledge into collective knowledge, anything that reduces the level of social
interaction may impede the transfer of collective knowledge. Thus, collective knowledge
has a tacit quality and requires informal mechanisms to facilitate its transfer.
Proposition 2b: The effectiveness of knowledge transfer will be more likely to achieve
when transfer collective knowledge that is tacit in nature by informal mechanism.
The third type of social knowledge is shared understanding among team members
(e.g., the identity of the emergent leader). Similar to the process whereby individuals
form new tacit knowledge through experience, teams may form new tacit knowledge
through collective action. This tacit knowledge forms the basis of shared understanding
(Leonard and Sensiper 1998). Shared understanding is associated with high level of
interdependence (Janz et al. 1997), systemic and complex in nature. Interdependence
requires a high level of communication (Tschan and von Cranach 1996), while formal
mechanism constrains the richness of communication (Griffith et al., 2003). Therefore,
this kind of knowledge is best transferred through informal mechanisms that can provide
enriched forms of media and communication. Taken together, social knowledge may be
considered a continuum from objectified knowledge, through collective knowledge, to
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shared understanding in a manner similar to the continuum of individual knowledge,
which suggests a formal-informal way to manage its transfer.
Proposition 2c: The effectiveness of knowledge transfer will be more likely to achieve
when transfer shared understanding that is systemic and complex in nature by informal
mechanism.
3.3. Transfer Organizational Knowledge
Organizational knowledge is captured through the organization's technologies, structures,
and routines (Leonard and Sensiper, 1998). Technological knowledge, including such
information as product specifications and safety guidelines, is found to be the least
problematic to transfer and share (Child and Faulkner, 1998), because this kind of
knowledge is explicit, independent, and relatively simple, can be codified and acquired
with relative ease. The transfer of technological knowledge is normally less socially
sensitive and formal transfer mechanisms will be appropriate (Child and Faulkner, 1998),
because this solution supports the declarative nature of technological knowledge.
Proposition 3a: The effectiveness of knowledge transfer will be more likely to achieve
when transfer technological knowledge that is simple, explicit, and independent by
formal mechanism.
Knowledge embedded in organization structure(e.g., expertise pertaining to a firm’s
logistics, IT design and processes, knowledge of major customers in a region, business
frameworks, project experiences, engineering drawings, market reports) is mostly
explicit and system dependent, that is, closely related to organizational systems, process,
and rules, having dedicated physical infrastructure, and all relevant functional activities
involved (i.e., research, development, engineering, manufacturing, etc.). Transfer of
structure-embedded knowledge needs richer context and media, because such knowledge
requires more than just codification. Even formal mechanisms with the most advanced
technical support can dramatically fail to transfer the structure-embedded knowledge if
those mechanisms are founded on a misunderstanding of the underlying system of such
knowledge. Thus, we contend that transfer of structure-embedded knowledge will rely
more on informal mechanisms such as through a small number of centers of excellence,
each based on a history of success within a given technological area and each with a
relatively high level of autonomy to develop that knowledge as it sees fit.
Proposition 3b: The effectiveness of knowledge transfer will be more likely to achieve
when transfer structure-embedded knowledge that is explicit and system dependent by
informal mechanism.
Organizational routines—multi-actor, interlocking, reciprocally-triggered sequences
of actions (Cohen and Bacdayan, 1994)—are another major repository of organizational
knowledge. Routine-based knowledge, including the processes for integrating across
business units, is mainly tacit and complex, because routines themselves are hard to
observe, analyze, and describe, and there are considerable causal ambiguity surrounding
it. As proposed by Cohen and Bacdayan (1994), a pivotal characteristic of routines is that
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the underlying knowledge of the parts of routines is often partially inarticulate.
Consequently, transfer of routine-based knowledge requires a process of informal
mechanisms, i.e., the development of coordination patterns, social interaction, informal
communication, learning by doing which typically involves considerable face-to-face
interaction between the two parties to the transfer, so as to allow individuals to transfer
and integrate their specialized knowledge without the need to articulate what they know
to others.
Proposition 3c: The effectiveness of knowledge transfer will be more likely to achieve
when transfer routine-based knowledge that is tacit and complex by informal mechanism.
4.

Conclusions

In this paper, we began with the perspective that knowledge transfer is crucial to
organizations’ competitive advantage, and have presented a discussion of knowledge
types, dimensions, and characteristics, and transfer mechanisms based on a review,
interpretation, and synthesis of a broad range of relevant literature. Two common modes
of transfer mechanisms are identified to seek synergies by structuring dynamics of
knowledge transfer in organizations, and to be more efficient in the transfer of different
knowledge. Several general conclusions may be drawn from our work.
1. The literature review revealed the complexity and multi-faceted nature of
knowledge and knowledge transfer. Different perspectives and taxonomies of knowledge
were reviewed and discussed. For example, knowledge may be tacit or explicit; it may
reside in individuals, groups, social systems or documents, computer repositories,
physical settings, policies, and processes. Thus, no single or optimum approach to
knowledge transfer and knowledge management can be developed. Various knowledge
management approaches and systems are required to deal with the diversity of
knowledge types and dimensions effectively (Alavi and Leidner, 2001).
2. Knowledge transfer involves distinct but interdependent processes of transfer
activities. At any point in time, an organization and its members can be involved in
multiple knowledge transfer activities. As such, knowledge transfer is not a monolithic
but a dynamic and continuous organizational phenomenon. Furthermore, the complexity,
resource requirements, and underlying tools and approaches of knowledge transfer vary
according to the type, dimensions, and characteristics of knowledge being transferred.
3. Knowledge transfer can be formal or informal. Formal transfer mechanisms,
such as direction, organization structure, organizational design, may ensure greater
distribution of knowledge and legitimacy of the transfer but may inhibit initiative.
Informal mechanisms, such as community of practice, center of excellence, social
interaction, corporate socialization, may be effective in promoting socialization but may
preclude wide dissemination.
The most interesting finding in this study is that the separation of organizational
mechanisms on knowledge transfer has great importance both in reality and research ease.
Drawing on knowledge management literature, we identified two different types of
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knowledge transfer mechanisms, formal and informal mechanisms, viz. those focused on
structural arrangement, normalization, and control, and those focused on the social
process of knowledge transfer. Each is important in affecting knowledge transfer
outcomes. The central issue of formal mechanism is 'calculative' design and control,
which is defined as "regulating the transfer activities within an organization so that they
are in accord with the expectations established in policies, plans and targets" (Child,
1973). Under the formal mechanism, control is primarily 'bureaucratic' and 'normative'
(Baliga and Jaeger, 1984), individuals’ performance and behavior is monitored to
preclude opportunistic behavior. The informal mechanism proposes a system of primarily
'social' or cultural connection, whereby individuals are imbued with the values and goals
of the organization and thus act in accordance with them (Hedlund, 1986; White and
Poynter, 1990).
At the same time, we get to a contribution of knowledge approaches to
organizational theories by providing a new “contingency” factor (contingency between
knowledge characteristics and transfer approaches) for understanding organizational
mechanisms. As indicated earlier, the nature of the knowledge being transferred will
have an important impact on the transfer process. If the relevant knowledge is tacit,
complex, and system dependent, it is a continuous activity of knowing and thus not
readily communicated in written or symbolic form. Such transfers can be facilitated by
informal mechanisms, through high level of communication, social interaction, and
corporate socialization. By contrast, explicit, simple, and independent knowledge is
discrete or "digital", usually captured in records of the past such as libraries, archives,
patents, blueprints, and databases. This kind of knowledge can be effectively transferred
by formal mechanisms, because it does not rely on a strong social bond between the
parties (Bresman et al., 1999). Establishing tight links to knowledge characteristics and
transfer mechanisms should help us to unlock the dynamics of knowledge transfer. This
will shed new light on the interactions with organizational mechanism and knowledge
transfer.
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The knowledge creation processes and activities in online communities become prominent in our
society, with the proliferation of all sorts of online communities. This phenomenon brings enormous
challenging research issues. In this paper, we give an in-depth analysis on an actual case of the Linux
kernel developer community, to illustrate that such community is essentially an evolutionary
collective-intelligent system; and this system grows through the spontaneous self-organization
processes. This work may pave the way for further theoretical exploration of the knowledge-creation
processes in online communities; and on the other hand it has practical implications for developing
computing technologies to facilitate the development of the “knowledge-creating communities”.

1.

Introduction

In the last decades, the growing significance of knowledge to the social and
economic development of our society has attracted tremendous efforts on “Knowledge
Management” (e.g. Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995; Alavi & Leidner 2001). These efforts
generally set the focus on studying the knowledge systems inside the boundary of a
formal organization like a business company, a governmental department, and an
academic institute. However, many knowledge activities and processes are beyond the
institutional boundaries. One noteworthy phenomenon is that the online communities,
which have been proliferated with the explosive development of the Internet and the Web,
have become a prominent vehicle for knowledge creation, dissemination and utilization.
The knowledge processes in these online communities are fundamentally different from
those in a formal organization. The knowledge creation, dissemination and utilization in
an online community are basically accomplished by independent contributors or
participants in a self-organizing and “autopoietic” a fashion, while in the formal
organization these knowledge processes usually take place under the centralized
managerial control to achieve some well-defined organizational objectives. Therefore,
the theories and models for organizational knowledge management cannot be simply
transplanted to study the knowledge activities and processes in the online communities.
*

Work partially supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant No.70871016

a

Autopoiesis is the process whereby an organization produces itself, as described in:
Varela F.J. Maturana H.R. & Uribe, R. Biosystems 5:187–196, 1974
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The studies on the knowledge activities and processes in an online community would be
a challenging issue; and at the same time they are both of theoretical value to examine a
type of knowledge systems that are critically different from the firm-based knowledge
systems, and of practical value to enhance the knowledge production and utilization in
our society.
One noteworthy knowledge-intensive online community is the Linux kernel
developer community. The Linux Kernel is the operating system kernel that underpins all
distributions of Linux operating systems. It was initiated by Linus Torvalds in 1991 as an
open-source software (OSS) project. Linux is one of the most fascinating success-stories
of the OSS movement. Moreover, it is fascinating that the Linux Kernel is primarily
developed by thousands of part-time voluntary programmers scattered across the Internet
without formal organization or centralized control. Along with the development of the
Linux Kernel, an online community of the contributors, or the Linux Kernel developer
community, rapidly grows. Due to the miraculous success of Linux, it would be
worthwhile to examine how the collective actions of the voluntary contributors develop
such large-scaled and complex software of high quality without centralized coordination.
As software development can be regarded as one form of knowledge creation, this
examination is from another aspect to explore the knowledge creation in the looselyconnected online communities of independent participants.
Therefore, in this paper we try to explore such “knowledge-creating” online
communities by giving an analysis on the actual case of the Linux-kernel developer
community (LDC for short). In an earlier effort, we suggested that many online
communities manifest some degree of community intelligence (Xia et al. 2008; Luo et al
2009). Following that view of community intelligence, we try to explore the underlying
dynamics for the evolution of the LDC as well as the development of this community’s
knowledge product, the Linux kernel.
2. A Short History of the Linux-kernel Developer Community
To facilitate further discussion, the history of Linux is shortly introduced, with the
focus being placed on the growth of the developer community in which the Linux kernel
is collectively created and continually updated.
Linux was initially developed by Linus Torvalds in 1991, when he was a student in
computer science at University of Helsinki. His initial motivation was to write programs
in order to use some UNIX functions in his own PC with an 80386 processor; and he
implemented a task-switching program, a disk driver and a small file system, which
constituted Linux 0.01. On 25 August 1991, he announced this skeletal operating system
in the newsgroup “comp.os.minix” and asked for suggestions for the preferable features.
Then, his continuous efforts ended up to Linux 0.02, which came on October 5th.
Together with the free release of the source code, he posted another message in the same
newsgroup to seek feedbacks as well as possible contributors or co-developers. This was
a critical event for Linux since it started the collective journey of Linux development.
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The response was instantly positive; of the first ten people to download Linux, five sent
back bug fixes, code improvements, and new features. By the end of the year, when
Linux finally became a stand-alone system in Version 0.11, more than a hundred people
worldwide had joined the Linux newsgroup and the mailing list (Kurabawa 2000). Since
then, the Linux developer community rapidly expands, together with the rapid
development of the Linux operation system.
One critical measure is the development of the Linux kernel in term of the source
lines of code (SLOC). The actual SLOCs in some typical versions are listed in Table 1.
This table shows that the Linux kernel rapidly expands in the past 18 years.
Table 1 Growth of SLOC in Linux Kernel (Some Typical Versions)
(Data Source from: Wikipedia article on “Linux Kernel”, available at:
http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux_kernel)

Release Year
1991
1994
1996
1999
2001
2003
2008

Kernel Version
Linux 0.0.1
Linux 1.0.0
Linux 1.2.0
Linux 2.2.0
Linux 2.4.0
Linux 2.6.0
Linux 2.6.25

Source Lines of Code
10,239
176,250
310,950
1,800,847
2,210,149
5,929,913
9,232,484

Another critical measure for the growth of the LDC is to count the community size.
Since its creation in 1991, this open operating system has attracted increasing numbers of
developers worldwide. In the year of 1993, there were over 100 developers worked on
the Linux Kernel. More recently, as reported by Koah-Hatman et al. (2008), each release
since version 2.6.11 generally contains the work of nearly 1000 developers. Since 2005,
about 3700 individual developers have contributed to the kernel. Their report also shows
that the number of developers gradually increases from 483 in Version 2.6.11 to 1057 in
Version 2.6.24.
The previous description reveals much information for the LDC. Linux had a
somewhat haphazard starting-up, since Torvalds himself was not even aware that he was
writing an operating system when he began programming the first task-switching system
in 1991. He did not anticipate at that time that Linux would catch such persistent
enthusiasms from so many developers and users, nor could he imagine that Linux would
become such huge and complex software and such a successful product. From this
haphazard starting-up, the community rapidly develops together with the explosion of the
Linux (kernel) product. Behind the success of the Linux operating system and the growth
of the Linux developer community, two questions naturally come to the fore: what are
the underlying dynamics of the evolution of this Linux developer community; and why
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this huge and complex software product can be successfully created in this largely open
community without thorough planning or centralized control.
3. Some Previous Views on the LDC
The intriguing phenomena of the Linux operating system and the corresponding
developer community have attracted great attention in the last decade. Here we just give
a short description on a few typical views.
One well-noted work is given by Raymond (1999), who distinguished two different
styles of software development, i.e. the “cathedral” model of most of the commercial
world and the “bazaar” model of the Linux world. The success of the Linux project is
then attributed to the inherent openness in the bazaar model. On one hand, Raymond
believes one success factor of Linux is the frequent releasing and updating so that the
users can quickly detect the bugs; one the other, with a large developer base, the project
leader Linus Torvalds can safely rely on others to write and test the code for him. The
openness is for sure an important factor for enhancing Linux development; however, it is
farfetched to use the openness to explain everything.
Kuwabara (2000), by contrast, argued that the bazaar-analogy is too simplistic, and
the success of the Linux project should be understood from an evolution and complexadaptive-system (CAS) point of view. To him, behind the Linux project is a bottom-up
engineering approach that effectively challenges the top-down worldview entrenched in
the monolithic software engineering approach. We largely agree with his CAS view; our
further argument is that the Linux developer community is not merely an evolutionary
system, but also an evolutionary intelligent system. Another drawback of Kuwabara’s
work is that he points out that the Linux project should be considered as a CAS, but the
underlying mechanisms of the formation of this CAS is not well-addressed.
Iannacci (2005), in his PhD dissertation, gave a social epistemological analysis for
the LDC. The major focus is on the coordination mechanisms that are emerged in the
community. Three mechanisms are analyzed in his work, namely standardization, loosecoupling to form a “heterachical” structure, and partisan mutual adjustment. Lee and
Cole (2003), from the knowledge-creation perspective, attempted to develop a
community-based model of knowledge creation, adopting the evolutionary framework
suggested by Campbell (1960) and emphasizing the role of criticism and critical
evaluation as a key driver in the evolutionary processes.
The prior endeavors, among many others, contribute to enrich our understandings of
the knowledge-creating online communities in general, and the Linux kernel developer
community in particular. However, their work reflects the partial facts of the LDC from
different facets; more inquiries are still needed to achieve a more comprehensive view.

4. The LDC as an Evolving Communal-Intelligent System
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Based on the prior observations of the LDC development and the current work on
explaining the LDC phenomena, in this section we give our analysis on the LDC,
basically regarding this community as an evolutionary collective-intelligent system in
which the participants collectively create knowledge and solve problems. On one hand,
the collective knowledge work around the development of the Linux operating system is
the most fundamental driving-force of the community; on the other hand, the most
apparent way to measure the evolution of this community is to observe the growth of its
primary knowledge product (i.e. the Linux system). Thus, the development of this LDC
largely reflects the phenomenon of community intelligence, as conceived in the authors’
earlier work (Xia et al. 2008, Luo et al. 2009). Subsequently, we try to explain the
evolution of the LDC from the aspect of community intelligence; and we hope this
analysis would in turn enrich our understanding of the nature of community intelligence.
4.1. The LDC as a Bottom-up and Evolutionary Knowledge-Creating Community
The starting point of our analysis is that the LDC is a bottom-up and evolutionary
“knowledge-creating” community. This view furthermore contains two points.
First, in the LDC the knowledge-creation is the primary action that fundamentally
impels the community development. Furthermore, in this community the knowledge
creation is conceptually comprised of two categories of actions, namely knowledgebuilding and knowledge-networking. The reason of the existence of the Linux developer
community is that the participants collectively and collaboratively develop Linux. This is
inherently a knowledge-building process and what is built is basically represented as the
Linux source code and annotations, as well as the related documentations. Therefore, this
knowledge-building process persists as Linux development continues and the LDC exists.
At the same time, knowledge networking among the participants or contributors
ubiquitously takes place throughout such knowledge-building. One basic means of
knowledge networking is through the instant discussions within the community. In the
LDC, the contributors have dense discussions with one another, primarily via the Linuxkernel mailing list. Through such discussions, large amount of technical knowledge
spreads; and simultaneously, the contributors may also improve their “know-who”
knowledge, together with the development of an implicit reputation system within the
community. The knowledge networking can also take place in an indirect way. In this
way, one may learn from other contributors’ patches and bug-fixes; and knowledge
transfer happens. In short, the knowledge building and knowledge networking generally
constitute the overall process of the knowledge-system evolution in the entire community.
Second, the evolution of the communal knowledge system is not a monolithic
process, corresponding to the “bottom-up” engineering of Linux development as
Kuwabara contends. Linux is developed by thousands of independent programmers
without complete goal-setting, thorough planning, or top-down task-assignment. As
stated, when Torvalds initially announced Version 0.01 in 1991, he himself had no clear
intention for the future of Linux; and he just asked for feedbacks and suggestions on the
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features which Linux should contain. During the entire process of Linux development, he
also avoids imposing long-term plans and visions on the community:
“That way I can more easily deal with anything new that comes up without having pre-conceptions
of how I should deal with it. My only long-range plan has been and still is just the very general
plan of making Linux better.” (Interview, cited from Kuwabara 2000)

Instead, the stage-goals of development usually rise from collective efforts and
discussions. Unlike a formally-organized software project, neither Torvalds nor any other
sub-system maintainer authoritatively arranges a particular contributor to accomplish a
particular task. From the very beginning, it has been left to each contributor to decide
what to work on at the moment:
“In developing Linux, you have complete freedom to do whatever you feel like doing. There's no
specification anywhere of what the Linux kernel has to end up doing, and as such there is no
requirement for anyone to do anything they are not interested in.” (Personal Interview, cited

from Kuwabara 2000)
Thus, the entire project is carried out in a spontaneous mode without global
coordination. In the project, nobody can anticipate what will be added or modified in the
next release of the Linux kernel. Associated with this spontaneous and bottom-up
development of the Linux operating system is the endogenous growth of the
corresponding community of the developers. This LDC again grows from bottom up as
the result of the free choices of the contributors. No one can exactly anticipate who will
join the community by submitting patches and bug-fits at the next stage of work, or who
will leave because of any reason. Without formal organization, up to now this
community has somehow stabilized to be an effective community that efficiently creates
complex software of high quality.
4.2. An Exploration of the Underlying Dynamics of the LDC Evolution
Following the previous view of the LDC, we can try to explore the underlying
dynamics. The basic observation is that there are dense communications within the Linux
developer community; and these communications play a critical role in programming the
Linux kernel and in the development of the LDC itself. The Linux-kernel mailing list is
the central discussion forum for the developers. In the later 1990s the kernel traffic has
reached up to six megabytes of posts in a week, according to a report by Zack Brown,
(cited from Kuwabara 2000). In another research, Lee & Cole (2003) counted the total
number of emails sent to the mailing list during 1995 to 2000. They found that 14,535
people had sent at least one e-mail to the mailing list; and each person has averagely sent
14 emails over 5 years, since there were 199,374 emails archived as of August 26, 2000.
It can be argued that these communications, which are mostly localized, serve as the
micro-foundation of the evolution of the entire LDC and of the creation of Linux. These
localized communications activate some self-organization processes so that they
eventually enable the macro-level evolution of the entire community.
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First of all, coordination is doubtlessly critical to the quality of Linux as well as to
the development of the community. Without coordination, the integrity of the Linux
product would not be possible, nor could the developer community grow to be a coherent
or creative one. However, as the contributors have complete freedom to do whatever they
like to do, the top-down coordination is generally absent in this community. Instead,
coordination in the LDC is an emergent property generated from bottom up. One
simplest case of coordination is the task “assignment” (tasks not assigned really, as the
tasks are voluntarily done). For one contributor, the good performance in his past work
reinforces his reputation and trustworthiness for the quality of his other contributions.
Such coordination is indeed activated by the indirect communications. The contributor
transfers knowledge by submitting the patches; and other community members
simultaneously get “know-who” knowledge when obtaining the technical knowledge
related to the submitted patch. As a result, such indirect knowledge communication
impels possible future collective and collaborative work.
More direct technical communications are also pervasive in the LDC, basically via
the Linux-kernel mailing-list. Randomly picking up a thread from the mailing-list archive,
we often see intensive discussions on some particular technical problem. For example,
Michael Zick reported a bug-fix on May 22nd, 2009 by posting the following message:
“Found in the bit-rot for 32-bit, x86, Uni-processor builds:
…
Submitted: M. S. Zick” (Source: Linux-kernel mailing list, archived at:
http://lkml.indiana.edu/hypermail/linux/kernel/0905.2/02562.html)
Immediately, this message causes intensive discussion. Under this thread, there were
31 postings on that same day. At least 6 persons participated. Among them, Zick posted
13 messages, Andi Klein posted 4, Ingo Molnar posted 1, Peter Anvin posted 4, Samuel
Thibault posted 4, Dreier posted 2, and there are 3 other anonymous postings (probably
posted by the above-listed authors too). This is a common scenario of the technical
discussions in the Linux kernel developer community. It is not unusual that such
technical discussions give rise to the emergent collaborations among the participants.
Iannacci (2005) terms this kind of coordination as “partisan mutual adjustment” and
argues that collaboration teams or “social networks” may appear from such
communications. These social networks are open to contributions from everybody.
However, they usually contain strong ties among a limited number of participants
because of their frequent interactions; and a stable core may form around the stronglytied participants.
Besides facilitating the formation and adjustments of the collaborative teams or
networks, the coordination through discussions also plays a critical role in the
advancement of the overall Linux kernel project. Kuwabara mentioned an example of the
row I/O patch, submitted by Stephen Tweedle in 1998 and rejected by Torvalds several
times before the final version was at last applied into the kernel. In the example, an
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iteratively-improved technical solution was achieved by collective work of the involved
developers coordinated through communications.
From the prior description, we can perceive that the emergent coordination is a key
element that makes order grow from chaos in the LDC, as through such coordination the
structuring of collaborative teams or networks takes place and the patches with good
quality are often the result of the coordinated work.
Closely related to the emergent coordination is the evolution of an implicit
reputation system underlying the LDC. It is the common case that the highly-reputed or
trusted persons play a central role in the communications and collaborations. They often
become the primary coordinators (e.g. sub-system maintainers) in many collective efforts.
However, their reputations are, in turn, the result of the performances of their previous
contributions in submitting patches and in the discussions.
Kuwabara (2000) describes a feedback process for the self-reinforcement of the
individual reputation, as shown in the following figure.
Individual Contribution
[Behavior]

Linux
[Public good]

Reputation
[Reinforcement]

Hacker Ethic
[Values, norms]

Fig.1. The Reinforcement of the Individual Reputation in the Linux Developer Community
(Source: Kuwabara 2000)

In this process, the reputation of an individual increases according to the
contributions he or she makes; and in turn, the increasing of his or her reputation may
foster the further contributions from the same individual. Kuwabara uses such
reinforcement process to explain the motivations for a community member to contribute.
We argue that this process also has influences to the evolution of the community itself.
With the increasing reputation, an individual may play an increasingly-important role in
the development actions; thus the evolution of the implicit reputation system is a critical
factor for the formation and adjustment of the overall structure of the community.
From another aspect, the communications also stimulate “stigmergic” processes
(Theraulaz & Bonabeau 1999). The stigmergic processes basically function through the
technical building of the Linux system. As previously cited from the project leader Linus
Torvalds’ assertion, “my only long-range plan has been and still is just the very general
plan of making Linux better”, the global goal-setting and long-range planning are absent
in developing Linux. Moreover, the development of Linux is the collective work of
massive autonomous contributors who also lack global sight of the project. With these
two essential features, the development of Linux is the collective architecting without
blueprint, resembling the nest-construction activities in the insect societies such as the
termite colonies. Thus, it is natural to suppose that the stigmergic processes may exist in
the Linux developer community, analogous to the collective nest-construction in a
termite colony. Following this analogy, the general situation of Linux development is
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that the contributors decide what to do in terms of what they have done. Therefore, no
one, including Torvalds, knows in advance what would be added or modified in the next
release; and the overall development is always open-ended. But during this open-ended
process, their product is increasingly complex, increasingly powerful, and increasingly
fitted to the environment (i.e. to better satisfy user needs and to cope with the technology
advances outside the Linux project).
Generally, there are two sources to stimulate the stigmergic interactions. One
situation is the amplification of some personal ideas and suggestions inside the
community. Another situation is the adaptation to environmental or external changes,
especially technological innovations outside the Linux project.
Responding to the internal and the external “stimuli”, some member(s) may trigger a
stigmergic process in the community, acting like a termite emits pheromones onto a site
to call for other termites to continue building there. Such a stigmergic process is
generally a self-reinforcement process. If one ongoing topic is active and intriguing, and
if it brings many open challenges, many contributors would be attracted to this topic; and
more progresses may be made, bringing even more amount of further open
issues…Gradually, when the “constructing” on this topic is going to complete, the
contributors may step away because there is not so much work left.
Bringing the previous discussions together, we can tell that the self-organizing
processes around the emergent coordination, the evolving reputation system and the
stigmergic interactions in constructing the software system shape the overall process of
the evolution of the LDC. Thus the emergence of the global properties can be examined
in the next part of this section.
4.3. The Overall Evolution as Emergent Global Property
We contend that the entire Linux developer community manifests high collective
intelligence. Such community intelligence is firstly and most-remarkably represented by
the Linux operating system itself. Today the Linux kernel has become an extremely
complex software system containing over 9 million source lines of code. Building such a
system looks like a mission impossible to a collectivity of part-time hackers without any
formal organization, as it is difficult task even for the largest corporations. The efficiency
and effectiveness in the building of the Linux system have unquestionably proved the
high “intelligence” of this online community. Kroah-Hatman et al. (2008) showed the
rate of change of Linux kernel from Version 2.6.11 to 2.6.24, as depicted below.
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Fig.2. Rate of Change of Linux Kernel from Version 2.6.11 -2.6.24

According to Figure 2, on average within 100 days the community announces a new
stable release, which contains thousands of pieces of changes from the previous release.
This figure convincingly illustrates the highly-efficient work done by the Linux
developer community. For the effectiveness of the Linux contributors’ work, it is
difficult to get direct quantitative measurement; but the complexity of the system on one
hand, and the adoption rate b on the other hand have illustrated the effectiveness of their
development.
In addition to the external measurement of the efficiency and effectiveness of the
development work, the global regularity of the LDC can also been seen internally. As the
internal measure, two properties are shortly discussed here, i.e. the global structuring of
the community and the emergence of the norms of code quality and coding style.
One global consequence of the previously-discussed self-organization processes is
the formation and evolution of the community structure. Most remarkably, a hierarchical
structure gradually forms during the evolution of the community. This structure was
described by Kroah-Hatman in his 2008 presentation at Google, as shown in Figure 3.

b

e.g. IDC's report for Q1 2007 says that Linux now holds 12.7% of the overall server
market, source: Linux Watch, at http://www.linux-watch.com/news/NS5369154346.html
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Fig.3. The Emergent Hierarchical Structure of the LDC (Adapted from a figure in:
www.kernel.org/pub/linux/kernel/people/gregkh/talks/kernel_devel-google-2008-06-05.pdf )

This hierarchical structure is actually a core-periphery structure. In this structure, the
project leader Torvalds works closely with a limited number of lieutenants. They are core
developers and subsystem maintainers. The peripheral participants are the ad hoc patchsubmitters and bug-reporters. Torvalds himself explained this structure in a post:
“The fact is, we've had "patch penguins" pretty much forever, and they are called
subsystem maintainers. They maintain their own subsystem, ie people like David
Miller (networking), Kai Germaschewski (ISDN), Greg KH (USB), Ben Collins
(firewire), Al Viro (VFS), Andrew Morton (ext3), Ingo Molnar (scheduler), Jeff
Garzik (network drivers) etc etc. …
A word of warning: good maintainers are hard to find. Getting more of them helps,
but at some point it can actually be more useful to help the _existing_ ones. I've got
about ten-twenty people I really trust, and quite frankly, the way people work is
hardcoded in our DNA. Nobody "really trusts" hundreds of people. The way to make
these things scale out more is to increase the network of trust not by trying to push it
on me, but by making it more of a _network_, not a star-topology around me.”
(Source:
Linux
Kernel
Mailing
List
Archive,
at:
http://lkml.indiana.edu/hypermail/linux/kernel/0201.3/1070.html)
In this post, Torvalds clearly stated that the structuring of the community relies on a
“network of trust”. He himself trusts a small number people in the “inner circle” or the
subsystem maintainers, and each maintainer trusts a small number of other developers,
and so on… This network of trust is in fact the implicit reputation system underlying the
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community. Correspondingly, the evolution of this reputation system generally directs
the adjustment of this working structure of the community. In short, the overall structure
of the Linux developer community is emergent instead of organized top-down; and the
subsystem maintainers grow, instead of being officially assigned. This structure is
furthermore flexible. An active contributor who performs well in his previous
contributions may play an increasingly vital role in the community; by contrast, if one
contributor becomes less active, he might gradually become the peripheral participants.
Another measure is the formation of the global norms in the community. With the
growth of the community, the formats of submitting patches and reporting-bugs become
standardized. The standards on the code quality and the coding styles are also enforced.
An example given by Kuwabara (2000) is the Italian programmer Andreas Arcangeli’s
patches for the printer code:
“[Arcangeli] made substantial improvements, then branched out, but tended to do
some pretty sloppy things - to the point where Linus said "go away." Andreas
refused to go away, and eventually had major changes to the kernel accepted. All
Linus did was enforce coding standards.” (Personal Interview 1999, cited from
Kuwabara 2000)
At the first glimpse, it looks like that this standardization attributes to the personal
efforts of Torvalds and his close co-developers. But factually it is the result of the
coordination of the entire community. Without the abundant base of contributors, this
standardization is impossible; without the adoption of the standards by the contributors,
this standardization is either impossible. In turn, this standardization is a means of the
emergent coordination of the whole community; and the accepted norms or standards are
actually become a proportion of the communal knowledge.
To sum up, according to the prior analysis we can claim that the view of
evolutionary community intelligence facilitates to explain, at least partially, the
development of the LDC and the success of the Linux kernel project. On the other hand,
this LDC also provides an excellent actual case to enrich our understandings on the
knowledge system developments in online communities.
5. Conclusion
In this work, we give an in-depth analysis on the actual case of the Linux kernel
developer community, to illustrate that such community is essentially an evolutionary
collective-intelligent system; and this system grows through the spontaneous selforganization processes. This work may pave the way for further theoretical exploration
of the knowledge-creation processes in online communities; and on the other hand it has
practical implications for developing computing technologies to facilitate the
development of the “knowledge-creating communities”.
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The concept of sustainable development – development which meets the needs of present generation
without depriving the needs of future generation has been in the lips of many political leaders,
educators, NGOs and green groups. Living in the age of knowledge explosion, we all want to receive
the most updated information and knowledge. Web 2.0 revolution provides the best solution to all those
hungry knowledge seekers. This paper sheds light on the major resistance and motivations on
sustainable knowledge sharing.
1. Introduction
Global warming has drawn the attention of politicians, educators and conservancy groups in the world.
The concept “sustainable development” is getting more and more important. Never in doubt that the
birth of internet has empowered sustainable development knowledge seekers and holders to take more
control of our lives (Fraser & Dutta, 2009). The rising tide of internet usage stimulates web designers
to develop better online resources (Myhill, et. al., 2009). Web 2.0 revolution represents an eruption in
conventional forms of social organization, symbolize that we are entering an era of self-awareness and
self-reliance liberation (Fraser & Dutta, 2009). Overturning the conventional tools of publishing,
control of content in our World Wide Web no longer lies in the hands of professional web owners but
all the internet users online (Tredinnick, 2006). Under the Web 2.0 umbrella, namely, Really Simple
Syndication (RSS), Wikis and blogs etc (Barsky, 2006), the notion of “any time, any place” in Web 2.0
tolls stimulate the reflection and construction of knowledge (McLean, et. al., 2007).
2. Literature Review
2.1 Sustainable development
The concept of sustainable development first received attention in 1972 at the UN Conference on the
Human Environment held in Stockholm. The term was not referred to explicitly. Nevertheless, the
international community agreed to the notion that both development and the environment could be
managed in a mutually beneficial way. The same issue was addressed later on in the United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development (the Earth Summit) in Rio de Janeiro 1992.
The most widely cited definition of sustainable development, however, appeared in United Nation's
Brundtland Commission in 1987 (Brundtland, 1987). Discussions among participants from various
sectors such as divergent economic theorists (e.g. E.F. Schumaker of Britain), environmentalists (e.g.
Barry Commoner and Lester R. Brown), population analysts (e.g. Paul Ehrlich), politicians (e.g. Willy
Brandt) and a number of environmental organizations from all over the world identified a number of
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"common challenges" facing the earth, namely, population and human resources, food security, species
and ecosystems, energy, industrial development, and urbanization.
The Commission has outlined a series of "strategic imperatives," or "critical objectives," inherent in their
concept of sustainable development which includes:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Reviving growth;
Changing the quality of growth;
Meeting essential needs for jobs, food, energy, water, and sanitation;
Ensuring a sustainable level of population;
Conserving and enhancing the resource base;
Reorienting technology and managing risk; and
Merging environment and economics in decision making (United Nations, 2005).

In the process of identifying these challenges and proposing potential policy directions, the Commission
presented and defined a key term, sustainable development. "Sustainable development requires meeting
the major needs of all and extending to all the opportunity to satisfy their aspirations for a better life."
And "living standards that go beyond the basic minimum are sustainable only if consumption standards
everywhere have regard for long-term sustainability" (United Nations, 2005).
Such concept, however, is difficult to be achieved in reality. Human activity is having severe and
negative impacts on the planet, and that patterns of growth and development would be unsustainable if
they continued unchecked (Carson, 1962; Hardin, 1968; Meadows & Meadows, 1972). Thus,
sustainable development envelops two major ideas which appear to be contradictory: economic
development and the consumption of the world's natural resources in a sustainable way. Resources are
finite; part of our job is to preserve the human future on this planet into a limitless future. Nevertheless,
“the enforcement of common interest often suffers because areas of political jurisdiction and areas of
impact do not coincide"(United Nations, 2005). In addition, with an inequitable distribution in resource
consumption observed there are usually winners and losers. 'Losers' in the environmental/development
conflicts include those who suffer more than their fair share of the health, property, and ecosystem
damage costs of pollution. Such inequitable distribution has increase global concern "as a system
approaches ecological limits, inequalities sharpen," and "hence, our inability to promote the common
interest in sustainable development is often a product of the relative neglect of economic and social
justice within and amongst nations". In other words the winners in the battle who consume earth's many
commons create a dilemma for those who recognize the need for sustainable use: efforts have to be spent
on preserving the commons' various assets, increases both economic and social injustice "within and
amongst nations" (United Nations, 2005). In spite of all these difficulties, world leaders from all over
the world are implementing new policies to achieve the goal of sustainable development (Table 1).
Rapid knowledge sharing by web 2.0 across different continents in different time zone has become
important in view of this.
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Table 1 Building policies in different parts of the world (Council for Sustainable Development, 2009)
City
Beijing,

Sustainable development policies
Chengdu

and

Mandatory requirements on maximum length of closely packed building top prevent “wall

Guangzhou

effect” and mitigate “heat island effect”.

Shanghai

Buildings with height less than or equal to 24 metres and with the length of building façade of

Tokyo

It is mandatory to provide at least 20% of its rooftop green if the building sits on a site larger

80 metres or more have to be separated by a minimum of 6 metres.
than 0.1ha.
New York

New public buildings have to plant at least one trees on the site for approximate 1000 square
metres.

Singapore

Floor area of sky terrace is exempted from GFA calculation.

2.2 Knowledge and knowledge sharing
Knowledge refers to a mixture of values within social context (Lin & Lee, 2004), the construction of
new experiences based on past experience elaboration in memory (Waitt & Head, 2002). Lin and Lee
(2004) classify knowledge into explicit and tacit. Tacit knowledge is generally by copying and explicit
knowledge is acquired through codifying rules and guidelines (Lin & Lee, 2004). To realize the
knowledge sharing process, there must be knowledge owner and receiver. Nevertheless, it does not
require the knowledge owner to be known that he or she is sharing knowledge. Knowledge receiver can
receive the knowledge by observing the act of knowledge owner (Li & Poon, 2009, forthcoming).
Usually, they share knowledge because part of their backgrounds overlap (Soneryd, 2004). To realize
effective knowledge sharing, “people” and “technology” are the necessary elements (Li & Poon, 2009,
forthcoming). Traditionally, this can only be done by face-to-face synchronous communication only
(Tredinnick, 2006). Technological breakthrough on web not only makes asynchronously knowledge
sharing possible, but also offers a faster means to share knowledge across the board (Li & Poon, 2009,
forthcoming).
3. Objectives
In view of global warming, many people from all over the world are finding ways to achieve
sustainable development. Rapid knowledge sharing between individuals by Web 2.0 has also become
more and more important. There are major objectives in this paper.
1. To find out the major Web 2.0 tools in knowledge sharing, their merits and shortcomings.
2. To investigate the resistances on knowledge sharing by using Web 2.0 tools.
3. To explore the people’s motivations on knowledge sharing.
4. Web 2.0
The term ‘Web 2.0’ has been widely used (Tredinnick, 2006) every since O’Reilly coined the term in
2004 (Myhill, et al., 2009). Although Web 2.0 is not a new concept (Myhill, et al., 2009), limited or
even no paper has been written on Web 2.0 in sustainable development. O’Reilly (2005) suggests that
the Web 2.0 tools have to demonstrate some or at least some of the following characteristics: 1) online
users are co-authors of the websites, 2) data sources get richer when there are more people use them, 3)
software used beyond the level of single device, 4) cost-effective scalability services are used instead of
packaged software (Myhill, et al., 2009). The kind of trust build between website owners and other
internet users creates a new pool of knowledge (Tredinnick, 2006), authority decentralization provides
freedom to share and re-use web content. While some people are concerned about the information
provided by Web, Lee & Kim (2005) have provided a criteria on it.
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Table 2 Criteria for determination of web quality (Lee & Kim, 2005)
Dimensions
Ease of use
Usefulness

Definition

Source/ Reference

The degree to which a user believes that using the

Donthu (2001), Jeong and Lambert

Internet would be free of effort

(2001), Madu and Madu (2002)

The degree to which a user believes that using the

Jeong and Lambert (2001)

Internet would be better than using the other competing
ways
Information content
Security

The degree to which a user believes that contents of the

Jeong and Lambert (2001), Kaynama

websites are reliable

and Black (2002)

The degree to which a user believes that using the

Kaynama and Black (2000), Madu and

Internet would be safe when processing sensitive

Madu (2002)

personal information
Responsiveness

The degree to which a user believes that the promised

Kaynam and Black (2000), Madu and

service would be performed accurately and in a timely

Madu (2002)

manner
Personalization

The degree to which a user believes that the

Kaynam and Black (2000), Madu and

individualized attention to user concerns and request

Madu (2002)

would be provided

4.1 Blog
Blog first appeared in 80’s, it is one of the Web 2.0 tools with the longest history (Tredinnick, 2006).
Blogs make rapid production and consumption of publications possible (Maness, 2006). Blog software
usually contains built-in templates, writers do not need to have any knowledge on Hypertext Text
Markup Language to create their own web pages. They do not need to type <font color = “blue”> for
making a blue front page, <tile> ABC </title> for their webpage title, <p> for making a new paragraph
etc. Finally, they also save the time of applying a free space in GeoCities etc. The original usage of blogs
mainly lies in writing diary. Online writer can not only share their view on the internet but also
subscribe and comment the others’ diary. Because of such interactive feature, it has gradually become a
good channel for rapid academic publishing, where lecturers and professors write blog to share their
knowledge to students and people of similar research interests. Blog writers can also provide a profile of
biography which shows the users’ interests etc. By making use of this bloggers can easily locate
somebody with similar interests. All these lead to fast growing population of blog writers (Barsky, 2006).
The most obvious shortcoming of the blogs, however, lie in the lack of editorial governance and security
(Maness, 2006). Many people who are interested in sustainable development have started to write their
blogs on the internet. Some of the vivid examples can be found in Blog Top List
(http://www.blogtoplist.com/rss/sustainable-development.html),
Sustainable
development
(http://sustainable-development-forecast.com/blog)
4.2 Wiki
Similar to blog, Wiki is a simplified means of collaborative publishing. It does, however, emphases more
on users’ participation (Tredinnick, 2006). Anyone registered with the wiki server can publish, amend
and change the content of the web pages (Maness, 2006). (Tredinnick, 2006). Because any online users
can edit or write their own content, Wiki is susceptible to ‘virtual vandalism’ where membership system
does not exist (Myhill, et al., 2009). Some web owners provide free and handy wiki website, e.g.
wetpaint (www.wetpaint.com) (Myhill, et al., 2009). Similar to blogs, the problem of the reliability as
traditional resources has become one of issues in credibility of knowledge (Maness, 2006). Essentially,
wiki provides an excellent platform for social interaction among online users, moving the study group
room online. As users share information, ask and answer questions, a record of valuable knowledge
provide by these members is archived. Whereas blogs provide a brand new alternative route of
publication, wikis are virtual study rooms online (Maness, 2006). The success of Wikipedia
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(http://www.wikipedia.org) is a good illustration on how the benefit of Wiki in stable and credible
knowledge sharing and management (Tredinnick, 2006). Interest group on sustainable development has
set up their own wiki pages to ease the process of knowledge sharing, e.g. Sustainable Community
Action in Bristol has set up their wikis in http://sca21.wikia.com/wiki/Bristol
4.3 Really Simple Syndication (RSS)
RSS is an effective and efficient means of spreading news (Myhill, et al., 2009) syndicating and
republishing web content (Maness, 2006). RSS consists of Extensible Markup Language marked-up
files. Whether it is the lead paragraph, or a summary of an article published on the web, hyperlink link all
these information and content back to the original source (Tredinnick, 2006). With an increase in the
number of journals with RSS feeds, readers can perform “persistent search” by cyberspace to send an
alert when new information of an interesting topic is published (McLean, et al., 2007). In view of its
rapid information sharing, RSS is highly useful in updating researchers on research funding
opportunities, e.g. the UK Research Funding Councils (http://www.rcuk.ac.uk) has used this as one of
the major knowledge sharing method (Myhill, et al., 2009). Many journals in the field of sustainable
development have also provide the section of RSS in their websites, e.g. Sustainable Development
(http://www3.interscience.wiley.com.eproxy1.lib.hku.hk/journal/5346/home/custom_copy.htm).
4.4 Podcast and vodcast
Podcasting and its visual equivalent, vodcasting, allow audio and video downloads from websites to
MP3 and MP4 players (including iPods). Yahoo has a specific podcast search engine
(http://podcasts.yahoo.com). Academically, Podcasting has been used in university curricula for
chapters from text books and student lectures. Some professors in universities have also realized the
benefits brought by Podcasting and podcast their idea, ways of thoughts and knowledge in web, e.g.
Blogtalkradio
(http://www.blogtalkradio.com/search/sustainable-development),
Green
Cities
(http://greencitiesmedia.com/gc-podcasts).
4.5 Folksonomy
Folksonomy generally refers to collaborative categorization of content by assigning “tags” to specific
items (McLean, et al., 2007). Social bookmarking sites, e.g. CiteULike (http://www.citeulike.org) and
Connotea (http://www.connotea.org) facilitate the sharing of academic papers from online users with
common interests (McLean, et al., 2007). Tagging eases the process of lateral searching (Maness, 2006).
Tagging allows users to add and change the data in the web. People use tags for many purposes, for
example tag pictures in Flickr, books in Library 2.0 (Maness, 2006).
4.6 Online Social Networking
People often hold the views that online social networking is merely a social communication method. In
fact, there is something more than that (Fraser & Dutta, 2009). Social online networks such as MySpace,
FaceBook, Likedln, and Twitter embrace many of the aforementioned technologies (see table XX). If
used appropriately and sensibly, it can bring the best to our society's knowledge sharing and creations.
Online social network provides an excellent channel in amassing individual pieces of knowledge.
Members provide share their knowledge by means of forum, instant chating messager, uploading
services, blogging etc. By asking and answering questions, members within the group have more choices
on problem solving. They can also meet more new faces with similar interests in different parts of the
globe (Li & Poon, 2009, forthcoming), one of the very good example is
Facebook
(http://www.facebook.com) applications. Other social networks such as LibraryThing allows users to
catalog their books and share those books with others and recommend books to one another or even
communicate asynchronously.
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Table 3 Web 2.0 tools
Social Network Be2camp

MyNetResearch 2 Collab

Twitter

MySpace

LinkedIn

X

X

Facebook

Communities
Blog

X

X

Bookmark

X
X

Journal Articles
Chatroom

X

Instant

X

X

X

X

messager
Create User

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Group
Meet ppl u

X

X

don’t know?
Email

X

X

X

X

Forum

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Files upload
Free

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Profile of Users X

X

X

Tag

X

RSS

X

X

Vodcast

X

Wiki

X

Grant

X

information
Website

http://be2camp.nin http://www.myne http://www.2colla http://www.conn http://www.mysp http://www.linke http://www.faceb
g.com/

tresearch.com/De b.com

otea.org/wiki

ace.com/

din.com

ook.com

fault.aspx

5. Resistance to use Web 2.0 in knowledge sharing
Although there are more and more people know how to use computers nowadays, pool of users who
utilize Web 2.0 for sustainable development knowledge sharing is still limited. Face-to-face or
non-sustainable paper work knowledge sharing method is far more common than e-method, not to
mention Web 2.0. It undeniable that human beings resist change (Li & Poon, 2009, forthcoming) and
this is especially true in times of uncertainty. Kubler-Ross’s response cycle displays the five stages of
change which includes ‘denial’, ‘anger’, ‘bargaining’, ‘depression’ and ‘acceptance’. The response cycle
clearly indicates the traumatic and stressful emotions during a period of disruption. Some individuals
may display some or all of the characteristics during a period of change (Price & Chahal, 2006). Similar
to Price and Chahal (2006), Watson (1971) concurs that the road to revolutionary change involves a
couple of stages. When the “change” movement begins to grow, voices of pros and cons become
noticeable. During the early state of change, massive and undifferentiated resistances against the change
appear despite the very few pioneer thinkers who take the reform seriously. When everyone knows
better, crackpots and visionaries proponents support the change. Direct conflict then mark the third stage,
resistance might crush the upstart proposal. It is usual to observe enthusiastic supporters of a new idea
underestimate the strength of their opponents. This third stage is a decisive battle for any proposal of
change for it often means life or death of the proposal. The fourth stage finds a shift in power from the
camps of opponents to supporters. In the fifth stage, the old adversary groups become minorities and are
as few as those advocators of the change in the first stage of change. Any resistance forces persist are
seen as stubborn nuisance only (Watson, 1971).
In terms of readiness to accept change, it varies from person to person. Previous research has indicated
that cosmopolitan individuals or people at a younger age are more open-minded to change. Learning
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theorists are of the view that unless situation changes greatly, people continue to do according to their
customary way (Watson, 1971). Others suggest that education a discussion are necessary to persuade
people to follow the change (Li & Poon, 2009, forthcoming). A much more detail resolution on
resistance to change are identified in Table 5.
Table 4 Three “Wh” question in reducing resistance to change (Lawrence, 1968; Li & Poon, 2007;
Price & Chahal, 2006; Watson, 1971).
“Wh” question
Resistance will be less if the Web 2.0 tools
Who brings changes?
1. Belongs to theirs and is supported by top managerial people.
What kind of change?
1. They are in line with participants’ values and ideals.
2. They offer a new interesting experience.
3. The participants’ self-governance and security are not in jeopardy.
4. The participants foresee the change will not bring extra work
How is the changes
1. Participants are given the chance to join in diagnostic problem solving
bought about?
process during change which increases their sense of importance.
2. The results of decision made by the participants.
3. Advocators of change are able to understand the opponent group of
participants.
4. Feedback system is allowed for participants to clarify their misunderstanding
and misinterpretations on the changes.
5. The change can boost acceptance and confidence between participants.
6. Discussion and education are given during the process of change.
7. Real participation is based on respect, not just mechanical act of called in to
take part in discussions nor asked by a series of careful designed questions.
6. Motivations to share knowledge by Web 2.0
Despite all the convenience and advantages brought by Web 2.0, it is often not at ease to motivate
knowledge owners to share their own knowledge due to various reasons (Li & Poon, 2009,
forthcoming). Similarly, not many people share their knowledge by this means method. Referring to
the processes which direct people’s behavior toward a particular objective (Cesare & Sadri, 2003),
motivation affects people’s performance on knowledge sharing. (Erez & Isen, 2002)’s opine that,
P=f(A,M) where A is ability and M is motivation. Psycho-biologically speaking, positive or negative
perceptions alter people’s response and behavior (Moody & Pesut, 2006).
6.1 Theory X and Y
McGregor is well-known for his Theory X and Theory Y dichotomy describing people’s behaviours.
McGregor’s descriptions bear striking resemblance to Hobbes and Rousseau’s understandings on
human beings (Lawson & Wooliscroft, 2004). Under Theory X, McGregor concedes that people are
inherently lazy (Lawson & Wooliscroft, 2004), cannot be self-motivated, they must be controlled by
external forces to ensure that they work towards organisational goals (Lawson & Wooliscroft, 2004),
e.g. disciplinary actions (Li & Poon, 2007), outside incentives (Lawson & Wooliscroft, 2004). Hobbes’
view of the self-serving and oppositional nature of human behaviour that demands the Leviathan in
order to maintain control and prevent anarchy (Lawson & Wooliscroft, 2004). Others argue that penalty
are ineffective because of possible delay or its mild in nature (Li & Poon, 2007). Following the step of
theorists X, the major motivation in using Web 2.0 for sustainable development knowledge sharing
comes from the “penalty” of information and knowledge delay or even obsolete.
Close to Rousseau’s view of self direction (Lawson & Wooliscroft, 2004), theorists Y believe that men
are responsible (Li & Poon, 2009, forthcoming), can be trusted and self motivated (Cooper & Phillips,
1997; Lawson & Wooliscroft, 2004; Morden, 1995). Work is as natural as rest. Punishment are not the
only ways to achieve any objectives (Li, 2009, forthcoming; Li & Poon, 2007; Stroh, 2005). As humans
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enjoy being treated as a valuable member in our society, a climate of trust is essential in stimulating
knowledge sharing behavior (Dulaimi, 2007) which is also true in the world of Web 2.0.
Skeptics, however, usually challenges theory X and Y represent two extreme cases which cannot reflect
truly about our real world. It is often suggested that a combination of the two offer better solutions (Li,
2009, forthcoming; Li & Poon, 2007).
6.2 Need’s theory
Maslow suggests people try to satisfy their needs step by step. According to Maslow, the first four
needs are:
1) Physiological: bodily comforts, thirst, hunger etc;
2) Safety/security: out of danger;
3) Belongings and Love: affiliation with the others
4) Esteem: to gain recognition (Huitt, 2004).
After fulfilling the most basic fundamental needs e.g. food and water, they need self-fulfillment (Li &
Poon, 2007). Maslow believes that when people become more self-actualized, they are more intelligent
and knows what to do in different situations.
Self-actualized people refer to those who are able to: 1) appreciate life; 3) concern about personal
growth; 2) be problem-focused; and 4) have peak experiences. Maslow later split the need of
self-actualization into four levels (Huitt, 2004), namely:
5) Cognitive: to recognize, understand and investigate;
6) Aesthetic: to balance, categorize, and become attractive;
7) Self-actualization: to find ways to be self-fulfilled and realize individual's potential; and
8) Self-transcendence: to help others find in realizing their potential (Huitt, 2004).

Figure 2 Needs theory pyramid (Huitt, 2004).
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Despite its widely acceptance, Critics on Maslow’s theories mainly due to its lack of evidence to
support the hierarchy (Huitt, 2004). Cole (2004) even comments the needs ladder as such seldom
realizes in reality. Nevertheless, it provides a good idea that knowledge sharing motivation comes from
the highest hierarchical needs, i.e. to attain self-actualization (Li & Poon, 2009, forthcoming). To
motivate someone to share their knowledge, they have to satisfy their basic needs first, that explains
why some of the web tools, e.g. MyNetResearch provides job information for their members on top of
all the knowledge sharing toolboxes.
6.3 Alderfer’s ERG Theory
Alderfer developed a comparable hierarchy with his Existence, Relatedness, and Growth theory. This
theory is a modification of Maslow's theory based on the work of Gordon Allport who has incorporated
systems theory into his work on personality. To motivate somebody, they have to be satisfied three
kinds of needs: Growth, Relatedness and Existence. Unlike the Hierarchy of Needs Theories, the order
of importance can be varied among all the individuals; they are not stepped in anyways, for example,
satisfying the self-actualization needs (Growth) does not need to be attained before the others first. To
motivate somebody to share what their sustainable knowledge, a good relationship with the others has
to be built (Relatedness). Therefore, a lot of Web 2.0 tools include grouping tools for members to join
their group. Sometimes, scholarship or grant opportunities are provided (Existence), other prices are
also provided for encouragement of any creative activities organized by members (Growth).

Figure 3 Alderfer’s Needs Theory (Huitt, 2004)
6.4 Vroom’s Expectancy theory
Vroom visualizes the likelihood of one particular behavior is determined by the perceived relationship
between an action and outcome the outcome of an action (Li & Poon, 2007). Expectation theorists
suggests that force is a function of expectancy, instrumentality and valence (Chiang & Jang, 2007; Cole,
2004).
1.

Expectancy: the belief that a rise in attempts will lead to better performance

2.

Instrumentality: the belief that the better performance, the better outcome will be.
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3.

Valence: the better the expected outcome, the more motivated an individual will be (Cole, 2004).

To increase people’s motivation on sharing knowledge by Web 2.0, some of the website owners have
establish a rule on sharing knowledge: their ability to receive data files from the others depend on the 1)
number of times that they have shared their files with the others (expectancy) , 2) the quality of the
files (e.g. longer series of data) (instrumentality). The more frequent they have shared their files and/or
the quality of files, the better quality and quantity of the files they can get. All these rules are usually
specified clearly before they become a member, i.e. their expected outcome have been notified before
they join (valence).
Perceived as one of the most important motivation theories, criticism concerns the construct validity in
this theory (Chiang & Jang, 2007). Yet, it does provide some valuable insights on people’s motivation
on using Web 2.0. Put this theory into our current research agenda, the aforesaid criteria have to be
observed to drive people to ride the current wave of Web 2.0.

7. Conclusion
Web 2.0 has overturned the traditional concept of web information providing and editing. Sustainable
knowledge sharing no longer lies in the hand of web page owners, but in the hands of World Wide
Web users. All the internet users can become the writers on sustainable development. Such rapid
knowledge sharing method, however, have not yet been accepted by all. Resistance to change can be
explained by human’s stubborn nature. And people’s readiness to accept change varies from person to
person. To motivate individuals in adopting web 2.0 for sharing sustainable development knowledge,
web owners are advised to observe the traditional motivation theories.

Motivation theory
Theory X
Theory Y
Hierarchy Needs Theory
Alderfer’s ERG Theory
Expectancy theory

People are motivated to share sustainable development
knowledge if…
Following the step of Theory X supporters, possible information
and knowledge delay or obsolete is the major source of motivation.
A climate of trust has to be created.
Motivation comes from the highest hierarchical needs, i.e. to attain
self-actualization.
The members have a good relationship. Some sort of material or
psychological desires also helps.
Web owners need to convey the idea to the members a belief that a
rise in attempts will lead to better performance, the better
performance, the better outcome will be and the better the expected
outcome, the more motivated an individual will be.
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UNDERSTANDING META-SYNTHESIS APPROACH FOR COMPLEX
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KNOWLEDGE CREATION
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†
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This paper reviews some typical frameworks or models proposed for complex problem solving or
the relevant computerized support development. Those include two decision-making models for
decision support systems development (Simon’s 3-phase model and Courtney’s framework), two
problem structuring approaches in strategic decision-making (strategic assumption surfacing and
testing (SAST) and Wisdom process) and one model of creativity and relevant tasks for creativity
software development. Such an analysis aims to explain the working philosophy of meta-synthesis
approach and provide help to the construction of the practicing platform, i.e. Hall for Workshop of
Meta-synthetic Engineering (HWMSE) by adopting the available technologies or developing new
technologies. Finally two technologies, CorMap and iView for qualitative meta-synthesis for idea or
assumptions generation for further verification and validation, are briefly addressed.

1. Introduction
Proposed by Chinese system scientist Qian, Yu and Dai (1990), the meta-synthesis system
approach (MSA) is a system methodology to deal with open complex giant system
(OCGS) problems with which reductionism methods have difficulties to tackle. A
working philosophy of MSA can be simplified as from confident qualitative hypothesis to
rigorous quantitative validation. In 1992 Qian proposed a concept - Hall of Workshop for
Meta-Synthetic Engineering (HWMSE) as a platform to apply MSA (Wang, et al., 1992).
The concept of HWMSE reflects the emphasis of utilization of the breaking advances in
information technologies to harness the collective knowledge and creativity of diverse
technical groups of experts by synthesizing data, information, quantitative models,
knowledge and experiences into an interdisciplinary problem-solving process from
proposing hypothesis to quantitative validating. At that time, email, newsgroup, or those
Web 1.0 technologies just started to spread worldwide.
Seemingly an advanced systemic thinking, some initial demonstrations toward the
power of MSA over other methods in complex system problems had been tried, where
information technologies were heavily discussed and even there was saying that adoption
of virtual reality was enough for a HWMSE. Those sayings really led to doubtful
impressions toward HWMSE in practice, especially to those people who were expecting a
breakthrough in system studies as system engineering had been adopted into China as a
discipline for only 20 years. Besides, international peers paid little attention.
Changes happen after continuous MSA studies in recent 15 years in mainland China
(Gu & Tang, 2003) with more concerns in complexity research in the 21st century. On the
other hand, new understandings achieved in many domains are catalysts. International

1
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2
scholars started to pay attention to MSA. In this paper, several typical approaches or
frameworks for complex problem solving from different disciplines are briefly reviewed
to explain the working philosophy of MSA. Such an endeavor infers to integrate those
relevant technologies into a HWMSE to show the power of MSA. Two qualitative metasynthesis technologies, CorMap and iView for idea or assumptions generation for further
validation, are addressed to illustrate the integration of multiple technologies.
2.

Diverse Frameworks or Approaches for unstructured or Complex Problem
Solving from Decision-making Perspective

In this section, some typical frameworks or approaches proposed for different objectives
are briefly addressed to show their relevance to MSA and its practicing platform. Those
include two decision-making models for decision support systems development (Simon’s
3-phase model and Courtney’s framework), two problem structuring approaches for
strategic decision-making (strategic assumption surfacing and testing (SAST) and
Wisdom process proposed by UK researchers) and one for creativity support software
development A simple summary is given to show their attributions to MSA.
2.1. Simon’s Decision-Making Model and Decision Support Systems
Simon (1977) has distinguished 2 extreme situations regarding structuredness of decision
problems the programmed and the nonprogrammed. The nonprogrammed problems are
novel and noncurrent which are of such poor structures and then difficult to be solved
directly using a simple computer program without human’s intervention. In late 1960s
DSS was proposed initially as a computer system to support semi-structured or
unstructured problems during a decision making process defined by Simon as the
intelligence-design-choice 3-phase process. Later implementation was added as the 4th
phase. Till now, DSS is regarded as a big umbrella to include many computerized tools or
systems to support different tasks during diverse decision making processes. The trend of
DSS is sensed based on the advances achieved about those fundamental components of a
DSS, i.e. data, model, knowledge and interface, as shown in Table 1 by Tang (2003).
Table 1.A glimpse of DSS development (Tang, 2003)
DSS Components
Data System
Model System
Interface / Technology
Knowledge System
Decision-making models

Development Highlight
Data warehouses, OLAP, data mining, web-based DSS
Optimization-based; Modeling paradigms
Visualization, Personalized/Customized Application, Intelligent Agents
Intelligent Systems; knowledge management; knowledge creation
Simon’s Model; Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis; Problem
structuring methods, System approaches

In comparison with those big progress achieved toward the four fundamental
components of DSS, the achievements of decision making model are unparalleled with
the digital revolution. Actually among those problems faced along DSS development,
“people problems”, which may refer to human’s limited capacity in cognition, subjective
prejudice and world views, and belief in experts, are key problems instead of those
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3
technology-related problems (Carlsson & Turban, 2001). The diversity of those human
problems brings or increases uncertainties to decision making process. Even those
uncertainties may enable a structured problem into ill or unstructured problem.
A large category of DSS for group work is not listed in Table 1. Groupware, group
DSS, CSCW, computer mediated communication (CMC) system and even some
knowledge management tools belong to this category. These tools mainly support group
activities for communication, collaboration and consensus building. So does the
collaborationware. The spectacular emergence of the Internet enables unprecedented
opportunities for such kind of group work. Emails, instant messaging, chat rooms, blogs,
wikis, etc. bring more information, while also lead to information overload. Simon
differentiated rationality as substantive rationality and procedural rationality, and
"opposed procedural rationality - the rationality that takes into account the limitations of
the decision maker in terms of information, cognitive capacity and attention – to
substantive rationality, which is not limited to satisfying, but rather aims at fully
optimized solutions" (Pomerrol & Adam, 2006). Since the mid of 1990s, GSS has
become popular than GDSS as more foci go to the group working process instead of only
the final results of group decision-making, a reflection of emphasis of the procedural
rationality, or support for argumentation and sense-making during problem structuring.
Those support tools are based on different problem structuring methods.
2.2. Frameworks for Strategic Problem Solving
Here two frameworks are reviewed, one is proposed by US scholars, another from UK.
2.2.1.

Strategic Assumption Surfacing& Testing (SAST)

Developed by Mason and Mitroff (1981), SAST is a process which reveals the underlying
assumptions of a policy or plan and helps create a map for exploring them. SAST
incorporates the following principles: adversarial, participative, integrative, and
managerial mind supporting which are
employed throughout the five phases of the
SAST process, group formulation, assumption
surfacing and rating, within-group dialectic
debate, between-groups dialectic debate, and
final synthesis. Then, some other system
approaches, such as soft system methodology,
critical systems heuristics, etc. could be applied
to enable or facilitate assumptions surfacing and
dialectic debates, and bring out a multiperspective modeling together with relevant
Fig. 1. A framework of multi-perspectives for
tools for comprehensive explorations (Fig.1).
collaboration for strategic decision-making.
Along the system rethinking tide, there have
been a variety of soft system approaches, including soft OR methods to deal with
unstructured problems, especially those complex societal problems since 1980s (Flood &
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Jackson, 1991; Rosenhead & Mingers, 2001). Those approaches also provide rationales
of decision support systems (Mackenzie, et al., 2006; Tang, 2007). Lots of relevant tools
had already been explored, such as QuestMap (IbIS based, now as Compendium) for
dialogue mapping approach to deal with social complexity (Conklin, et al. 2001),
Decision Explorer and Group Explorer based on strategic options development and
analysis (SODA) (Eden & Auckman, 2001), etc. There is a trend to apply multiple
methods on strategic decision making and then bring new approaches. Wisdom is such a
result.
2.2.2.

Wisdom Process

Proposed by scholars at University of Lancaster,
Wisdom process as shown in Fig. 2 facilitates
session includes brainstorming, cognitive
mapping and dialogue mapping along the
strategic problem solving process (Mackenzie,
et al., 2006). The cognitive mapping phase
provides a macro view of the problem Fig. 2. Wisdom Process (Mackenzie, et al. 2006)
discussed by the group and the dialog mapping
phase helps the group develop consistent micro views.
Those tools actually are based on specific cognitive or metal models about group
thinking or decision making. Recently support to facilitate, expand, or enhance one'
s
ability to work with one or more kinds of knowledge, from which to make some senses,
distill insights or gain knowing, etc. has been drawn more attentions, especially as Web
2.0 becomes a popular term and is expected for better job of harnessing the vast collective
intelligence potentially available. Klein and Iandol (2008) report a study using
Collaboratorium, same as QuestMap. The researchers argue that current opensource/peer-production (OSPP) technology is not capable of collaborative deliberation,
since the coverage of a topic is created bottom-up and then generally unsystematic. That
kind of technology is more time-based, while collaborative deliberation requires logicbased postings. Such a study again tells the differences between two categories of support
tools for group work addressed in Tang (2007). The practice of those tools based on soft
OR methods or IBIS-methodology for collaborative work helps to gain structures of
unstructured problems while sacrifice freedom of wild thinking and then may lead to loss
of novel ideas, the typical disadvantages of consensus built top-down.
Obviously, the diversity of problem structuring methods can not explained well by
Simon’s normal 3-phase model. Courtney (2001) proposed an improved one.
2.3. Courtney’s DSS Framework for wicked Problem Solving
In comparison to traditional decision-making models in a DSS context, the salient feature
of the Courtney’s framework (Fig. 3) lies the step of developing multiple perspectives
during problem formulation phases, where besides the technical (T), organizational (O)
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and personal (P) perspectives (Mitroff & Linstone, 1993), two other factors, ethical and
aesthetic factors are required to be considered.
Before actions, the procedure
on perspective development and
synthesis may be understood as
divergence and convergence of
individual/group thinking. From
problem
recognition
to
the
perspective development indicated
Fig. 3. Decision Framework for DSS by Courtney (2001) with
as (1) in Fig. 3 is a divergent
annotations by Tang (2007).
thinking process for idea generation
and creative perspectives toward unstructured issues. The transfer to synthesis of
perspectives as indicated as (2) is a convergent process for acquiring alternatives for
choices or actions. The mental models may be regarded as problem structuring methods
or cognitive models of decision making. If such a process is a collective problem solving
process, then mental models may refer to collective mental models. The transition from
divergent to convergent process is defined by the mental model(s). Here (1) and (2)
together with mental models may be regarded as one kind of working process of MSA
toward unstructured problem solving.
2.4. A brief Summary
Courtney (2001) adopted the term of “wicked” problems popular in social sciences (Rittel
& Webber, 1973). Actually Rittel proposed IBIS to enable groups to decompose
problems into questions, ideas and arguments to better deal with wicked problems. Such a
term has also been referred by the Advanced Concept Group (ACG) founded at the
Sandia National Lab after the 911 crisis. The mission of ACG is to “harness the collective
knowledge and creativity of a diverse group to solve perceived future problems of
importance to the national security”. From a report of a summer experiment on computermediated group brainstorming to show the collaborative problem solving (Sandia, 2007),
we see those ACG scientists are undertaking serious experiments on the best way to solve
wicked problems. Table 2 lists a brief summary of review. HWMSE is regarded as an
advanced state of a DSS while humans are elements of HWMSE and play primary roles
even machine systems (traditional DSS) provide intensive support.
Table 2. Problems, disciplines and paradigms for problem solving
Terms for problems
Unstructured problems

Disciplines

Management
sciences;
operation research
Wicked problems
Social sciences
Open complex giant systems Systems science

Problem solving frameworks/
methodologies
Simon’s decision-making model;
Soft OR methods or their
synthesis, eg. Wisdom process
Courtney’s framework; IBIS, etc.
Meta-synthesis system approach
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3.

More about MSA and HWSME

As more in-depth research on MSA was carried out, explicit explanations of MSA, such
as three types of meta-synthesis, using the case of policy making on macroeconomic
problems were given for the 1st time (Yu & Tu, 2002).
3.1. A Working Process of MSA
The three types of meta-synthesis denote qualitative meta-synthesis, qualitativequantitative meta-synthesis and meta-synthesis from qualitative understanding to
quantitative validation, which actually indicates a working process of MSA to complex
problem solving. Gu and Tang (2005) discussed how to achieve three types of metasynthesis by a synchronous-asynchronous-synchronous process while each type of metasynthesis can be achieved at the respective phase. Activities held in Synchronous Stage I
denote to achieve qualitative meta-synthesis, i.e. perspective development or hypothesis
generation for meta-synthetic modeling. Divergent group thinking is the main theme at
that stage. Technologies oriented to acquire constructs or ideas toward the concerned
problems are considered as qualitative meta-synthesis technologies. Then problem
structuring methods can fulfill qualitative meta-synthesis. Those methods or the
technologies such as IBIS define normative frameworks followed by the users. Then the
output (such as ideas, options) are given directly by users; no further computational
analysis is conducted toward those logic-based deliberation process.
The aforementioned problem structuring and relevant tools help to apply MSA and
the construction of HWMSE. Next we try to understand HWMSE from creativity and its
computerized support.
3.2. HWMSE - a Knowledge Creating Ba
Meta-synthetic engineering aims to take the advantages of both the human expert system
in qualitative intelligence and the machine system in quantitative intelligence to generate
more (new) validated knowledge stored in the knowledge system. It reflects the emphasis
on human'
s role in problem solving process, where resolutions about unstructured
problems are captured via a series of structured approximation. For unknown or new
issues, we always need new ideas which may come from human'
s imaginary thinking,
intuition and insight. Supported by creativity support tools, sparkling ideas may drop into
one'
s mind. Creative solutions are often related with wisdom. Then HWMSE is expected
to enable knowledge creation and wisdom emergence. Yu, Zhou and Feng (2005) studied
the knowledge creation in macroeconomic problem solved in HWMSE.
Japanese Professor Ikujiro Nonaka proposed the theory about organizational
knowledge creation where a right ba (a Japanese word) is emphasized (Nonaka &
Takeuchi, 1995). Ba is defined as a platform where knowledge is created, shared and
exploited; the most important aspect of ba is interaction. The knowledge-creating process
is also the process of creating ba (Nonaka, Konno & Toyama, 2001). Considering the
basic ideas of HWMSE, we suppose HWMSE is a right ba for idea generation and
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wisdom emergence for creative solutions of the complex issues (Tang, 2007). Table 3
lists some functions of HWMSE which may be achieved via the 4 different ba’s.
Table 3. Activities in HWMSE based on knowledge-creating ba (Tang, 2007)
Activities
Idea generation; confident
hypothesizing; wisdom
emergence
Concept formulation,
knowledge creating,
scenario generation
Rigorous validation
(qualitative-quantitative
meta-synthesis)
Meta-synthesis from
qualitative knowledge to
quantitative understanding

Ba
Methods and resources
Originating Ba Brainstorming, soft OR
methods

Supporting tools
BBS, socialware,
communityware,
creativityware
Dialoguing Ba Soft OR methods, problem Creativityware, groupware,
structuring methods, KJ
collaborationware, communitymethod, Delphi method, etc. ware, consensusware,
Systematizing Domain modeling methods, Modelware, groupware
Ba
analytical methods
Exercising Ba

Consensus methods
(nominal group technique,
AHP, voting, etc.)

Modelware, consensusware,
collaborationware

The 1st column of Table 3 lists the activities related to different types of metasynthesis; those activities may be carried out at different ba’s to enable knowledge
conversion by using the methods or resources listed in Column 3. Possible supporting
tools which can be elements of HWMSE are given in Column 4. Then to develop those
supporting tools and enable their integration to fulfill those tasks or activities listed in
Column 1 is a practical way to construct a HWMSE. Support for community or group
work is a necessity. The technologies of HWMSE are a consensus of a variety of
technologies for different tasks with different frameworks in the problem solving process.
A variety of explanations of human'
s creativity exist while creativityware is usually
developed based on cognitive or social nature of creativity. Some extend their basis to
knowledge creation model, such as SECI model, which actually indicates a qualitative
meta-synthetic framework to develop the supporting tools. Shneiderman (2002) abstracted
4 activities, collect, relate, create and donate for a framework of creativity and proposed 8
specific tasks, searching, visualizing, consulting, thinking, exploring, composing,
reviewing and disseminating expected to be fulfilled by creativity software to accomplish
those 4 activities. Those tasks may also be applicable to Simon’s decision making process.
Next two technologies CorMap and iView for qualitative meta-synthesis are briefly
addressed. Each applies different computing mechanism to fulfill some of the tasks stated
by Shneiderman toward the ideas created bottom-up.
4.

CorMap and iView: Qualitative Meta-synthesis Technologies

Both CorMap analysis and iView analysis aim to implement qualitative meta-synthesis for
confident hypothesizing. The meta-data for both technologies is of a structure as <topic,
userID, text, keywords, time>. Such metadata indicate the corresponding userID submits
one piece of text (e.g. one comment, one blog, the title of a paper, a reply to one question)
with a set of keywords under the topic at the point of time. By word segmentation and
filtered feature keywords used in text summarization, or even human’s judgment, ideas
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and opinions can be transferred into a structured representation. The keywords for a blog
may also denote the labels or tags of that blog. The keywords are articulated as attributes
of the userID or the text.
4.1. Basic ideas of CorMap and iView Technologies
Figure 4 show the essential analytics of both technologies. Tang (2008) and Tang, Zhang
and Wang (2008) present the details of mechanisms of both analytical technologies.

Fig. 4. The analytics of CorMap and iView.

The CorMap analysis denotes a technology of exploratory analysis of textual data. By
conducting a series of algorithms, CorMap analysis actually helps to expose the group
thinking structure from one perspective. Such kind of analysis can be applied to any
combination of the concerned participants and may help to “drill down” into those
community thoughts to detect some existing or emerging micro community. If applied to
an individual user, CorMap analysis may help to unravel personal thinking structure.
The iView analysis exposes the group or individual thinking structure from another
perspective. The central concept is the iView network which denotes 3 kinds of networks,
keyword network, human network and text network. Three types of text networks are built
during the iView analysis. All are directed networks. The text network Type I denotes the
directed link from text j to text i indicating a kind of citing the keyword which originally
appears in text i. In the text network Type II, the link denotes to cite the closest text
including the concerned keyword. In the text network Type III, the semantic meaning of
link expands to a variety of attitudes, e.g. oppose, support, etc. instead of the citation of
keywords in both Type I & II text networks. Text network may help to show how the
ideas grow and spread. Different algorithms are applied to the text network Type III due
to the different semantic meanings of the link, which is introduced separately.
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4.2. Features of CorMap and iView for Qualitative Meta-synthesis
Either CorMap or iView analysis shows different perspectives toward the same set of data
based on different mechanisms with the same aim to acquire constructs of the problems
from those textual data for one topic. Both analytical technologies share common features:
• By a variety of transformations of original textural data to expose the hidden structure;
• Visualization of analyzing process to facilitate human’s understanding;
• Adoption of a series of algorithms or methods instead of application of individual one;
• Support for a problem structuring process: i) give a rough imagine of the issue; ii) draw
a scenario of the issue using clustering analysis to detect the structure; meanwhile, an
optimal of clusters is achieved; iii)extract concepts from clusters of ideas. Thus, a
category of concepts instead of a mess of diverse ideas is acquired step by step;
• Facilitation of human-machine collaboration. Each step leaves rooms to facilitate
analysts’ direct manipulations and results’ visualization.
Both technologies can be applied to qualitative meta-synthesis to wicked problems.
Due to different mechanisms of each technology, one may be more effective to human’s
understanding at one time. It is the human to make appropriate use of each technology
during the discovery process.
4.3. Applications
Both technologies are under a gradual growth and abstraction as exploited to a variety of
mining for complex problem solving.
Group thinking process mining. A group argumentation environment (GAE) has been
developed to support sense-making and procedural rationality during group thinking
process (Tang, Liu & Zhang, 2005; Tang & Liu, 2006; Tang, 2007).
Conference mining and on-line conferencing ba (OLCB). Results of conference
mining may help to expose the main topics of the conferences, interest-sharing
community and helpful for paper review assignment to overcome limited rationality. Tang
& Zhang (2007) showed how to understand the topics of knowledge science based on
KSS serial symposia. Tang, Liu and Zhang (2008) illustrated the mining to a scientific
forum in mainland China. The results are helpful to the forum organizers to gain
governmental support. Furthermore, to push such results to participants may stimulate
more active participation, friends-making, etc. The concept of OLCB is then proposed
and practiced at the international serial workshops on Meta-synthesis and Complex
Systems since 2006 (Tang, Zhang & Wang, 2007). Tang (2009b) discussed that OLCB is
a kind of HWMSE. Figure 5 shows the keyword network of iView analysis of MCS’2007.
Expert knowledge mining. A TCM Master Miner has been developed to expose the
common grounds of diagnosis and treatment among the selected the traditional Chinese
medicine experts to help find the schools of TCM people (Tang, Zhang & Wang, 2008).
Community mind mining. Tang (2009a) shows a successful application of both
technologies, especially CorMap (Fig. 6), to social risk cognition before Beijing Olympic
Games which exhibit the potentials of both technologies for social psychological study.
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Fig. 5. iView’s idea map of MCS’2007 (black square node: cutpoint; Tang, 2009b).

Fig. 6. CorMap of the people at different ages and their words association in social risks (4 clusters of words
while all words are of 30 categories; Tang, 2009a).
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5.

Concluding Remarks

Perplexed opinions toward MSA and HWMSE have been getting along with MSA studies
since its existence, especially the focus of many initial demonstrations of HWMSE is
software engineering oriented and lack of explaining how the relevant three component
systems interact with each other clearly and logically. Too many details about machine
system distort the understandings of the capabilities of HWMSE to show the power of
collective intelligence to complex problem solving. In this paper, the meanings of MSA
and HWMSE are explained by diverse paradigms relevant to unstructured or wicked
problem solving and computerized creativity support. Moreover, the lengthy descriptions
of those paradigms also exhibit the MSA practice itself for MSA research, which is an
interdisciplinary job. From management science to systems thinking, from problem
structuring to knowledge creation, from DSS to knowledge creating Ba, we try to show
the fundamentals of MSA for better understanding by international peers. Technologies
for HWMSE are a consensus of emergence of a variety of support for different tasks
during problems-solving process based on different paradigms.
The digital revolution greatly decrease the distance between people. In recent years,
technologies to facilitate group work, especially those open-source/peer-production
technologies (e.g. chat rooms, wikis and blogs, etc.) enable an unprecedented explosion
of information sharing which may also be regarded as one kind of information overload.
The community brainstorming sessions are of eruption with vast amount of wide ideas or
topics created bottom-up even unsystematic. Then problem structuring methods, such as
soft OR or IBIS methodology serve as design rationale to develop technologies for logicbased collaborative deliberation. Such kind of technologies heavily rely on the defined
framework which somewhat hinders wider application.
The qualitative meta-synthesis technologies CorMap and iView take another way.
Both conduct exploratory analysis toward those topics or ideas created bottom-up by
textual computing and enable facilitation of human-machine interaction by visualizing the
analytical process in accord to human cognitive process, which reflect the thinking of
those “people problems” instead of avoid of them in pursuit of advanced technologies.
Four kinds of application are briefly addressed. Both technologies may be helpful to
acquire useful information, such as options, which may be as the start point during a
collaborative deliberation facilitated by the Web 2.0 tools.
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Discipline-crossing are very important to the research and development of disciplines. This paper is
to find discipline-crossing based on the contents of basic research projects through relative methods
of text mining. Four variables are defined to measure the degree of discipline-crossing and the
characteristics of one discipline when it crosses with others, including discipline-crossing rate,
traceability, simultaneity and propagation. And a case of the cross analysis of three disciplines of
management science with other twelve disciplines is given to verify the details of this method.

1.

Introduction

The intersection of existential disciplines is a major trend of the development of modern
science technologies and contributes to the current scientific progress, major
breakthrough of the scientific research and the generation of high and new technologies
greatly due to its revolutionary influence. Moreover, the discipline-crossing plays a more
and more significant role in development of science and technologies. Thus, it becomes
the first priority thing how to find the subjects that cross with each other and what
characteristics should the exploring progress depend on.
Discipline-crossing is an inter-discipline research activity (Lu, 2005), which
embraces the cooperation of two or more subjects with the same goal. Here the subject is
a virtually independent subject system (Chinese National Standard G/T13735-92), which
includes three basic elements: research area or object of research, theory system and
research methods. Based on the definition of subject, the intercross between subjects is
the cross between the elements of these subjects. That is the similar research area, theory
system or research methods, etc.
Recent studies on discipline-crossing mainly concentrates on the discipline-cross
mechanism (Wang, Shi, 2002; Research Group of Subsidization of Crosseddisciplines,1999), cross-discipline models (Li, Liu, 2004; Wu et al., 2005), disciplinecrossing methods (Jin, 2006) and quantitative analysis of it (Zhao, Liu, 2008), etc. Most
of these studies intend to find the law of discipline-crossing by analyzing and extracting
from the cross-discipline results. However, how to find the discipline-cross draws
scientists’ little attention. Discipline-crossing can not necessarily become a new crossdiscipline unless it is in a proper environment. The development of cross-discipline did a
great meaning to it of science, and appropriate measures should be taken to facilitate the
cross-discipline developing progress.
Discipline-crossing improves the intersection and merges different subjects together.
In addition, different characteristics of each subject and the different cooperation degree
between subjects lead to the different crossing degree. Discipline-crossing rate is defined
in this article to measure degree of the crossing between different subjects.

1
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Time-delay must be considered in discipline-crossing. An application of a theory in a
different subject can come after the invention of this theory, or a theory originated from a
different subject is later than the emergence of the research field. To figure out the time
feature of discipline-crossing, three variables are defined in this paper, which are used to
measure the lag quality, the simultaneous quality and the advance quality of the subjects
crossing with each other separately.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the method of
discipline-crossing analysis based on basic research projects. Section 3 presents
experimental results and Section 4 concludes the paper.
2. Method of discipline-crossing analysis based on the contents of basic
research projects
The process of the method described below can be summarized here, such as the Fig.1,
and then you can investigate one by one in detail.
1、Vector Space Model (VSM) of proposals

2、Similar-projects determination

3、Discipline-crossing identification

4、Characteristics of discipline-crossing
Fig.1. Flow chart of discipline-crossing identification

2.1.

Project representation based on Vector Space Model (VSM)

Vector Space Model (VSM) (Salton, et al., 1975) is one of the most important methods
for text representation. In the model, each document
can be viewed as a collection of
ρ
different terms and represented by a vector d = ((t1, w1 ), (t 2 , w2 ),Λ , (t n , wn )) , where tk is a
specific term in the document and wk is a weight associated with tk. In order to obtain the
weights, various methods have been proposed in the literature. Among these methods,
the most common-used one is TF-IDF (Salton, 1988), in which wk is calculated by
multiplying term frequency (TF) by inverse document frequency (IDF).
According to VSM, there are two steps to represent the projects as following.
(1) Feature selection. The main purpose of feature selection is finding the best
features to represent the proposals, which are the representatives of different projects.
Each proposal consists of title, abstract, keywords, and body. In particular, the former
three items, including title, abstract and keywords will be analyzed in this study. In
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addition, features used in this paper are on the basis of the Chinese Classified Subject
Thesaurus. It should be noted that stop words are removed from feature collection.
(2) Documents representation. Once features of a proposal are chosen, the VSM of
the corresponding projects can be expressed as follows.
ρ
P = (W1 ,W2 ,Λ ,Wn )
(2.1)
Where Wi is the weight of term(feature) Ti , and it is calculated by means of TF-IDF：

Wi = VTF −i × lg(

N
+ 0.01)
Ni

(2.2)

Where VTF-i is the frequency that term ti appears in proposal Pi, N is the total number of
the projects and Ni is the number of proposals which contains term ti .
2.2. Determination of similar projects
Based on VSM, distance between two documents can be easily computed. There are
many methods to measure this distance, such as Cosine similarity, Euclidean distance or
Maximum distance (Han, Kamber, 2001). Herein, as an effective and widely-used
method in text mining, Cosine similarity will be utilized in this paper.
For a given collection of projects, each project can be represent by Eq. (2.1), and the
cosine similarity can be computed as follows.

ρ ρ
ρ ρ
Pi • Pj
Simi j = cos (Pi , Pj ) = ρ
ρ
Pi ∗ Pj

(2.3)

The bigger the value of Simij is, the more similar between the projects Pi and Pj is. If the
similarity is too small, then these two projects are not similar. In light of the proceeding
statement, given a threshold (thr(Sim)) of similarity according to experience, two projects
are not similar if Simij is smaller than this threshold, and vice versa.
2.3. Identification of discipline-crossing
Two disciplines are crossing if they are similar in research contents. As an abstract
system, discipline does not have clear boundary and defined by the basic research
projects lying in its range. A proposal with a relevant field subject or a subfield subject
can express the crossing of these disciplines. If most of projects in two different
disciplines are similar, we can say that these two disciplines have high crossing degree. It
is assumed that they can be merged into one discipline or there will be a new research
area contained both areas of them.
Based on the above analysis, the number of similar projects between two disciplines
can express the degree of the crossing between them. With more similar projects, the
degree of discipline-crossing will be higher. The number of projects is different in
different disciplines, which also affects the number of similar projects. Taking both
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factors into consideration, discipline-crossing rate is defined to identify disciplinecrossing. It is a ratio of similar projects number to total projects number of two different
disciplines.
CRij =

Numi , j + Num j ,i
Numi + Num j

（2.4）

Where CRij is the discipline-crossing rate of disciplines i and j, Numi is total number of
projects in discipline i, Numi,j is the number of projects in discipline i which is similar to
projects in discipline j.
Discipline-crossing rate reflects the degree of two disciplines crossing with each
other. If the value of the rate is big enough, two disciplines belong to the set of
discipline-crossing. A threshold (thr(Cr)) of discipline-crossing rate can be used to
determine discipline-crossing. If the value of CRij is greater than or equal to (thr(Cr)),
they are crossing, and vice versa.
2.4. Characteristics of discipline-crossing
This paper mainly discusses discipline-crossing over time. With crossing with other
disciplines, one discipline appears to be different by means of the different levels of
development and the different research contents. For example, one discipline’s theories
can be used to the other disciplines, and it is named the spread of this discipline’s
knowledge. On the other hand, that discipline which refers to the theory is tracing back to
the source of the knowledge. Projects are the representatives of disciplines and the timedelay feature of discipline-crossing can be reflected by the time-series of projects
establishment, which are the basis of three variables defined to measure the time-delay
feature.
Traceability of a discipline reflects the level it applies others’ theories or methods or
research areas for its research contents. Concretely, if a project in one discipline
established after that of another and these two projects are similar, this similar-project
pair reflects the traceability of the former discipline. So, in the set of similar-projects in
certain discipline-crossing, the ratio of that kind of projects pair to total number of the set
can reflect the traceability of a discipline when it crosses with another one. Denoted by
ST, the calculation of traceability is as follows.
m

STij =

∑δ ( Pki ,Pkj )

k =1

m

⎧⎪δ ( Pki , Pkj ) = 1
⎨
⎪⎩δ ( Pki , Pkj ) = 0

if Year ( Pki ) > Year ( Pkj )

（2.5）

otherwise

Where STij is the degree of traceability of discipline i traces back to j; m is the number of
similar-projects pairs between discipline i and j, (Pki, Pkj)is the kth similar-projects pair,
Year(Pki) is the year of establishment of project in discipline i at the kth similar-projects
pair, and Year(Pkj)is the year of establishment of project in discipline j in the kth similarprojects pair.
Propagation of a discipline reflects the level of its application of theories, methods or
objects to other disciplines. Concretely, in the set of similar-projects in certain discipline-
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crossing, the earlier establishment projects in one discipline reflect the propagation of it.
Denoted by SP, the calculation of propagation is as follows.
m

SPij =

∑δ ( Pki ,Pkj )

k =1

m

⎧⎪δ ( Pki , Pkj ) = 1
⎨
⎪⎩δ ( Pki , Pkj ) = 0

if Year ( Pki ) < Year ( Pkj )

（2.6）

otherwise

Where SPij is the degree of propagation of discipline i being referred by j.
Simultaneity expresses the level of common development of two disciplines.
Specifically, if projects in certain similar-project pair are established at the same time, it
reflects the simultaneity of the two disciplines. Denoted by SS, the calculation of
simultaneity is as follows.
m

SS ij =

∑δ ( Pki ,Pkj )

k =1

m

⎧⎪δ ( Pki , Pkj ) = 1
⎨
⎪⎩δ ( Pki , Pkj ) = 0

if Year ( Pki ) = Year ( Pkj )

（2.7）

otherwise

Where SSij is the degree of simultaneity of disciplines i and j, it reflects the mutual
learning degree of i and j that happens in the same year.
3. Experimental results and analysis
3.1. Data
The proposed method will be used to identify disciplines (not include given disciplines)
which cross with the given disciplines. 9965 proposals of all given disciplines ranging of
years from 2003 to 2008 are analyzed as the illustrative example. Table 1 summarizes the
data used in this paper.
Table 1. Description of the data
Discipline code

The name of discipline

Number of proposals

101

Mathematics

526

206

Chemical Engineering and Industrial Chemistry

161

303

Ecology

304

Forestry

401

Geography

749

504

Metallurgical and Mining

115

506
508

Engineering Thermal Physics and Energy Utilization
Building Environment and Structure of Engineering
disciplines

509

Water Science and Ocean Engineering

303

601

Electronic and Information System

380

602

Computer Science

2095

26
77

92

8
461
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603

Automation

1673

701

Management Science and Engineering

1063

702

Business Administration

1049

703

Macroeconomic Management and policy

1270

Total

All disciplines

9956

The data of table 1 is divided into two groups. One group (denoted by G1) involves
701,702 and 703 which are three disciplines of management science. Another group
(denoted by G2) contains the remaining disciplines of other sciences. This experiment
aims to find disciplines that crossed with management science. According to the method
of Section 2 disciplines of G2 crossed with these of G1 can be identified respectively.
3.2. Results
With a given threshold thr(Sim)=0.5, 161 projects in discipline 701 are similar to 235
projects in other disciplines;78 in discipline 702 are similar to 100 projects while119 in
discipline 703 are similar to 157 projects. From the number of similar-projects,
discipline-crossing rate is calculated by Eq.(2.5) and concrete values of disciplinecrossing rate are illustrated in Figures 2 to 4 as to 701, 702 and 703 respectively.

Fig.2. discipline-crossing rate between 701 and other disciplines

Fig.3. discipline-crossing rate between 702 and other disciplines
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Fig.4. discipline-crossing rate between 703 and other disciplines

With a given threshold thr(Cr)=0.02, discipline-crossing can be identified.
It is illustrated in Fig.2 that the discipline-crossing exists between 101, 508, 602, 603
and 701. 701, representing management and engineering, is a subject to research the
general principles and special phenomena in the field of management system, economics
system by the means of the system science and system engineering methodology. It is the
combination of system science, scientific management, economics, computer science,
operational
research,
engineering
theory,
leadership
science,
etc
(http://bbs.kaoyan.com/thread-1845292-1-1.html). 101, 508, 602, 603 stands for
mathematics, architecture environment and structure engineering, computer science and
automation respectively. It is no denying that those four subjects are associated with each
other from the introduction of the subject - the management science and engineering.
It is shown in Fig.3 that the discipline-crossing related to 702 are 401 and 602. 702
represents business administration, in which the research field of the enterprise
information management refers to computer science, so 602(computer science) is one.
401 (geography) is unexpected, but after close analysis, we found that the Logistics and
Supply Chain Management in 701 may associate with geography.
It can be seen in Fig.4 that the discipline-crossing related to 703 are 401 and 509. 703
represents macro management and policy, in which agriculture and forestry management,
resources environment policy and management and regional development management
may involve the subject content of geography (401), as well as water science and Marine
engineering (509).
The results demonstrate the practicable of identifying discipline-crossing by the
variable of discipline-crossing rate. We must mention that only disciplines crossed with
each other are identified in this paper, the specific domains of the crossing are not
pointed out. Our further research will focus on that problem.
3.3. Characteristics of discipline-crossing
Table 2 shows the value of traceability, simultaneity and propagation degree of 701
when it is crossed with 101, 508, 602 and 603. The value of traceability degree of 701
and 101 is 0.35, and the simultaneity is 0.19 and the propagation is 0.46. All of the three
time-delay attributes are shown when 701 and 101, 508, 602, 603 crossed. The
traceability degree of 701 and 101 is greater than the propagation of them. It is seems as
a confused consequence. In general, 101 (mathematics) is regarded as a fundamental
theoretical subject and many other subjects are originated from it. However, we ignore
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8
one point that there are application-oriented researches in mathematics, such as applied
mathematics, operational research, etc. Researchers in mathematics also seek practical
problems from other areas and find the theory to explain or resolve these problems.
Therefore, it is understandable that the degree of 101 tracing back to 701 is greater than
701 tracing back to it. The traceability degree of 701 and 602 surpasses the propagation
of them. The traceability degree of 701 and 508, 603 is smaller than the propagation.
From this result, we can conclude that management science and engineering introduces
the theories, methods or research objects of building environment and engineering and
automation into its research, and in this process, discipline-crossing appears between
them. Besides, other two disciplines sometimes refer to management science and
engineering, and apply them to their research.
Table 2. Characteristic of discipline-crossing between 701 and 101、508、602、603
Discipline

Traceability

Simultaneity

Propagation

101

0.35

0.19

0.46

508

0.52

0.21

0.26

602

0.34

0.26

0.40

603

0.40

0.25

0.35

Table 3 shows the value of traceability, simultaneity, propagation of 702 when it is
crossed with 401 and 602. The value of propagation degree of 702 crossing with 401 is
0.62 exceeds the other two features greatly, which are both 0.19. That means disciplinecrossing between 702 and 401 (geography) are mainly application of theories, and
methods in 702 to 401 or some follow-up studies of 702 continues in 401 while the
crossing between 702 and 602 are mainly the application of theories and methods of
computer science in 702.
Table 3. Characteristic of discipline-crossing between 702 and 401、602
Discipline

Traceability

Simultaneity

Propagation

401

0.19

0.19

0.62

602

0.63

0.17

0.20

Table 4 shows the value of traceability, simultaneity, propagation of 703 when it is
crossed with 401 and 509. The value of propagation is higher than the value of other two
features. Discipline-crossing between 703 and 401, 509 are mainly the application of
theories, methods of 703 in the other two disciplines. It is not yet higher of the value of
propagation than traceability. Therefore, application of theories, methods of 401 or 509
in 703 not only exists when they cross with each other but also exists in the general
development of two disciplines.
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Table 4. Characteristic of discipline-crossing between 703 and 401、509
Discipline

Traceability

Simultaneity

Propagation

401

0.38

0.15

0.47

509

0.30

0.19

0.52

From tables 2 to 4, we summarize that discipline-crossing mainly concentrates on
tracing back to or promote one discipline. The value of simultaneity degree is generally
lower than the other two features. The crossing of two disciplines is a process of mutual
introducing of theories, methods and research objects. Then finally, the degree of
crossing is much greater, even at last maybe the inter-discipline occurs.
4. Conclusions
This paper focuses on the discipline-crossing, which is determined by using vector
space model and similarity calculation of text mining of basic research projects.
Traceability, simultaneity and propagation of a given discipline are calculated to measure
its time-delay property of crossing. Experimental results show the effectiveness of this
method and demonstrate that this method is helpful to find discipline-crossing and the
laws of formation of discipline-crossing.
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With the coming of the era of knowledge economy, the importance of knowledge management has
been recognized by more and more organizations. Process-oriented knowledge management is an
important direction of knowledge management, and the identification of knowledge-intensive core
processes which contain a great deal of knowledge means a lot to knowledge management
implementation in the corporation. In this paper, business processes are analyzed from the
perspective of knowledge, and an evaluation index system of process knowledge is proposed from
the aspects of Wuli, Shili, Renli on basis that the characteristics of core processes and knowledgeintensive processes are summed up. Based on the evaluation results, the fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation method is brought in to identify the knowledge-intensive core processes which create
most values in the enterprise. And finally a case is introduced to show the usefulness of the
evaluation system

1. Introduction
With the advent of the era of knowledge economy, the importance of knowledge is
increasingly obvious. Knowledge has become not only the key factor to the existence and
development of enterprises but also an important asset (Zhongtuo Wang, 2004).
Researchers generally believe that "knowledge acquisition, creation and application are
key factors to develop the core competence of the firm" (Grant, RM, 1996, Kought and
Zander, 1992, Spender, JC., 1996).
The traditional knowledge management has focused on some partially effective
methods for specific knowledge management activities. To carry out knowledge
management, these methods has focused on information management which is to manage
information content and tools or focused on people and their skills, behaviors and
thinking patterns (Zhongtuo Wang, 2004). Knowledge management has not been well
integrated with business processes, but separated with the actual operations of enterprises.
*
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The knowledge base management, maintenance and knowledge updating had increased
additional burden and workload of the staff. The disjoint between knowledge
management and business processes had broken away from the demand of actual
organization management, so the knowledge management goal that the appropriate
knowledge can be sent to the right person could not be really realized. The world's first
Delphi survey results of "knowledge management prospects", which was carried by
Humboldt university of Berlin and the Fraunhofer-Institute for Production Systems and
Design Technology IPK (IPK) Competence Centre in Berlin, showed that "the
integration of knowledge management with day-to-day businesses" is the most urgent
theoretical research issue, and may be the best actual method to solve practical problems
of knowledge management effectively (Kai Mertins, 2003). It is an inevitable trend to
make Business process be integrated with knowledge management in knowledge
management research and practice.
The knowledge-intensive core processes which contain a great deal of knowledge
are closely related to the decision-making and the creation of value, and the related
researches are only some qualitative descriptions from the operational or strategic level
and lack of analysis from the point of view of knowledge. The existing knowledge
evaluation systems are only from some particular perspective on the knowledge
evaluation, which do not only fail to be integrated with the process, but also lack of the
integrity and the systematization.
In this paper, we systematically analyze the relevant factors of process knowledge
through WSR methodology, and propose an evaluation index system. On the basis of the
index system, we use fuzzy comprehensive evaluation in process knowledge evaluation
in order to identify the knowledge-intensive core processes which create the most value
of enterprises and can be improved to be more efficient by knowledge management, and
help enterprises understand their knowledge situation, identify knowledge gaps and
enhance the core competence of the enterprises.
2. Literature review
2.1 Knowledge evaluation
Obviously, not all resources have equal importance or possess the same potential as
source of sustainable competitive advantage. This is also true of the knowledge resources
(Ricciardi, R.I., Barroso, A.C.O. and Ermine, J-L., 2006). This makes a requirement for
an effective evaluation to identify the knowledge which can make value from the large
knowledge inventory of corporations. As a part of knowledge management, knowledge
evaluation should exist in the whole knowledge management course. Knowledge
management should contain a step of knowledge evaluation; no matter it is management
of explicit and tacit knowledge, or individual and collective knowledge (Zhaohu Ou,
2006).
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The criteria to evaluate explicit knowledge mainly include validity, novelty,
usefulness and intelligibility. Validity is that the discovered patterns will keep the
credibility with new data. Novelty means new discovered patterns. Usefulness points that
the discovered knowledge will have practical utility in the future. Intelligibility requires
that the discovered patterns can be understood by the users, which satisfy simplicity
(Yanxia Qi, Bingru Yang, 2001). Techniques which satisfy the criteria above are broadly
referred to as interestingness. Rule interestingness has both an objective (data-driven)
and a subjective (user-driven) aspect. Both of the two aspects should be used in the
evaluation. For instance, objective approaches can be used as a kind of first filter to
select potentially interesting rules, while subjective approaches can then be used as a
final filter to select truly interesting rules (A A Freitas, 1999).
The evaluation of tacit knowledge can be divided into individual tacit knowledge
evaluation and collective tacit knowledge evaluation (Zhaohu Ou, 2006). According to
Chinese traditional thinking mode and cognitive mechanism of intuitive experience, Qin
Wang et al (Qin Wang, et al, 2005) provide a series of indexes to estimate individual
tacit knowledge, including knowledge width and depth of individual, analogy
competence, application competence, and capability of digesting. Similarly, the indexes
above can be used in collective tacit knowledge evaluation with right method.
In fact, we can not strictly distinguish explicit and tacit knowledge, or find out the
borderline between individual and collective knowledge. Consequently, some researchers
proposed a series of criteria to evaluate knowledge as a whole, including value,
rareness/scarcity, inimitability, substitutability, durability, transparency, transferability,
replicability, appropriateness, competitive superiority, complementarity, low tradability,
overlap with strategic industry factors (Barney, 1991, Grant, 1991, Collis and
Montgomery, 1995 and Amit and Schoemaker, 1993). Some other researchers use
knowledge map to evaluate or assess knowledge of the organizations (Ricciardi, R.I.,
Barroso, A.C.O. and Ermine, J-L., 2006, Feicheng Ma, Jinxing Hao, 2006). Most of them
only considered knowledge itself, but neglected the influence of people and the
relationship between knowledge, people and business process.
2.2 Business process-oriented knowledge management
Each enterprise is a complex system. From the point of view of processes, the basic
unit of the enterprise is business processes, which means not only the sales and
marketing processes in the narrow sense, but all enterprises operating processes. These
processes and the input and output relationship between them constitute the entire
enterprise. It was proved by theoretical study and practice that knowledge management
must be combined with the daily work and integrated into the day-to-day business
processes. This knowledge management pattern which is closely integrated with business
processes and based on business process is called business process-oriented knowledge
management (Xingsen Li, Lingling Zhang, 2007).
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2.2.1 Process knowledge
From the perspective of knowledge management, the knowledge related to the
processes exists separately in the minds of the staff, various business activities and
relations of the organization, and the existing documents, which are the important
components to constitute the knowledge assets. It is found mostly procedural knowledge
by analyzing the knowledge, which is also called the "process knowledge" (Weisen Guo,
2003).
According to the characteristics of business process-oriented knowledge
management which starts with "process" and "person" and the classification criteria of
knowledge, process knowledge can be divided into explicit process knowledge and tacit
process knowledge (Nonaka, 1995). The explicit process knowledge is the process
knowledge that can be expressed clearly by text, figures, graphics or other symbols, such
as process templates, process instances, documents, etc. Tacit process knowledge is of
high individuation, difficult to be formal, and is inexpressible, such as knacks, skills,
thinking mode, and so on. (Fig. 1)
Experience sum-up
Process templates
Post responsibility

Explicit
process
knowledge

Post characteristics
Process instances
Communication
fBest practice

Process
knowledge

Experts’ directory
Experience
kKnacks
l dand skills

Tacit
process
knowledge

Special techniques
Special skills
Thinking mode

Fig. 1 Classification of process knowledge

2.2.2 Core business processes
The business processes that constitute daily activities of the corporation can be
divided into core business processes and supportive business processes (Jianxin Huang,
2002). Core business processes have dominant influence on the corporation, such as
production processes and inventory management processes. Core business processes
which create most value of customers represent the framework of business activities of
the company and the connection between them (Biao Liu, 2005). Around the core
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processes, there are many supportive processes which provide information, resources and
services for the core process that directly create value, but core processes are the
indispensable processes which are most closely related to enterprise economic benefit
and are vital to performance, innovation and sustainable development of the organization.
High-efficiency core business process is one of the key factors to form the core
competence and plays an important role in the organization.
According to the 80/20 principle, usually 80% of the works come from 20% of the
process, and the 20% of the processes are the core processes which play a key role to
achieve goals of the organization. To distinguish core business processes from the large
number of business processes can help the limited resources including staff and time cost
fully acted. There are two basic traditional methods to identify the core business
processes. From the view of enterprise inside, the core business processes, which have
great impact on the function implementation, are fixed by observing the recent working
contents and activities of the enterprise. From the view of outside, the core processes are
determined by the customer / market demand. Considering the demand of customers,
core business processes are absolutely necessarily to improve customer satisfaction (Biao
Liu, 2005).
2.2.3 Knowledge-intensive processes
Knowledge management will not bring benefit in all, or even most of the business
processes, only the processes with higher process complexity and high intensity of
knowledge should be improved through knowledge management (Kai Mertins, 2003),
which are called Knowledge-intensive Business Process. In these processes, knowledge
plays an important role, influences decision-making or is as output product or service
(Qingyun Tao, Zhiping Fan, 2006).
The knowledge-intensive process is result of knowledge fixed in business processes
(Knck & McQueen, 1998), which is dependent on knowledge (Norbert G, Edzard W.,
2004). In these processes knowledge is used to make decisions or produce outputs (Hans
VL, Walter RJ B., 2003). Obviously effective knowledge management is necessary
because the knowledge in knowledge-intensive processes is so important to the enterprise.
Generally, it is believed that knowledge-intensive business processes have the
following characteristics. ① Knowledge dependence. In knowledge-intensive processes,
its value can only be created through the fulfillment of the knowledge requirements of
the process participants (Norbert G, Edzard W., 2004); knowledge obsolesced quickly;
performance of process is dependent on skill of participants and long learning time
(Leijen & Baets, 2002). ② Uncertainty. The knowledge intensity can be recognized by
the diversity and uncertainty of processes input and output (Thomas H. Davenport, 1995).
Usually, there are many possibilities to be chosen from, so creativity is necessary in
solving problems (Leijen & Baets, 2002). ③ Weakly-structured. In knowledge-intensive
processes, some middle output is with high contingency and flexibility (Slembek, 2003).
Weakly-structured workflows are considered beneficial to knowledge-intensive activities
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and helpful to realize flexibility and adaptability of business processes (Elst et al., 2003).
④ Autonomy. Staffs in processes have high decision-making freedom (Qingyun Tao,
Zhiping Fan, 2006).
3. The evaluation index system of process knowledge based on Wuli-ShiliRenli Methodology
3.1 Propositions
In the organization, knowledge is put into and embedded into business processes
with the input resources; knowledge exists in the process semi-finished products, people
and process exporting products. The circle of knowledge generation, storage, distribution
and application happens in and relies on business processes. The knowledge value added
of the process products increases with the increment of the products (Fig. 2).
Knowledge management can not be separated from business processes. Based on
the thinking of business process-oriented knowledge management, the first proposition is
as below:
Proposition 1: Knowledge management must be closely integrated with the business
processes in order to play an effective role.

Apply
Input

Generate

Value Adding

Output

Business Processes
Distribute

Store

Fig. 2 Knowledge cycling and business processes

According to Pareto Principle, core processes which created most value of the
corporation contain high intensity of knowledge, and great loss will be brought to the
enterprise because of lack of effective knowledge management. Core business processes
must be the breakthrough when knowledge management is implementing. Thus, the
second proposition is:
Proposition 2: Only in core processes, it will bring more value to implement
knowledge management.
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Based on the characteristics above, knowledge-intensive process is closely related to
knowledge, so performance of the enterprise can be improved through knowledge
management. Therefore, the third proposition is as follows.
Proposition 3: Only in knowledge-intensive processes, knowledge management will
receive better results.
To sum up, core processes and knowledge-intensive processes both contain high
intensity of knowledge, or rely on high demand for knowledge. These processes should
be the focus of business process-oriented knowledge management, in other words,
knowledge management is more needed in the process which is with higher knowledge
intensity and process importance (Fig. 3), and absolutely more benefits will be received.
Consequently, knowledge-intensive core processes in which there is higher knowledge
management effectiveness should be identified firstly. It was proposed in
CommonKADS method that knowledge-intensive tasks can be recognized by boolean
logic value. But the examples and description of knowledge-intensive task it gave can
only provide limited help for people who are not knowledge engineering experts
(Schreiber, and so on, 2000). PROMOTE method focused on unconventional
knowledge-intensive tasks which required different types of knowledge (Hinkelmann,
2002). Therefore, in order to enhance the efficiency of knowledge management activities,
an evaluation index system of process knowledge is brought in this paper on basis of
Wuli-Shili-Renli methodology with which the knowledge-intensive core processes can
be identified from the perspective of knowledge.
High

Knowledge-intensive core
processes

Knowledge
intensity

Low
Low

The importance of the process

High

Fig. 3 Knowledge-intensive core processes

3.2 Factors analysis based on WSR methodology
The Wuli Shili Renli approach (WSR) is an oriental systems methodology. The
basic theme of WSR contends that Wuli (regularities in objective existence), Shili (ways
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of seeing and doing), and Renli (patterns underlying human relations) constitute a
differentiated whole that conditions systems projects (Gu J.F., Zhu Z.C.，2000).
The practice of any system is the dynamic unity of material world, system
organizations and people. WSR approach suggests that in dealing with complex issues, it
is necessary to know Wuli, sense Shili, and care for Renli (Jifa Gu, Xijin Tang, 2006).
Consequently, it should be considered from aspects of Wuli Shili and Renli in the
evaluation of process knowledge.
3.2.1 Wuli analysis
Wuli refers to mechanism of material movement, which contains the objective
material world, rules and regulations, and it studies the regularities in objective existence.
Here it refers to characteristics of process and knowledge themselves.
Characteristics of process include complexity, flexibility and uncertainty of output.
(1) Complexity. The complexity of business processes is one of its presentations of
knowledge intensity. Some researchers have suggested that knowledge-intensive
processes can be distinguished from general processes by complexity, which includes
amount of tasks, dependence between each step, and the importance of step
implementation order (Leijen and Baets, 2002). Among these factors, amount of tasks
and dependence between each step are presentations of structure knowledge of process,
and the importance of step implementation order, which is usually content knowledge of
process, presents the interaction of information or knowledge between each step.
(2) Flexibility of process structure. In knowledge-intensive processes, some middle
output is with high contingency and flexibility. Weakly-structured workflows are
considered beneficial to knowledge-intensive activities and helpful to realize flexibility
and adaptability of business processes.
(3) Uncertainty of output. It is estimated by whether there is diversity and
uncertainty in input and output of process. Usually, high complexity and individuation or
depending on happenchance is main character of output of the knowledge-intensive
processes.
Characteristics of knowledge can be evaluated from aspects of explicit and tacit
knowledge (Zhaohu Ou, 2006).
(1) Explicit process knowledge contains process templates, process instances,
documents, etc that can be obtained directly, which can be evaluated from knowledge
amount.
(2) Tacit process knowledge refers to knowledge fixed in processes or mastered by
process participants which has difficulty in quantitative evaluation, but it can be
evaluated by aspects of systematization and complexity of knowledge from qualitative
evaluation.
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3.2.2 Shili analysis
Shili includes organization, systems, management and principle of working, here
refers to relationship and interaction among process, people and knowledge.
The relationship between knowledge and process can be measured by the
knowledge dependence. In knowledge-intensive processes, knowledge has short life
cycle, updates rapidly, whether the demand for knowledge can be satisfied is very
important for value realization.
The participation level and autonomy level of participants can reflect the importance
of process and the intensity of process knowledge to a certain extent. In the knowledgeintensive core processes, the participation level and autonomy level of participants are
higher. Some relative indexes are used to measure the relationship between process and
people, for example, the ratio of employment cost / fixed asset costs and the ratio of
people’s work time / process work time are used to evaluate the participation level of
people and the dependence on people, the proportions of creative activities and
independent activities of people are used to evaluated the autonomy of process
participants.
The relationship between people and knowledge is to survey the using condition of
knowledge and people who use the knowledge. Knowledge-intensive core processes are
most closely related to the economic efficiency of enterprises, where knowledge is used
to make decisions or to produce outputs. The knowledge here usually has extensive
sources, which is used by knowledge workers and decision makers in the enterprise,
mostly relates to core competence or intellectual property of the enterprise.
3.2.3 Renli analysis
Renli includes people, groups, relationships and principal of bearing oneself, here
refers to participate in process participants and their related activities.
With high demand for knowledge, participants of knowledge-intensive processes
should have high knowledge level and diversity of knowledge structure, in other words
the staffs should have certain extent of width and depth of knowledge. The width of
knowledge can be measured by disciplines division, and the depth can be measured by
mastery degree, such as entry, primary, medium, advanced and the expert level, etc
(Zhaohu Ou, 2006). The evaluation indexes include: specialty kinds, the average
education level, average training level, and the technical grade of the staffs.
From the perspective of knowledge management, knowledge-intensive core
processes should have higher degree of knowledge transfer and sharing. In the process,
cooperation and knowledge exchange frequency of people can reflect the knowledge
sharing condition.
3.3 The evaluation index of process knowledge based on WSR Methodology
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On basis of analysis of aspects of Wuli, Shili and Renli above, and considering the
feasibility and practicality of the evaluation indexes, following indexes are selected to
evaluate the process knowledge (Table. 1).

First grade
evaluation indexes

Wuli
U1

Shili
U2

Renli
U3

Table.1 The evaluation index of process knowledge
Second grade evaluation indexes
Amount of tasks
Dependence between each step
Importance of step implementation order
Flexibility of process structure
Uncertainty of output
Amount of explicit knowledge
Systematization of tacit knowledge
Complexity of tacit knowledge
Knowledge dependence

u11
u12
u13
u14
u15
u16
u17
u18
u21

The ratio of employment cost / fixed asset costs
The ratio of people’s work time / process work time
The proportions of creative activities
The proportions of independent activities
Extensive degree of knowledge source
The effect of knowledge user on decision making
and value creation
The relationship between knowledge and decision
making or value creation
Specialty kinds of the staffs
Average education level of the staffs
Average training level of staffs
The technical grade of the staffs
Cooperation in process
Knowledge exchange frequency

u22
u23
u24
u25
u26
u27

explanation
Process

Process knowledge

Between
knowledge
and process
Between process and
people

Between people and
knowledge

u28
u31
u32
u33
u34
u35
u36

Participants

Activities
participants

of

4. Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Model for Process Knowledge
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method has been applied to knowledge
management performance evaluation by many researchers. In this paper, the method is
used in evaluation of process knowledge, particular steps are as follows:
4.1 The establishment of evaluation index set
The evaluation index set includes target level and two index levels, and the first
grade evaluation index set is:
U={U1, U2, U3}; let first grade index Ui ( i= 1, 2, 3) has Ki second grade indexes，
which are：
Ui ={ ui1, ui2, … ,uij } ( i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, …, ki), and uij is the jth second grade
index of Ui.
4.2 Determine the weight distribution
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The weights of the indexes can be made by using binary comparison method, expert
evaluation method, and analytical hierarchy process (AHP) method. Here employs AHP
method. Let ai (i = 1, 2, and 3) be weight of Ui, and the first grade weight set is:
3

A = {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 }, 0 ≤ a i ≤ 1,

∑a

i

=1

i=1

Let aij ( i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, …, ki), be weight of uij, and the second grade weight set
is:

ki

Ai = {a i1 , a i2 , L , a ik }, 0 ≤ a ij ≤ 1,
i

∑a

ij

= 1, i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, L , ki

j=1

4.3 Determine the results grading
Evaluation grade is basis of measurement and evaluation, and usually comment set
can be divided into 4 to 7 grades. Here each evaluation results of process knowledge
evaluation index is divided into five levels: V = {V1, V2, V3, V4, V5 } ，and Vm ( m = 1,
2, …, 5) is the mth level. The comment set is V = {high, sub-high, medium, sub-low, and
low}. The comment set of second grade index is given according to investigation or
expert advice, for example, in evaluation of the average education level of staffs, V =
{graduate or above, the undergraduate, junior college, high school, junior high schools or
below}.
4.4 Evaluation matrix
According to data and information or expertise collected, the membership degree to
the five comment set of each factor uij are（rij1，rij2，…，rij5）, the evaluation results of
Ki factors can be represented by Ki×5 order fuzzy matrix Ri.

⎡ ri11
⎢r
i21
Ri = ⎢
⎢M
⎢
⎢⎣ riki 1

L ri15 ⎤
ri22 L ri25 ⎥⎥
M M M ⎥
⎥
riki 2 L riki 5 ⎥⎦

ri12

(i=1, 2, 3)

Ri is the single factor evaluation matrix of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation for the
first grade index of Ui, and rijm is membership degree of uij as grade m（m = 1, 2, …,
5）. As weight set Ai is determinate, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation matrix for the first
grade index of Ui is:

⎡ri11
⎢r
i21
Bi = Ai o R i = (a i1 , a i2 , L , a iki ) o ⎢
⎢M
⎢
⎣⎢riki 1

L ri15 ⎤
ri22 L ri25 ⎥⎥
= (bi1 , bi2 , L , biki )
M M M⎥
⎥
riki 2 L riki 5 ⎦⎥

ri12

（1）

Here o is synthetic operation; according to actual situation and operation results,
different fuzzy operators can be employed.
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4.5 Comprehensive evaluation model
R, which is single factor evaluation matrix of comprehensive evaluation, is
composed by fuzzy comprehensive evaluation matrix for the first grade index of Bi（i=1,
2, and 3）, that is,

⎡ B1 ⎤ ⎡ A1 o R1 ⎤
R = ⎢⎢ B2 ⎥⎥ = ⎢⎢ A 2 o R 2 ⎥⎥ = (bik )3×5
⎢⎣ B3 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ A 3 o R 3 ⎥⎦

（2）

Therefore, the second fuzzy comprehensive evaluation set is:

⎡A1 o R1 ⎤
B = A o R = (a1 , a 2 , a 3 ) o ⎢⎢A2 o R 2 ⎥⎥ = (b1 , b2 ,L b5 )
⎢⎣A3 o R 3 ⎥⎦

（3）

At last, the final evaluation results will be achieved according to maximum
membership degree principle or weighted average method, and whether the process is
knowledge-intensive core process will be determined based on the results. Besides,
inverse-deducing method can be used to distinguish bottleneck factors of knowledge
management in the process by finding the index which has maximum weight.
5. Case study
An enterprise wants to implement process knowledge evaluation in the research and
development (R&D) process, purchase process, design process, training process, and
sales process, distinguish the knowledge-intensive core process among them, in order to
enhance the efficiency of knowledge management activities. The evaluation index set is
as Tab. 1.
Specific evaluation course is as follows:
5.1 Determine the weight set by method of AHP and expert evaluation
First grade weight set is:
A=（a1, a2, a3）= （0.30, 0.35, 0.35）
Second grade weight sets are:
A1=（a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16, a17, a18）= （0.08, 0.1, 0.1, 0.13, 0.13, 0.1, 0.18,
0.18）
A2=（a21, a22, a23, a24, a25, a26, a27, a28）= （0.14, 0.08, 0.08, 0.12, 0.12, 0.14, 0.16,
0.16）
A3=（a31, a32, a33, a34, a35, a36）= （0.14, 0.14, 0.16, 0.16, 0.2, 0.2）
The comment set is V = {V1 (high), V2 (sub-high), V3 (medium), V4 (sub-low), V5
(low)}.
5.2 Determine the membership degree of each index
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At first, the membership degree of second grade index is given by knowledge
management experts who are familiar with the situation of the enterprise, and then let all
the experts to be comprehensive weighted. To make R&D process as an example, we get
the single index evaluation matrixes are as follows:

⎡0.1
⎢0.1
⎢
⎢0.1
⎢
0.45
R1 = ⎢
⎢0.35
⎢
⎢0.25
⎢0.45
⎢
⎣⎢0.45

⎡0.05
⎢0.5
⎢
⎢0.3
R3 = ⎢
⎢0.45
⎢0.3
⎢
⎣0.4

0.25
0.45
0.45

0.5
0.25
0.25

0.15
0.1
0.1

0.35

0.1

0.1

0.45
0.35
0.35
0.35

0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

⎡0.5
0 ⎤
⎢0.35
⎥
0.1⎥
⎢
⎢0.35
0.1⎥
⎢
⎥
0.5
0 ⎥
R2 = ⎢
⎢0.5
0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
0.1⎥
⎢0.35
⎢0.2
0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
0 ⎦⎥
⎣⎢0.2

0.3

0.1

0.1

0.45

0.1

0.1

0.45
0.4

0.1
0.05

0.1
0.05

0.3
0.25

0.1
0.2

0.05
0.1

0.25

0.35

0.15

0.25

0.35

0.15

⎤
0 ⎥⎥
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
0.05⎥
⎥
0.1 ⎥
0.05⎥
⎥
0.05⎦⎥
0

0.35 0.25 0.05⎤
0.1 0
0 ⎥⎥
0.35 0.25 0.1 0 ⎥
⎥
0.3 0.15 0.1 0 ⎥
0.35 0.25 0.05 0.05⎥
⎥
0.3 0.2 0.1 0 ⎦
0.3
0.4

5.3 Fuzzy evaluation
Through fuzzy calculation according to formula (1), first grade evaluation result is
as follows:
B1 = (0.081, 0.063, 0.04, 0.018, 0.01)
B2 = (0.07, 0.048, 0.056, 0.024, 0.014)
B3 = (0.08, 0.07, 0.05, 0.035, 0.01)
Through second grade fuzzy comprehensive calculation according to formula (3)
and (4), second grade evaluation result is as follows:

⎡ B1 ⎤
R = ⎢⎢ B2 ⎥⎥
⎢⎣ B3 ⎥⎦

⎡B1 ⎤
B = A o R = (a1 , a 2 , a3 ) o ⎢⎢B2 ⎥⎥ = (0.028, 0.0245, 0.0196, 0.01225, 0.0049)
⎢⎣B3 ⎥⎦

Finally, after normalization processing, we get: B = (0.31, 0.28, 0.22, 0.14, 0.05).
According to maximum membership degree principle, the knowledge evaluation
result of R&D process is “high”, so it is determined to be a knowledge-intensive core
process. Similarly, the process knowledge fuzzy evaluation results of purchase, design,
training, and sales processes are in Tab. 2, among which design process gets “high” as
R&D process, purchase and sales process get “sub-high”. The four processes mentioned
above are all knowledge-intensive core processes, which should be focus of knowledge
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management. The training process which gets “sub-low”, belongs to supportive
processes
Evaluation
grade
Process

Table. 2 Evaluation results of process knowledge
High
Sub-high
medium
Sub-low

low

0.31
0.24
0.33
0.18
0.23

0.05
0.11
0.05
0.21
0.14

R&D
Purchase
Design
Training
Sales

0.28
0.27
0.29
0.20
0.26

0.22
0.21
0.20
0.17
0.19

0.14
0.17
0.13
0.23
0.18

Evaluation
result
High
Sub-high
High
Sub-low
Sub-high

6. Conclusion
Practice has proved that knowledge management should be closely integrated with
business processes in order to play an effective role. The research of process knowledge
is an important part of process-oriented knowledge management. Only in knowledgeintensive core processes which contain high intensity of knowledge, knowledge
management will receive better results. Consequently, in this paper an evaluation index
system for process knowledge and fuzzy evaluation model is proposed to find the
knowledge-intensive core processes, which has been verified by a case study.
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This research brings together a collaboration of academic resources from mainland China and from
the United Kingdom to perform an in-depth study of the knowledge processes in offshore
outsourcing in Xi’an, China. The aim of the research is to establish a framework of strategic success
factors deemed necessary for knowledge transfer and knowledge sharing between clients and
suppliers in globally distributed contexts. On the basis of literature survey, we identified some
factors influencing knowledge processes in offshore outsourcing and establish a generic conceptual
model framework of the relationship between those factors and knowledge processes in offshore
outsourcing and their impacts on the success of offshore outsourcing. We use both qualitative and
quantitative methods to collect data, interviewing some managers in offshore outsourcing industry in
Xi’an Software Park and conducting a survey of knowledge workers who work in the industry there.
Making an initial analysis of collected data, we have some findings from this research, which might
provide insightful implications about knowledge process in offshore outsourcing to both academics
and practitioners, including both clients and suppliers in information system offshore outsourcing
industry.

1.

Background and research questions

An increasing number of countries are becoming involved in providing offshore and
outsourced information-intensive services to meet growing global demand. These
services include those related to information systems development, maintenance and
operation generally referred to as information systems outsourcing (ISO) work and those
related to non-core business processes, generally referred to as business process
outsourcing (BPO) work. India has traditionally led the way in both maturity and
breadth of expertise offered in both ISO and BPO work ($US40.4 billion/£26 billion in
software and services exports in 2008, of which $US10.9/£7 billion represents BPO work
*

This research is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China through grant 70871096 and
Program for New Century Excellent Talents in University in China through grant NCET-08-0812. It is also supported
by Research Development Fund in Brunel University and Seed Fund in London School of Economics, the UK.
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while $US29.5 billion/£19 billion represents ISO work (NASSCOM). In the near future,
China is expected to challenge India’s impressive competitive position (Qu and
Brocklehurst 2003) through investment in its skilled human resource capacity and in
encouraging foreign direct investment (FDI) in the software development sector. The
number of trained graduates in software engineering increased from 1.08 million in 2002
to 3.77 million in 2004. To date, statistics suggest that 2500,000 workers are employed in
the Chinese software industry compared to 860,000 in India. China is thought to be
actively addressing areas of weakness such as shortage of skilled labor, quality
certification, and fragmentation of the Chinese software industry. This latter aspect is
being fortified by boosting the number of software export clusters so as to increase the
access to overseas clients seeking global markets for outsourced work. China is no
stranger to hosting outsourcing work since a large amount of manufacturing work was
outsourced there in the 1980’s (Mol 2007) and this continues to be the case even today.
The Chinese software outsourcing market is reported to have reached 453 million
RMB (£43 million approximately) in the third quarter of 2008 (Analysis International),
up 8.8% over the last quarter and representing an increase of 19.5% over the same period
of the previous year. Major clients include Japan, with a market share of 51.6%, the EU
and USA, 32.1%, and Hong Kong, 9.1%. In addition to ISO work, China is developing
an industry for BPO work. ISO work contracted to Chinese firms typically includes
coding, systems integration, data mining and network management. The incidence of
large scale outsourced projects is limited, however. Similarly, BPO contracts consist
mainly of call centre work and document management. There is still room for growth in
the range of BPO activities that are outsourced to China.
The major outsourcing hubs in China are located in the cities of Dalian, Shenzhen,
Shanghai, Beijing, Hangzhou, Changsha, Nanjing, Chengdu and Xi’an. The city of
Xi’an, in which we propose to conduct this research, is located in Shaanxi Province in
Northwest China and is the core city for the five provinces located in the northwest. In
comparison to the other major outsourcing hubs, Xi’an is smaller in size but with
promising investment and growth opportunities. Some of its locational advantages
include access to a plentiful and skilled labor supply, lower operating, labor and living
costs, an existing supportive industry base, advanced infrastructure and local and
provincial government support for developing the outsourcing industry. Xi’an Software
Park is the main industrial site for software and information-intensive services firms
engaging in offshore outsourcing in the city. Up to the first half of 2008, there were
about 145 such firms, both local and foreign-owned operating in the Software Park,
employing up to about 61,500 workers. As an outsourcing hub, Xi’an seems to be
developing both as a favored venue for BPO (in particular from Japan, thus challenging
the dominant position of Dalian) and in the specialist area of disaster preparedness
services. Despite its current commendable market position and obvious potential for
growth, Xi’an aims to position itself more assertively in comparison to other Chinese and
foreign competitors in the software and services export industry.
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Previous research suggests that a number of factors are thought to influence success
in software export strategies for developing countries from both the firm and country
levels of analysis. At the firm level, access to location-specific features such as skilled
labor, appropriate infrastructure and potential markets seems to influence decisions
relating to the location of outsourced work (Graf and Mudambi 2005). At the country
level successful export strategies may involve interrelated issues such as the local
resource base specific to software development, national government investment and
incentives, external linkages to other countries including the extended diaspora, local
market demand and characteristics of the national software industry (Heeks and
Nicholson 2004). Literature specific to ISO also echoes these ideas and suggests
countries follow a trajectory toward maturity in providing offshore services (Carmel
2003). Country level analyses such as these may be useful to some degree in establishing
broad pre-requisites for potential success in an export-oriented software industry, but one
area that is often neglected is the influence of social contextual factors such as culture,
history and institutional settings in creating an environment that may provide uniquely
advantageous aspects that can be exploited. Krishna et al. (2000), for example,
demonstrate convincingly how India’s social and historical heritage proved invaluable in
providing a basis for their well-documented successes in software export.
In the light of the above considerations, this research proposes to investigate factors
that may influence the knowledge process in offshore outsourcing in Xi’an, China,
factors that may improve or hinder knowledge transfer and knowledge sharing across
time zones, distances, and cultures. The study will consider not only factors generally
assumed to be necessary conditions for such an outcome, but also, the often neglected
social aspects, such as cultural, historical and institutional factors that provide specific
competitive advantages to a region will be explored.
The initial research questions for this research are: What factors influence the choice
of Xi’an as an outsourcing venue? What are the factors that are specific to Xi’an that are
likely to provide an environment supportive of globally distributed collaboration? What
are the factors that lead to success in knowledge transfer and knowledge sharing between
dispersed foreign clients and local suppliers and thereby contribute to success in offshore
outsourcing?
2.

Conceptual model framework

After a literature survey, we build a generic conceptual model framework of the
relationship between some factors influencing knowledge processes and their impacts on
the success of offshore outsourcing. The model is shown in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 1, three categories of factors, including external contextual factors, external
environmental factors, and internal factors, are illustrated to impact knowledge processes
in offshore outsourcing, which mediates the effects of those factors on the success in
offshore outsourcing. Knowledge processes, according to Kotlarsky and Oshri (2008),
can be characterized mainly by knowledge transfer/knowledge sharing, knowledge-based
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coordination and expertise management. Success in offshore outsourcing is represented
by product success and personal satisfaction.
External
contextual
factors

External
environmental
factors

Knowledge
processes in
offshore
outsourcing

Success in
offshore
outsourcing

Internal
factors
Fig. 1 Factors influencing knowledge processes and their impacts on the success of offshore outsourcing

2.1. Factors influencing offshore outsourcing
Factors influencing offshore outsourcing fall in three categories: external contextual
factors, external environmental factors, and internal factors.
2.1.1.

External contextual factors

External contextual factors, roughly corresponding to Krishna et al.'s (2000) social
and historical heritage, include the following aspects:
z History of trade linkages
z Geographical position to clientele
z Educational structure [schools, universities, training institutes, type of training]
z Cultural issues [similarity to clients, difference to clients]
z Political issues [perceived stability, foreign policy]
All the above aspects can affect and be embodied in the communication and the
collaboration between supplier’s team and client’s team, and the two sides’ cultural
understanding of each other’s culture.
2.1.2. External environmental factors
External environmental factors, some of which were addressed by Heeks and
Nicholson (2004) as the extended diaspora, local market demand and characteristics of
the national software industry, others described by Graf and Mudambi (2005) as skilled
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labor, appropriate infrastructure and potential markets, cover a wide range of the
following aspects:
z Available skills [level of education, subject area]
z Regulatory framework [tax schemes, rules applying to FDI, rules applying to
software export]
z Cost of labor
z Government/provincial support [financing, infrastructural support]
z Telecommunications infrastructure [level of maturity]
z International transport infrastructure [airport, train, how accessible]
z Domestic software /IT services market [size of market]
z Foreign linkages [Diaspora linkages]
2.1.3. Internal factors
Internal factors represent some organizational and technological factors, which were
addressed by Kotlarsky et al. (2008) as organization design mechanisms, work-based
mechanisms, and technology-based mechanisms. They have specific aspects below.
z Human resources [number, skill level]
z IT Infrastructure [capacity, ]
z Quality standards [type of certification, certification level]
z Clients [number, origin]
z Offshore-contracted projects [type, number, source]
z Local contracted projects [type, number]
z Knowledge/expertise [domain/technical knowledge]
Among the above internal factors, IT-based skills (IS) are critical, which are
essential technical factors that influence the success in offshore outsourcing.
2.2. Knowledge processes in offshore outsourcing
According to Kotlarsky et al. (2008), knowledge processes in globally distributed
contexts, such as offshore outsourcing projects, represent the value an organization
generates from engaging in, improving, and magnifying knowledge work by
collaborating across distances, time zones, and cultures. Following this definition,
knowledge processes are characterized by knowledge transfer/knowledge sharing,
knowledge-based coordination and expertise management.
2.2.1. Knowledge transfer/knowledge sharing
Knowledge sharing is thought to be helpful to improving the effectiveness of group
work (Storck 2000). In globally distributed project teams like those in offshore
outsourcing, when sharing knowledge, there is a need for team members to know whom
to contact about what in this specific organization. To meet this need, transactive
memory has been developed. Wegner (1987) defined transactive memory as the set of
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knowledge possessed by group member coupled with an awareness of who knows what.
Another concept that was proposed to describe knowledge sharing is collective
knowledge. Collective knowledge, according to Grant (1996), comprises elements of
knowledge that are common to all members of an organization.
Although a range of communication tools (e.g., Groupware applications, knowledge
repositories, videoconference, online chat, email), which support knowledge sharing
across remote locations, can be used in globally dispersed teams in offshore outsourcing,
such technical solutions are not sufficient. This fact appeals for further examinations of
socially constructive elements involved in knowledge sharing as complementary
mechanisms to existing technical solutions. Therefore, it is meaningful to relate
knowledge sharing to some social aspects such as those influencing factors in external
contextual factors, external environmental factors and internal factors.
2.2.2. Knowledge-based coordination
Kotlarsky et al. (2008) distinguish the following categories of coordination
mechanisms: organization design mechanisms, work-based mechanisms, technologybased mechanisms, and social mechanisms. Organization design mechanisms refer to
formal role structures, such as hierarchies, linking pins, teams, and direct contacts. Workbased mechanisms focus on the specific structuring of tasks to be accomplished by an
organization. Technology-based mechanisms are defined in terms of information
capturing, processing, storage, and exchange. Social mechanisms encompass
communication activities, working relationships, and social cognition. With these
mechanisms combined together, globally distributed organizations in offshore
outsourcing can hold a knowledge-based perspective on coordination and achieve
successful knowledge-based coordination in their knowledge processes, amplifying
knowledge, making knowledge explicit and facilitating knowledge flows.
2.2.3. Expertise management
Faraj and Sproull (2000) define expertise as the possession of specialized knowledge
and skills, such as technical and domain knowledge. Fitzpatrick (2003) considers
expertise to be context-dependent, embedded in practice. Oshri et al. (2008) describe
expertise as the ability to act knowledgably within a specific domain of application,
similar to know-how or competence, closely related to the notion of knowing in practice.
All the above views have a common idea that expertise is fairly relevant to knowledge
and knowledge application, thus, expertise management constitutes a necessary part in
knowledge processes in offshore outsourcing.
2.3. Success in offshore outsourcing
Hoegl and Gemuenden (2001) consider either product success or a desired
performance of a distributed team as measures for success in innovative projects. Various
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indicators, such as sales growth, on time product delivery and low cost, can represent
product success. Kotlarsky and Oshri (2008) defined product success as the achievement
of project objectives, either based on market or company data, or based on project
participants’ perception of product success. A desired performance of a distributed team
can be a people-related outcome (Hoegl and Gemuenden, 2001) which entails meeting
team members’ psychological needs. So there should be some level of personal
satisfaction (Kotlarsky and Oshri, 2008) that motivates individuals and teams to continue
their engagement in collaborative globally distributed work. Hence, success product
success and personal satisfaction can be used to represent success in offshore outsourcing.
3.

Methodologies and data

As the starting point of our research, in November 2008, one of our British
researchers came to Xi’an to join our local researchers. We did an initial investigation,
visiting 7 software companies in Xi’an Software Park. We interviewed 9 managers who
work in those companies. Depending on the results of the initial study, in May 2009, our
three British researchers came to Xi’an to form two research teams together with our
local researchers. The two teams went to Xi’an Software Park to investigate closely those
areas that are deemed most influential in providing a successful distributed collaboration.
We visited 7 more software companies and revisited 2 of the 7 companies that were
investigated in 2008. We performed 8 interviews with top managers who work in those
software companies. At the same time, we conducted a questionnaire survey, collected
159 answered questionnaires from 13 software companies that were visited by us. The
respondents are employees who participate in outsourcing projects.
For the initial study, the researchers interviewed the top/middle managers who work
for software and information-intensive services firms in Xi’an. In November 2008, we
did an initial investigation, visiting 7 software companies where we interviewed 9
managers who work in those companies. In addition, we interviewed a Chief Information
Officer in Xi’an Software Park, who participated in the design of government
outsourcing strategy. We tried to obtain valuable information from software and
information-intensive services firms operating within Xi’an Software Park which are
engaged in offshore outsourcing with a view to establishing the basic parameters of the
theoretical framework.
After researching into transcripts of those interviews, we identified some themes and
sub-themes, obtaining some initial findings. On the basis of the initial results, we decided
to conduct some further investigations to closely investigate the areas that are deemed
most influential in providing a successful environment for Xi’an. As the starting point of
the further investigation, in May 2009, we held a seminar in Xi’an Software Park. More
than 30 software companies were invited to the seminar. After that, we visited 7 more
software companies and revisited 2 of the 7 companies that were investigated in 2008.
We performed 8 interviews with top managers who work in those software companies.
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At the same time, based on the initial results, we designed a questionnaire for
quantitative survey. While our major researchers were going to interview the managers in
those companies, our postgraduate students went with the major researchers, conducting
questionnaire survey there. We distributed 160 questionnaires in 14 companies. One
company turned down to the questionnaire survey. Therefore, we collected 160 answered
questionnaires from 13 software companies that were visited by us, with 152 valid
answered questionnaires. The respondents are employees who participate in outsourcing
projects.
We transcribed the interviews either in English or Chinese language and made
analysis of the transcriptions. With regard to the collected questionnaires, we used
software to make statistical analysis. It is expected that this research will prioritize the
factors most likely to influence the success of these firms in knowledge processes
between Xi’an local suppliers and foreign clients in globally distributed contexts. The
follow-up work will necessarily involve case studies geared toward investigating in more
detail the prioritized factors revealed in the initial study.
4.

Empirical results and analysis

In this section we will briefly present the empirical results of qualitative analysis of
interview transcriptions on the basis of our interviews in 14 software companies in Xi’an
Software Park, and will show statistical analysis of data colleted from 13 software
companies in our survey.
4.1. Empirical results of qualitative analysis
Based on the empirical evidence observed in our interviews, we argue that external
contextual factors, as well as external environmental factors and internal factors, affect
knowledge processes in globally distributed project teams and contribute to the success
in the companies investigated. In principle, based on the transcripts analyzed, we claim
that in globally distributed project teams in offshore outsourcing, external contextual
factors, such as history of trade linkage, educational structures, and cultural and political
issues, play important roles that significantly influence the success of offshore
outsourcing through knowledge processes in dispersed project teams.
In order to support the above claim, in this research we outline three levels of
evidence. The first level is an outline of statements made by interviewees concerned
about the concepts in our conceptual research framework, i.e., three categories of
influencing factors (external contextual factors, external environmental factors, and
internal factors), three kinds of knowledge processes (knowledge sharing, knowledgebased coordination and expertise management), and two measures of the success in
offshore outsourcing (product success and personal satisfaction). The second level is the
frequency of these statements. The third level presents the number of instances in which
influencing factors are linked to knowledge processes and successful offshore
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outsourcing. For length limit, we are not going to present those three-level empirical
evidences.
4.2. Statistical analysis of survey data
In this section we will present some of the statistical analyses of data colleted from
13 software companies in our survey.
We choose the communication between supplier’s team and client’s team
(communication, CM in short), the two sides’ cultural understanding of each other’s
culture (culture, CT in short), and the collaboration between supplier’s team and client’s
team (collaboration, CB in short) to describe external contextual factors. We choose ITbased skills (IS) to describe internal factors, and outcome in offshore outsourcing (OO)
to characterize the success of offshore outsourcing. Based on Han et al.’s (2008) scales,
we design some items to measure the above variables. In addition, based on focus group
and our researchers’ online discussions, we design some items to measure knowledge
sharing (KS), knowledge-based coordination (KC), and expertise management (EM) to
characterize knowledge processes. With all the items combined, we have a whole set of
questionnaire for our quantitative survey.
For space limit, in the following we just show and explain the results of correlation
analysis made in SPSS software. The results of correlation analysis are shown in Table 1.
In Table 1, as expected, we can see there are significant positive correlations (with
correlation coefficients .440, .420, and .466 respectively) between internal factors
(represented by IS) and knowledge processes (represented by KS, KC, and EM). Also, as
expected a positive correlation (with correlation coefficient .373) exists between internal
factors (IS) and the success in offshore outsourcing (represented by OO). In addition, in
Table 1 it shows that positive correlations exist between external contextual factors
(represented by CM, CT, and CB) and the success in offshore outsourcing (OO), with
correlation coefficients respectively being .270, .163, and .517. Also, there are positive
correlations between external contextual factors (CM, CT, and CB) and knowledge
processes (KS, KC, and EM), with some of the correlation coefficients slightly greater
than those between external contextual factors (CM, CT, and CB) and the success in
offshore outsourcing (OO). Therefore, we believe that in globally distributed project
teams in offshore outsourcing, external contextual factors, such as history of trade
linkage, educational structures, and cultural and political issues, play important roles that
significantly influence the success of offshore outsourcing through knowledge processes
in dispersed project teams.
5.

Discussion and conclusion

From the qualitative analysis of the transcripts of our interviews, we found that most
of the software companies in Xi’an Software Park who supply outsourcing services have
internal clients, i.e. they are providing services for their foreign headquarters or their
foreign divisions. They have very good relationship with their clients, communicate
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frequently with their clients, get knowledge from clients and share knowledge with them,
and have an active distributed collaboration. Furthermore, these software companies have
very good IT infrastructure and competent labor force with IT-based skills. However,
there are some difficulties in knowledge processes across time zones, distances, and
cultures. Language barrier, communication skill, trust, and cultural differences are some
big issues. We find that external contextual factors together with external environmental
Table 1. Results of correlation analysis
Correlations
CM
Pearson
Correlation
CM

Pearson
Correlation

EM

KC

EM

.614(**) .451(**) .361(**) .387(**)

OO

.119

.270(**)

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.151

.001

148

148

148

148

148

148

148

148

.544(**)

1

.548(**) .314(**) .292(**)

.210(*)

-.032

.163(*)

148

148

.614(**)

.548(**)

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

N

148

148

148

.451(**)

.314(**)

.571(**)

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

.000

N

148

148

148

.361(**)

.292(**)

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

.000

.000

N

148

148

148

148

.387(**)

.210(*)

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.010

.000

.000

.001

N

148

148

148

148

148

Pearson
Correlation

.119

-.032

Sig. (2-tailed)

.151

.700 .000

N

148

148

Pearson
Correlation
KC

KS

N

Pearson
Correlation
KS

.544(**)

IS

.000

Pearson
Correlation
IS

CB

Sig. (2-tailed)

Pearson
Correlation
CB

1

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

CT

CT

.000

.000

.000

.010

.700

.048

148

148

148

148

148

148

1 .571(**) .458(**) .564(**)

.393(**)

.517(**)

.000

.000

.000

148

148

148

1 .440(**) .420(**)

.466(**)

.373(**)

.000 .000
148

148

.458(**) .440(**)

148

.000

.000

.000

.000

148

148

148

148

1 .281(**)

.276(**)

.182(*)

.001

.027

.001
148

148

148

148

.564(**) .420(**) .281(**)

1

.582(**)

.632(**)

.000

.000

148

148

148

.393(**) .466(**) .276(**) .582(**)

1

.577(**)

148
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.000

.001
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148

.000
148

148
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Pearson
Correlation
OO

.270(**)

.163(*)

.517(**) .373(**)

.182(*) .632(**)

.577(**)

Sig. (2-tailed)

.001

.048

.000

.000

.027

.000

.000

N

148

148

148

148

148

148

148

1

148

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

factors and internal factors influence knowledge processes in globally distributed project
teams and contribute to the success in the companies investigated. Among those factors,
some external contextual factors, such as history of trade linkage, educational structures,
and cultural and political issues, significantly impact the success of offshore outsourcing
through knowledge processes in dispersed project teams.
From the quantitative analysis of the survey, we found internal factors and some
external contextual factors on suppliers’ side are closely correlated to the outcome of
client projects. The major factors are: supplier team’s IT-based skills and capability,
communication and collaboration with the client team, understanding of culture, and
knowledge processes, including knowledge sharing, knowledge-based coordination, and
expertise management. Knowledge processes are very crucial for those major factors to
work. These findings can help software companies to identify their strengths and
weaknesses and take necessary strategies to achieve greater success in offshore
outsourcing.
At the moment this research is in progress toward some in-depth analyses of both
qualitative and quantitative data. Coding is being done in Atlas.ti, packaged Qualitative
Data Analysis (QDA) software, and some structural equations are being built for crossimpact measure in AMOS. Hopefully we will obtain more findings from further data
analysis.
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SENSORY EVALUATION MODELING AND DESIGN SUPPORT
USING ROUGH-SETS THEORY

HONGLI JU and YOSHITERU NAKAMORI
School of Knowledge Science, Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
1-1 Asahidai, Nomi, Ishikawa 923-1292 Japan
Mail: {s0750203, nakamori}@jaist.ac.jp

This paper proposes a sensory modeling technique using the rough-sets theory based on a set of evaluation data for
Kutani-ware coffee cups. Kutani-ware is a famous traditional craft which is a very important traditional industry in
Japan but has been shrinking recently because of the changes in lifestyle or the appearance of more functional modern
products. In order to reactivate this industry, the paper develops a modeling technique for identifying relations
between design and feeling, by which craftsmen could produce products that attract the feeling of people. An
important contribution of the paper is that the proposed technique can suggest new designs according to customers’
sensory requirement, which are not used in the evaluation experiment.

1.

Introduction

1.1.

Kutani-ware
Traditional craft is a very important industry in Japan, and the most famous traditional craft is

Kutani-ware in Ishikawa prefecture. As explained on the Web site of The Association for the
Promotion of Traditional Craft Industries 1 , each of traditional craft products is “unique fostered
through regional differences and loving dedication, and provides a continual wealth of pleasure.”
However, due to the rapidly changing lifestyles of younger generations, plus the prevalence of
modern industrial products with their advantages in cost and usability, the market for traditional
crafts in Japan has been shrinking over recent years. All of these crafts have been important not only
from the economic perspective, but also particularly important from the culture perspective in
maintaining a spiritual heritage which makes the country unique. So it is so significant to reactivate
the Traditional Industry such as Kutani-ware using a high technology (Van-Nam, 2009).
1.2.

Kansei Engineering
Recently, consumers and customers are quite demanding, not only regarding quality but also

regarding their satisfaction in terms of psychological feeling about products and services to purchase
(Nagamachi, 1994a) (Schutte, 2003). They have become more and more selective in their choices.
Therefore, in an increasingly competitive world market, it is important for manufacturers to have a
1

http://www.kougei.or.jp/English/promotion.html
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customer-focused approach in order to improve attractiveness in development of new products,
which should satisfy not only requirements of physical quality, defined objectively, but also
consumers’ psychological needs, by essence subjective (Petiot, 2004). Since traditional crafts are
very valuable, so we hope to sell the products by showing customers Kutani-ware samples. So we
will carry out a Kansei Evaluation through Kansei Engineering in order to reactivate the traditional
industry.
1.2.

Rough-sets Theory
Recently there are many researches have been shown that Rough-Sets Theory can be properly

applied to analyze Kansei data in Kansei Engineering (Nishino, 2001), irrespective of linear or
non-linear characteristic, in which Kansei data are conventionally treated as categorical data.
The formal methods of Kansei Engineering have some deficiencies:
When identifying relationship between a commodity and peoples emotions, we can just know
the relationship between the emotion and the samples we used, and we can only recommend items
included among the samples we demonstrated to participants. Sometimes people may want the color
of sample A, the shape of sample B and the pattern of sample C. In other words we sometimes want
new things which combine elements from the existing samples.
When carrying out sensory evaluation experiment, as a result of ambiguous language and
people’s subjective differences, the accuracy of the data may become lower, and there will be a bad
effect on the analysis. Since many databases contain fuzzy, incomplete or identical datasets, certain
tools must be deployed. The Rough-Sets Theory is one of these tools (Pawlak, 1992) (Nakamura,
1996) (Polkowski, 1998) (Mori, 2002). This paper proposes a sensory modeling technique using
Rough-Sets Theory, based on a set of evaluation data for Kutani-ware coffee cups.
An important contribution of this paper is that the proposed technique can suggest new designs
according to customers’ sensory requirements, which are not used in the evaluation experiment. Our
new method is shown in Fig.1.

Structure
Data of the
samples

Relationship
Identification
Kansei
Data from the
experiment

Preferences of
customers’

Figure 1: Our new method of relationship identification.
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2.

Data Collection
To know the customers’ feeling, an evaluation experiment is necessity. It is convenient that we have

some Kutani-ware coffee cups in our Lab, and here we show the pictures of them in Fig.2. The
questionnaire used in the experiment is shown in Fig.3.

Figure 2: Pictures of Kutani-ware coffee cups.

Evaluation experiment（2009.5.14）

Coffee cup No.

Coffee cup No.
1

2

simple
ceremonious

3

4

）

name（

5

6

7

1

rich

2

3

4

5

simple

fun

ceremonious

6

7

rich
fun

serene

powerful

serene

powerful

carousing

stillness

carousing

stillness

pretty
hard

austere

pretty

soft

hard

austere
soft

flowery

quiet

flowery

quiet

delicate

large-hearted

delicate

large-hearted

pithy
reserved

will not use as gift

will not use oneself

gentle

pithy

imperious

use as gift

use oneself

reserved

will not use as a gift

will not use oneself

Figure 3: Questionnaire sheet used in the experiment.
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Before doing the experiment, we should organize the data of the samples. Table 1 shows the physical
data of samples.

Table 1: The original physical data of the samples

A

B

Samples (Color) （Inside）
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

blue
sliver
red
white
sliver
white
white
white
white
white
white
yellow
white
white
white
sliver
yellow
black
purple
black
green
green
green
yellow
white
green
sliver
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white

white
color
white
flower
color
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
white
flower
color
white
white
white
line
line
line
color
white
white
white
color
white
white
line
line
white
flower
white
flower

C

D

E

（Pattern）

（Mouth）

（Handle）

plant
plant
figure
plant
nature
plant
plant
plant
plant
plant
plant
plant
animal
figure
plant
geometric
plant
plant
geometric
figure
plant
plant
plant
plant
plant
geometric
nature
plant
animal
plant
geometric
geometric
plant
plant
plant

curve
curve
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
curve
curve
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
circular
curve
circular
sweeping
sweeping
sweeping
circular
circular
curve
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vertical
vertical
vertical
sideways
sideways
sideways
sideways
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
sideways
sideways
sideways
vertical
vertical
vertical
sideways
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
sideways
sideways
vertical
sideways
sideways
sideways
sideways
sideways
vertical
sideways

F

G

（Volume） （Weight）
medium
large
medium
medium
medium
large
large
medium
large
medium
medium
large
small
small
large
medium
medium
medium
medium
large
medium
medium
medium
large
large
medium
medium
large
small
medium
large
large
large
large
large

300g
350g
300g
150g
300g
350g
350g
300g
300g
300g
300g
350g
200g
250g
300g
300g
350g
350g
300g
400g
300g
300g
350g
350g
400g
400g
300g
350g
250g
350g
350g
350g
350g
400g
350g
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To know all the examinees’ feeling, the average data is better than the separate data. So we show the
average data from the experiment in Table 2 and Table 3.

Table 2: The average data from the experiment
a

b

c

g

i

j

Use

Use

Samples

(Rich)

(Fun)

(Powerful)

(Quiet)

…

(Gentle)

(Imperious)

as gift

oneself

1

5.89

3.64

4.44

2

3.51

4.07

2.91

2.51

…

3.02

4.87

4.31

3.09

5.42

…

3.89

3.80

4.47

4.36

3

5.11

4.62

4.51

2.69

…

3.47

3.60

2.82

1.98

4

2.53

4.09

2.22

4.87

…

6.00

3.49

5.20

4.96

5

3.36

3.09

2.58

5.62

…

4.16

4.38

4.13

3.47

6

4.22

5.56

4.47

2.91

…

4.67

3.20

3.58

2.93

7

1.80

4.76

2.69

4.87

…

5.38

3.49

3.53

3.33

8

2.20

4.71

2.53

4.44

…

5.96

3.53

4.69

3.47

9

2.33

4.38

2.84

4.58

…

5.20

3.67

4.16

3.31

10

4.33

5.13

3.33

3.58

…

4.89

3.33

4.67

3.82

11

3.13

4.71

3.27

4.02

…

5.29

3.56

4.27

3.93

12

6.38

3.02

5.02

2.78

…

2.51

4.93

2.98

1.78

13

2.93

5.64

3.53

4.02

…

5.64

2.93

3.84

3.36

14

4.91

6.07

4.91

3.16

…

3.36

3.69

3.44

2.84

15

2.29

4.29

2.29

4.51

…

5.78

2.98

4.58

4.44

16

3.67

3.40

3.38

4.24

…

3.78

4.51

5.04

3.84

17

5.69

4.53

4.44

2.78

…

3.29

4.53

2.76

2.03

18

6.18

3.36

5.09

1.82

…

2.49

5.58

5.13

3.36

19

4.31

3.42

3.49

4.51

…

3.38

4.56

2.51

2.04

20

3.82

2.71

2.96

4.04

…

3.09

4.98

4.20

3.60

21

4.62

4.67

3.93

3.64

…

4.22

4.42

4.07

2.91

22

5.44

4.53

4.20

3.13

…

4.09

4.38

4.09

2.98

23

4.31

2.40

2.67

4.98

…

3.40

4.98

3.00

2.51

24

3.91

5.36

3.93

3.18

…

4.73

3.38

4.02

3.11

25

2.58

3.73

2.64

5.33

…

4.89

4.13

3.91

3.89

26

4.53

4.33

4.20

3.38

…

3.13

4.49

3.11

2.71

27

3.36

3.07

2.64

5.29

…

4.58

4.16

4.62

4.07

28

4.44

4.33

3.53

3.84

…

4.38

4.36

4.16

3.33

29

2.29

4.40

2.76

4.38

…

5.33

3.36

4.40

3.51

30

4.53

3.49

3.87

3.91

…

3.04

4.51

3.53

2.78

31

5.42

5.24

4.47

3.11

…

3.33

3.56

3.73

3.18

32

4.82

3.89

3.42

3.76

…

3.29

4.33

3.84

2.78

33

5.51

5.42

5.16

2.11

…

3.89

4.22

4.76

3.64

34

5.09

3.24

3.53

4.22

…

3.44

4.53

3.73

2.93

35

5.11

4.18

3.69

3.78

…

4.87

3.98

5.16

3.64
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Table 3: A translation of the average data

Samples

a

b

c

g

(Rich)

(Fun)

(Powerful)

(Quiet)

…

i

j

Use

Use

(Gentle)

(Imperious)

as gift

oneself

1

Yes

Neutral

Neutral

No

…

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

2

Neutral l

Neutral

No

Yes

…

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

Neutral

Neutral

No

…

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

4

No

Neutral

No

Neutral

…

Yes

Neutral

Yes

Yes

5

Neutral

Neutral

No

Yes

…

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

6

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

No

…

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

7

No

Neutral

No

Neutral

…

Yes

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

8

No

Neutral

No

Neutral

…

Yes

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

9

No

Neutral

No

Neutral

…

Yes

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

10

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

11

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

…

Yes

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

12

Yes

Neutral

Yes

No

…

No

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

13

No

Yes

Neutral

Neutral

…

Yes

No

Neutral

Neutral

14

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

15

No

Neutral

No

Neutral

…

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

16

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

17

Yes

Neutral

Neutral

No

…

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

18

Yes

Neutral

Yes

No

…

No

Yes

Yes

Neutral

19

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

20

Neutral

No

No

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

21

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

22

Yes

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

23

Neutral

No

No

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

24

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

25

No

Neutral

No

Yes

…

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

26

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

27

Neutral

Neutral

No

Yes

…

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

Yes

28

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

29

Neutral

Neutral

No

Neutral

…

Yes

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

30

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

31

Yes

Yes

Neutral

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

32

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

33

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

…

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

34

Yes

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

35

Yes

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

…

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

Neutral

a>4.5= yes=1

a<3.5=no=2

3.5<=a<=4.5= Neutral=3
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3.

Data Analysis
The Explorative Factor Analysis is most commonly used because it matches the purpose of finding

the Kansei structure better than Confirmative Analysis (Dillon, 1984). We performed Factor Analysis and
the result is shown in Table 4. From Table 4 we can identify Factor 1 and Factor 2 as this: Factor 1 has a
meaning which is close to “powerful” and “rich” but opposite to “quiet” and “stillness”. Similarly, Factor
2 has a meaning which is close to “austere” and “imperious” but opposite to “fun” and “soft”.

Table 4: The result of Factor Analysis.

Factor Matrix after the Rotation(a)
Factor 1

Factor 2

powerful

0.986

0.101

rich

0.804

0.459

large-hearted

0.558

0.397

austere

-0.017

0.984

imperious

0.2

0.883

stillness

-0.981

0.119

quiet

-0.899

0.026

soft

-0.307

-0.934

fun

0.414

-0.854

gentle

-0.597

-0.78

principal factor method repeated 3 times

Through Factor Analysis we can only get the relationship identification between the words and the
samples. To get relationship identification between the words and the structure data of the samples or the
words and the combination of the structure data, we also used rough-sets theory as follows and we made
new recommendations from the samples as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
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Structure
Data of the
samples

A2B3G4

Relationship
Identification
Kansei
Data from the
experiment

Preferences of
customers’

Figure 4: The new rule when the preference is “use as gift”.

Structure
Data of the
samples

Relationship
Identification
Kansei
Data from the
experiment

A2B3C1F3G4
Preferences of
customers’

Figure 5: The new rule when the preference is “use oneself”.

Through the new method, we got the new rule “if A2B3C1F3G4 then use oneself”. In other words,
it is “if the color is white, the inside is colorful, the pattern is a plant, the volume is large and the weight is
300g, then the cup will be liked”. We also got a new one “if A2B3G4 then use as gift” among lots of rules.
In other words, it is “if the background color is white, the inside is colorful and the weight is 300g, then
the cup will be popular”.
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4.

Simulation
In order to make new rules more easy and clear to be understood, we performed simulation to

support for the designers. Concretely, we changed some structure data of the samples according to
the new rules. We also performed evaluation experiment and we got a good result. Here is the detail
described by Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

change

A2B4C1D1E1F3G4 (old rule)

A2B3C1D1E1F3G4(new rule)

change

A2B2C1D1E2F3G4 (old rule)

A2B3C1D1E2F3G4(new rule)

Figure 6: Simulation by rule1 A2B3C1F3G4 about cups NO. 9 and 15.

change

A4B4C4D1E1F2G4(old rule)

A2B3C4D1E1F2G4(new rule)

change

A2B4C1D1E1F2G4(old rule)

A2B3C1D1E1F2G4(new rule)

Figure 7: Simulation by rule A2B3C4 about cups NO. 3 and 11.
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5.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we propose a new method to study the relationships between people’s preferences

and the structure data of the samples. We got two new rules and performed some new
recommendations. So we did a simulation as shown above and evaluated the new cups, which were
reputed by 80% of the examinees.
In this paper, when we identified relationships among the structure data, the Kansei data and
preferences, we chose the top 3 of the CI from the large number of rules. In further research we want to
develop software to process all the rules, and there may be more new combined rules and new
recommendations.
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In this study, a four-phase neural network combinatorial procedure is proposed for time series
forecasting. Some methods for formulating combinatorial predictors – including the methods of
preprocessing time series data, generating a set of neural network predictors by varying training data
and network type, selecting combination members from a set of individual neural predictors, and
combining selected members into an aggregated predictor – are presented. For verification, some
real-world experiments are conducted. The empirical results reveal that the proposed multi-phase
procedure allows one to design an effective neural network combinatorial forecasting approach for
time series prediction.

1. Introduction
Since the influential work of Bates and Granger (1969), combinatorial forecasting
techniques have been widely used in many practical tasks with considerable success.
Previous studies in various fields have shown that the prediction performance of a
predictor can be enhanced when various forecasts are combined (sometimes even in a
simple fashion). For a survey of research results on combinatorial forecasts, readers are
referred to Clemen (1989) for further details. The approaches used to combine various
predictors have recently attracted major interest in neural network community due to the
instability of neural networks (i.e., small changes in training set and/or parameter
selection can produce large changes in prediction outputs) and the efficiency of
combiners (i.e., combinatorial predictors can effectively improve performance). Some
theoretical results and empirical applications are provided. Typically, some studies
revealed that neural combinations are effective only if the networks forming them make
different errors. Hansen and Salamon (1990) showed that neural networks combinatorial
classifiers combined using the “majority” rule could increase classification accuracy in
pattern recognition problems only if the networks make independent errors. Tumer and
Ghosh (1996) pointed out that increases in classification accuracy depend on errorindependence far more than on the particular combination method used. The review
article by Sharkey (1996) also stressed the fundamental role of error diversity in
*
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determining the effectiveness of a neural network combination. Accordingly, many
combination methods, including linear methods (e.g., simple averaging (Hansen and
Salamon, 1990) and weighted averaging (Breiman, 1996; Benediktsson et al., 1997)) and
nonlinear methods (Huang et al., 1995; Yu et al., 2007; 2008), are proposed. Meanwhile,
some experimental results reported in the literature have shown that the forecasting
accuracy provided by the combination of a set of neural networks can outperform the
accuracy of the best single network.
Despite the considerable successes of combinatorial forecasts, most existing work
has focused on the research of combination methods and pattern classification problems.
A complete neural network combinatorial forecasting procedure for time series
prediction has not yet been formulated. For this purpose, this paper tries to construct a
multi-phase time series neural combinatorial predictor for supplying a gap. Some
methods used to formulate time series neural network combination forecasting procedure
are provided, and include the following approaches: methods of preprocessing time
series data, e.g., data reconciliation and data transformation; generating a set of
individual neural predictors by varying training data or network type; selecting
combinatorial members from a set of individual neural predictors; and combining
selected members into an aggregated predictors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the main
procedure of constructing a four-phase neural combinatorial forecasting procedure for
time series prediction. In Section 3, two real-world data experiments are provided to
explain the proposed procedure. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section 4.
2. Main Procedure of Constructing a Neural Combinatorial Predictor
In this section, we first describe the procedure of our proposed multi-phase neural
combinatorial predictor. Subsequently we review and propose some design methods for
every phase in the process of formulating the neural combinatorial predictor in detail. In
addition, some related key issues in every phase are also addressed in this section.
2.1. Overview of Main Procedure
In order to improve the performance of time series forecasting, we propose a multi-phase
neural combinatorial procedure for time series forecasting, as illustrated in Figure 1.
From Figure 1, it is easy to see that the proposed procedure consists of four phases,
i.e., (1) preprocessing time series data; (2) generating different neural predictors; (3)
selecting the appropriate number of single neural predictors from the considerable
number of candidate predictors generated by the previous phase; and (4) combining
selected neural predictors into an aggregated neural predictor.
In the four phases, time series preprocessing includes data reconciliation and data
transformation. Individual neural predictors with weak error-correlation can be generated
by varying the network type and network architecture, and using different initial
conditions and different training data. In the individual neural predictors, some
representative neural predictors are selected as combinatorial members in terms of errorindependence measurement. Finally, these selected members are combined into an
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aggregated predictor in order to predict time series. Subsequently, we review and present
some detailed approaches in formulating neural combinatorial predictors.

Figure 1 Main Process of Constructing Neural Combinatorial Predictor

2.2. Preprocessing Time Series Data
Usually, time series data preprocessing includes two tasks: data reconciliation and data
transformation.
2.2.1. Data Reconciliation
In neural network learning, using data with different scales often leads to the instability
of neural networks (Weigend and Gershenfeld, 1994). At the very least, data must be
scaled into the range used by the input neurons in the neural network. This is typically -1
to 1 or zero to 1 (Lou, 1993). Many commercially available generic neural network
development programs, such as BrainMaker (http://www.calsci.com), automatically scale
each input. Moreover, neural networks always require that the data range is neither too
small nor too large, so that the computer’s precision limits are not exceeded. Otherwise,
the data should be scaled. Furthermore, data reconciliation helps to improve the
performance of neural networks (Lou, 1993). Therefore, data reconciliation is necessary
for treating multi-scale data. We propose using the sigmoidal function reconciliation
approach in this study.
A sigmoidal function can be used as a data reconciliation method, depending on the
characteristics of the data. Usually, a sigmoidal function is utilized, as shown in Eq. (1).

I ( x) =

ri
, i = 1,2, Λ , n.
1 + exp[ − p i ( x i − q i )]

(1)

where ri is used to constrain the range for the ith transformed element of the n-element
data set, qi can be selected as the smallest in the ith element of data set, and pi decides the
sharpness of the transferred function. Also, Eq. (1) can compress the abnormal data to a
specific range. Note that different continuous and differentiable transformation functions
can also be selected.
It is advisable to scale the data so that the different input signals have approximately
the same numerical range. This is not necessary for feed-forward and Hopfield networks,
but is recommended for all network models. The reason is that the other network models
rely on Euclidean measures, so that un-scaled data could bias or interfere with the
training process. Reconciling the data so that all inputs have the same range often speeds
up the training and improves the resulting performance of the derived model.
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2.2.2. Data Transformation
In this study, the main aim of data transformation is to transform time series data into a
training matrix to satisfy neural network learning. The main reason for this is that
reconciled data is still a string of simple numbers for time series, but neural networks are
nonlinear dynamic systems with multiple inputs and outputs in general, and many
parameters must be specified beforehand. Therefore, the question of how to transform a
string of pure numbers into an input matrix vector or how to determine the size and
structure of a training set has been one of the key problems in neural network time series
forecasting. In existing literature, some studies (Azoff, 1994; Moody, 1995) presented
simple transformation methods, for example, the moving window (Azoff, 1994) method.
However, these methods often require a large quantity of data, which limits the use of
neural network models. In order to overcome the drawbacks of previous methods, we
therefore propose a data transformation method with interval variation to create a neural
network training matrix.
For a univariate time series with a given size of training set, we can use the data
transformation method with variable intervals to obtain a training set matrix provided
that an interval value is specified. Supposing that the size of the source data D is M, the
size of new training data set is N, and sampling interval is K, we have the matrix
construction algorithm, as shown in Figure 2:

Fig. 2 Matrix Construction Algorithms

2.3. Generating Individual Neural Predictors
There are two different types for generating individual neural predictors: homogeneous
models using the same network type, and heterogeneous models using the different
network type. As mentioned earlier, we need to generate some error-independent neural
predictors as the members of combinatorial predictor to reduce error-variance and
improve network performance.
For homogeneous neural network model generation, several methods have been
investigated for the generation of combinatorial members making different errors
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(Sharkey, 1996). Such methods basically rely on varying the parameters related to the
design and to the training of neural network. In particular, some main methods are listed
below:
(a) Different network architectures: by changing the number of hidden layers and
the number of nodes in every layer, different neural networks with different architectures
can be created.
(b) Different training data: by re-sampling and preprocessing time series data, we
can obtain different training sets, thus making different network generations. There are
six techniques that can be used to obtain diverse training data sets: bagging (Breiman,
1996), noise injection (Raviv and Intrator, 1996), cross-validation (Krogh and Vedelsby,
1993), stacking (Wolpert, 1992), boosting (Schapire, 1990) and input decimation (Tumer
and Ghosh, 1996).
(c) Different learning algorithms: by selecting different core learning algorithms,
different neural networks can also be generated. For example, a multi-layer feed-forward
network can use the steep-descent algorithm or Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm or other
learning algorithms.
(d) Different initial conditions: combinatorial members can be created by varying
the initial random weights, learning rate and momentum rate, from which each network is
trained.
For heterogeneous neural network model generation, we can create neural network
combinatorial members by using different network types. For example, multi-layer
perceptrons (MLPs), back-propagation networks (BPNs), radial basis function (RBF)
neural networks, and probabilistic neural networks (PNNs) can be used to create the
combinatorial members. In addition, neural combinatorial members could be created
using a hybridization of two or more of the above methods, e.g., different network types
plus different training data (Sharkey, 1996). In our study we adopt such a hybridization
method to create combinatorial members. Once some individual neural predictors are
created, we need to select some representative members for combination purposes.
2.4. Selecting Appropriate Combinatorial Members
After training, each member of combinatorial predictor has generated its own result.
However, if there are a great number of individual members, we need to select a subset
of representatives in order to improve combination efficiency. For heterogeneous neural
models, we need to select a few typical representatives of the same type by way of some
measurements and then combine selected models with different types. For homogeneous
models, we select some models with error weak correlation. As earlier mentioned, we
tend to use heterogeneous models, but for every different type of model we often
generate a set of models with different initial conditions. Thus, in a certain model class
with same type, we select a representative model for combination purposes. In the
literature, three methods – principal component analysis (PCA) (Yu et al., 2007), choose
the best (CTB) (Partridge and Yates, 1996), and choose from subspace (CFS) (Partridge
and Yates, 1996) – are used. The PCA is used to select a collection of members from
candidate members using the maximizing eigenvalue of the error matrix. The CTB
assumes a given size of the final combination C*; then we select the networks with the
highest forecasting performance from combined network members to formulate the
combination C*. The CFS is based on the idea that for each network type, it chooses the
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network exhibiting the best performance. It should be noted that the term “subspace”
refers to the subset of network models related to a given network type. Here we adopt a
new approach called conditional generalized variance (CGV) minimization method (Yu
et al., 2008) to select the error-independent network model.
2.5. Combining the Selected Members
Depended upon the work done in previous phases, a set of appropriate combinatorial
members can be collected. The subsequent task is to combine these selected members
into an aggregated predictor in an appropriate combination strategy (i.e., how to combine
the selected members into an aggregate model for final prediction purposes). Generally,
there are two combination strategies: linear combination and nonlinear combination
strategies.
Typically, linear combination strategy includes two approaches: the simple
averaging approach and the weighted averaging approach. There are three types of
weighted averaging: the simple mean squared error (MSE) approach, stacked regression
(modified MSE) approach and variance-based weighted approach.
The nonlinear combination strategy is a promising approach for determining the
optimal neural combinatorial predictor’s weight. The existing literature mentioned two
mian nonlinear combination approaches: the neural network-based nonlinear
combination method (Huang et al., 1995) and the support vector machine (SVM) based
nonlinear combination (Yu et al., 2007). For further details, readers are referred to Huang
et al. (1995) and Yu et al. (2007). For further verification, multiple combination
approaches will be tested in the empirical study.
3. Empirical Analysis
3.1. Experimental Data and Evaluation Criterion
In this study, two real data examples are presented to illustrate the proposed
combinatorial forecasting model. The data set used for our experiments consists of two
time series data: the S&P 500 index series, and the exchange rate of the British pound
against US dollar (GBP/USD for short) series. The data used in this study are daily and
the entire data set covers the period from January 1, 1991 to December 31, 2002 with the
total of 3131 observations. We take monthly data from January 1, 1991 to December 31,
2000 as the in-sample data sets (including training set (January 1, 1991 to December 31,
1998) and validation set (January 1, 1999 to December 31, 2000)) and take the data from
January 1, 2001 to December 31, 2002 as the out-of-sample data set (i.e., testing set),
which are used to evaluate the good or bad performance of predictions based on
evaluation measurements. Particularly, the root mean square error (RMSE), which is one
of the most important evaluation criteria, is used as an evaluation measurement.
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3.2. Experimental Design
The motivations of our experiments were mainly: (i) to evaluate the effective of the
proposed combinatorial forecasting approach; and (ii) to compare our proposed approach
with other design approaches proposed in the literature.
Considering the first aim, we need to create different initial combinations. For
heterogeneous models, combinatorial members were created using different neural
network types, namely, multiplayer perceptrons (MLPs), back-propagation networks
(BPNs) and radial basis function (RBF) networks. For homogeneous models (e.g.,
individual BPNs), combinatorial members were generated by varying the network
architecture, initial random weights, training data, etc. For simplicity, we report the
results related to six initial combinations, here referred to as combinations C1, C2, …, C6
created by the following generation phases:
(a) Combinations C1, C2 and C3 comprised 30 MLPs, BPNs and RBFs respectively.
Three architectures with one or two hidden layers and various numbers of neurons per
layer were used in the generation phase. For each architecture, 10 training processes with
different training data and initial weights were performed. All the networks had six input
nodes and one output node corresponding to the data feature and forecasting purpose
respectively.
(b) Combinations C1, C2 and C3 comprised 30 MLPs, BPNs and RBFs respectively.
Three architectures with one or two hidden layers and various numbers of neurons per
layer were used in the generation phase. For each architecture, 10 training processes with
different training data and initial weights were performed. All the networks had six input
nodes and one output node corresponding to the data feature and forecasting purpose
respectively.
(c) Combination C5 comprised 10 BPNs and 20 RBFs. Ten different training
processes with different initial random weights and training data were performed to
create 10 BPNs. Twenty RBF networks were generated with 10 different training data
and 10 different K-means clustering algorithms.
(d) Combination C6 consisted of 10 MLPs (the same as C4), 10 BPNs (the same as
C5) and 10 RBF networks (the same as C4)
With regard to the second experimental aim, we compare our proposed approach
with another approach. Accordingly, the comparison of the selection phase and
combination phase are carried out. In particular, there are four selection strategies in
selection phase: our proposed minimizing the conditional generalized variance (CGV for
short), PCA, “choose the best” (CTB for short), and “choose from subspace” (CFS for
short). There are also six combination strategies used for comparative purposes in the
combination phase: the simple averaging method (SAM), simple MSE method (SMSE),
stacked regression method (SRM), variance-based weighting (VBW) method, artificial
neural network-based combination method (ANN), and our proposed SVMR-based
nonlinear combination (SVMR) method.
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3.3. Experimental Results and Comparisons
3.3.1. Experiments with Combination C1, C2 and C3
The main aim of these three experiments was to evaluate the effectiveness of our
proposed approach in the design of neural network combinatorial predictors. It is worth
noting that this is a difficult task, since networks of the same type are poorly independent
in terms of Partridge results (Partridge, 1996). Our proposed approach selected
combination C1* made up of eight MLPs, C2* made up of seven BPNs, and C3* made up
of 11 RBF networks, belonging to different network architectures. Table 1 shows the
performance of the different neural network combinations selected using our proposed
approach. For comparative purposes, the performance of different combinations with
different selection strategies and combination strategies are also reported. The
performance was evaluated in terms of RMSE. It is worth noting that all RMSE values
reported in Table 1 are based on the testing set.
Table 1 Comparative performance for different neural network combinations C1 - C3
Time
Series

Combination
C1 *

S&P
500

C2 *

C3*

C1 *

GBP/
USD

C2 *

C3 *

Selection
Strategy
CGV
PCA
CTB
CFS
CGV
PCA
CTB
CFS
CGV
PCA
CTB
CFS
CGV
PCA
CTB
CFS
CGV
PCA
CTB
CFS
CGV
PCA
CTB
CFS

SAM
0.0205
0.0263
0.0237
0.0219
0.0221
0.0274
0.0261
0.0253
0.0211
0.0254
0.0232
0.0219
0.0115
0.0125
0.0118
0.0121
0.0105
0.0125
0.0118
0.0111
0.0088
0.0103
0.0093
0.0101

SMSE
0.0224
0.0255
0.0242
0.0239
0.0208
0.0256
0.0251
0.0244
0.0221
0.0265
0.0251
0.0237
0.0123
0.0156
0.0145
0.0133
0.0112
0.0133
0.0128
0.0119
0.0075
0.0096
0.0091
0.0085

Combination Strategy
SRM
VBW
0.0213
0.0189
0.0274
0.0256
0.0264
0.0245
0.0248
0.0228
0.0196
0.0177
0.0228
0.0209
0.0211
0.0198
0.0202
0.0188
0.0209
0.0201
0.0258
0.0269
0.0247
0.0254
0.0216
0.0232
0.0098
0.0089
0.0117
0.0101
0.0109
0.0099
0.0101
0.0091
0.0101
0.0089
0.0121
0.0106
0.0118
0.0098
0.0112
0.0091
0.0071
0.0068
0.0098
0.0077
0.0085
0.0075
0.0089
0.0072

ANN
0.0156
0.0182
0.0178
0.0166
0.0145
0.0187
0.0189
0.0172
0.0186
0.0209
0.0189
0.0191
0.0078
0.0092
0.0089
0.0084
0.0081
0.0098
0.0091
0.0085
0.0054
0.0068
0.0061
0.0059

SVMR
0.0144
0.0165
0.0161
0.0155
0.0123
0.0165
0.0158
0.0140
0.0158
0.0187
0.0175
0.0166
0.0071
0.0085
0.0081
0.0077
0.0067
0.0081
0.0075
0.0071
0.0019
0.0054
0.0039
0.0028

From Table 1 we can see that: (1) fixing a certain combination strategy, our
proposed approach (i.e., CGV) is slight better, but the gap is small, indicating that the
combination with the same type network does not contain error-independent networks
that can be selected by a design method to improve performances; (2) fixing a certain
selection strategy, our proposed combination strategy (SVMR-based nonlinear
combination method) outperforms other combination strategies described in the literature,
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implying that our proposed combination approach is one of the effective and promising
combination methods.
3.3.2. Experiments with Combination C4 and C5
These two experiments were aimed to evaluate to what extent our design method can
exploit error-independence to improve the performance of a set of “weak” neural
networks (C4) and “strong” neural networks (C5). Therefore, combination C4 consists of
20 MLPs and 10 RBFs whose performances were good (e.g., RMSE<0.02). In addition,
introduction of the RBF aims to increase the independence of combinatorial members. In
two experiments, our proposed selection strategy extracts four MLPs (characterized by
two different architectures and two different initial weights) and two RBF networks with
two different kernels to formulate an optimal combination predictor C4* from initial C4.
Similarly, two BPNs with different architectures and four RBF networks with four
different kernels are extracted from C5 to form another optimal combinatorial predictor
C5*. Table 2 shows the performance of the different combinations for the S&P 500 index
and the GBP/USD series. Similarly, all the reported values in Table 2 are based on the
testing data sets.
Table 2 Comparative performance for different neural network combinations C4 and C5
Time
Series

Combination
C4 *

S&P
500
C5*

C4 *
GBP/
USD
C5 *

Selection
Strategy
CGV
PCA
CTB
CFS
CGV
PCA
CTB
CFS
CGV
PCA
CTB
CFS
CGV
PCA
CTB
CFS

SAM
0.0179
0.0199
0.0188
0.0181
0.0166
0.0185
0.0179
0.0171
0.0081
0.0095
0.0089
0.0085
0.0075
0.0093
0.0081
0.0078

SMSE
0.0156
0.0189
0.0180
0.0176
0.0145
0.0174
0.0168
0.0152
0.0071
0.0088
0.0084
0.0077
0.0070
0.0086
0.0081
0.0074

Combination Strategy
SRM
VBW
0.0165
0.0177
0.0187
0.0201
0.0172
0.0196
0.0169
0.0182
0.0162
0.0172
0.0189
0.0196
0.0178
0.0185
0.0171
0.0177
0.0068
0.0065
0.0085
0.0081
0.0078
0.0075
0.0072
0.0077
0.0061
0.0058
0.0078
0.0067
0.0075
0.0062
0.0069
0.0060

ANN
0.0154
0.0175
0.0171
0.0165
0.0148
0.0169
0.0160
0.0155
0.0056
0.0069
0.0065
0.0058
0.0044
0.0058
0.0051
0.0047

SVMR
0.0123
0.0148
0.0133
0.0128
0.0119
0.0138
0.0127
0.0121
0.0021
0.0048
0.0041
0.0035
0.0017
0.0044
0.0036
0.0028

As seen from Tables 1-2, We can find that: (1) the performance of heterogeneous
model combinations are generally better than those of homogeneous model combination,
comparing Table 1 and Table 2; (2) the “strong” network combination is slightly better,
but the difference is small, relative to the “weak” network combination, as shown in
Table 2; (3) the results show that our proposed selection strategy and combination
strategy consistently outperform other strategies when the performance is as a
measurement; (4) the performance of combination C4* also performs better than the
combinations with the same network type, comparing Table 2 with Table 1 (this implies
that neural network can also be combined effectively from a set of weak networks, but
only by a detailed analysis of error independence); (5) the performance of the ANN and
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SVMR approaches are better than that of the conventional linear combination approach.
This also proves the conclusion of Granger and Ramanathan (1984): that the
unconstrained least squares method can be applied to obtain a better forecasting
performance than that obtained by using the ordinary least squares.
3.3.3. Experiments with Combination C6
The goal of this experiment is basically similar to the previous subsection. Our proposed
approach can formulate an effective combination C6* extracting one MLP, one BPN and
one RBF network from C6. Table 3 shows the performance of the network combinations.
All values refer to the test data sets. It is not hard to see that since our proposed strategies
clearly outperform the others, similar conclusions can be drawn as those made in the
previous experiments.
Table 3 Comparative performance for different neural network combinations C6
Time
Series

Combination

S&P
500

C6*

GBP/
USD

C6*

Selection
Strategy
CGV
PCA
CTB
CFS
CGV
PCA
CTB
CFS

SAM
0.0105
0.0122
0.0118
0.0109
0.0063
0.0075
0.0070
0.0066

SMSE
0.0123
0.0158
0.0147
0.0135
0.0055
0.0067
0.0061
0.0056

Combination Strategy
SRM
VBW
0.0133
0.0158
0.0158
0.0177
0.0149
0.0162
0.0140
0.0165
0.0047
0.0051
0.0058
0.0065
0.0051
0.0058
0.0052
0.0057

ANN
0.0118
0.0125
0.0119
0.0117
0.0039
0.0051
0.0048
0.0038

SVMR
0.0098
0.0117
0.0115
0.0111
0.0009
0.0028
0.0017
0.0014

Comparing the results in Tables 1-3, we can conclude that: (1) in the four selection
strategies, the CGV is the best, followed by CFS, CTB and PCA, for of all the
combinations C1*- C6*; (2) of the six combination strategies, the nonlinear combination
strategy is much better than the linear combination strategy; furthermore, the SVMR
strategy is slightly better than the ANN strategy, indicating that the SVMR strategy is a
very promising approach for combination forecasts; (3) in the six optimal combinations,
C6* shows the best results. The main reason for this is that the degree of error
independence of the combinatorial members in C6* is better than other combinations; (4)
generally, the performance shown in Tables 2 and 3 is better than that in Table 1,
implying that heterogeneous model combination performs better than the homogeneous
model combination; and (5) the performance of the GBP/USD series is better than that of
the S&P 500 index series. One main reason may be that the S&P 500 index is more
volatile than the GBP/USD in financial markets.
4. Conclusions
Combining the prediction of several different neural predictors into an aggregated neural
network prediction often gives improved performance over any individual prediction and
is considered to be an effective technique for improving the generalization ability of
single neural network predictors. In this study, we propose a novel four-phase nonlinear
combinatorial predictor for time series forecasting. The experimental results reported in
this paper demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed design approach. The
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11
comparison shows that with our proposed approach it is possible to formulate an
effective combinatorial predictor by selecting some error-independent networks with
minimizing conditional generalized variance algorithm and an SVMR-based nonlinear
combination approach. Review of the experimental results yields the final conclusion: the
proposed four-phase nonlinear combination procedure can be used as an alternative tool
for time series combinatorial prediction.
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In this paper, we explore applying variable precision rough sets (VPRS) to text mining for risk
character discovery in petroleum investment. Firstly, we design a circular text mining process where
risk knowledge is dynamically extracted. Next, we introduce the application of VPRS into the risk
information classification table. Two precision control parameters, lower limit l and upper limit u,
are used to define the relations between the conditional probability of objective set X and the
approximate regions. Then, risk probabilistic decision tables are established. Moreover, by using
VPRS model, we mine related risk probabilistic rules and the significance of risk factors from
probabilistic decision tables. Finally, a case study is presented to illustrate the approach and a
conclusion is made.

1. Introduction
In the field of petroleum investment, a number of risks exist in project investment
activity: geological and technology risk (Ruffo et al. 2006), political and economic risks
(Pandian, 2005), financial risk (Chorn et al. 2006) and environmental risk (Asrilhant et al.
2007). In practice, these risks are dynamic, and this brings difficulties to the investment
decision-making in petroleum projects (Avena and Pitblado, 1998; Walls, 2004).
Therefore, risk management is important to petroleum investment (Chapman and Ward,
2004). However, due to a deficiency of timely and effective risk information, many
investors have to confront the failure of petroleum investment projects frequently. As a
result, it is worthwhile to investigate risk information acquisition for use in petroleum
investment projects.
In recent years, the rapid development of the Internet allows for investment risk
information to be distributed in large amounts via web servers (Abulaish and Dey, 2007;
Wang et al. 2008). Consequently, the technique of text mining is being increasingly
adopted so that useful knowledge can be discovered from web pages. Tseng et al. (2007)
described a series of text mining techniques for use in the patent analysis process,
including text segmentation, summary extraction, feature selection, term association,
cluster generation, topic identification, and information mapping. Also, text mining was
*
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used to optimize customer relationship management (Chang et al. 2009). To facilitate
deterrence and detection of fraud with hard to detect warning signs and indicators,
Holton (2009) designed an artifact to detect disgruntled employee communications
through automated text mining techniques. Currently, using the technique of text mining
to provide information and knowledge for decision-making support is a popular research
topic.
Rough set theory (RST) is now being adopted in text mining as an intelligent
analysis tool (Miao et al. 2009; Jensen and Shen, 2004). RST can be used to discover
knowledge based on quality of classification (QoC). This does not need any priori
information and can acquire related knowledge from decision tables automatically
(Srinivasan et al. 2001; Li, et al. 2006). Replacing the human subjects with a machine
learning system LERS based on RST, Moradi, et al. (1998) found that LERS gave rise to
a lossless data compression scheme. On the basis of rough-set-refined text mining
(RSTM), Yu et al. (2005) designed an intelligent system to forecast the trend of oil prices.
On the other hand, RST can not treat inconsistent information well, which is almost
inevitable in a complex decision-making process. In order to address this problem,
Ziarko (1993) presented a variable precision rough set (VPRS) model, which is an
extension of RST. If a threshold value β (0.5<β≤1) is set, the misclassification rate
tolerated in decision tables will be 1-β. Using a VPRS model for web usage mining
(WUM), Maheswari, et al. classified users in user sessions into either a positive region or
a negative region (Maheswari et al. 2001a, 2001b). In order to represent the relationship
between objective set X and approximate regions, Ziarko presented a probabilistic VPRS
model to identify probabilistic dependencies. In the model, two precision control
parameters, lower limit l and upper limit u, are used to define the approximate region of
objective set X, which allows for construction of probabilistic predictive models (Ziarko
and Fei, 2002; Ziarko, 2001).
In this paper, we design a text mining approach based on variable precision rough
sets (VPRS) for risk knowledge discovery in the field of petroleum investment. Firstly,
we design a circular text mining process where risk knowledge is dynamically mined.
Next, we introduce the application of VPRS in risk information classification tables. Two
precision control parameters, lower limit l and upper limit u, are used to define the
relations between the conditional probability of objective set X and the approximate
regions. Then, risk probabilistic decision tables are established. By using a VPRS model,
we extract related risk probabilistic rules and acquire the significance of risk factors from
probabilistic decision tables. Finally, we present a case study to illustrate the approach
and make a conclusion.
2. Text Mining Process used in Knowledge Discovery for Risk Assessment
In order to discover the knowledge that will help assess the level of risk associated
with a petroleum investment project, we design a VPRS-based text mining process as
shown in Fig. 1.
The process consists of three main functions:
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(1) Through a man-machine interface, clients input queries which are expressed in
the form: investment region + project type + risk, for example, Africa +
petroleum exploration and production + risk. Then, search engines are used to
assemble a set of web documents from web servers on the Internet.
(2) The acquired web document set is preprocessed into classified information
which is stored in a classification information base. Firstly, each web document
is checked for the type of risk terms which appear in the web document.
According to its risk attribute value: 0 denotes that a type of risk term does not
appear in a web document, and 1 denotes that a type of risk term appears in a
web document, a web document is classified into a web document subset. Next,
the proportion of the number of web documents in each web document subset in
the total web document set is calculated. Also, the conditional probability of
objective set X within each web document subset is calculated. Then, a risk
information classification table is established.
(3) A VPRS-based module is used to define the relations between the conditional
probability of objective set X and the approximate regions. Then, a classification
table is transformed into a probabilistic decision table. Finally, risk rules and
risk character information are acquired based on the VPRS model for clients.
VPRS-based text mining for risk knowledge discovery in petroleum investment is a
circular process. When clients need a new decision to be made, this process should be
executed again, and the new risk knowledge acquired.

Fig.1 The text mining process.
The problem on determination of polysemous risk term appearance is shown as in
Fig. 2. That is, if there are polysemous risk terms in a web document for the risk in the
query, then it is equal to the appearance of risk in the query in the web document.
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Fig. 2. Determination of polysemous risk term occurrence

3. VPRS-based Text Mining Model
After the web document set is acquired from the Internet, a VPRS-based model is
used to mine risk knowledge from the web document set. In this section, we introduce
the basic concepts in a VPRS model, probabilistic decision tables, probabilistic rule and
significance of risk factors.
3.1. Basic Concepts in VPRS Model
Let U be the web document set and X be the objective set. Suppose that U is divided
into m equivalence classes by risk index set C and E(C)={E1, E2, …, Em}. Then, the
overlap degree P(X | Ei) (i=1, 2, …, m) between objective set X and equivalence class Ei
is defined as
card( X I Ei )
P ( X | Ei ) =
(1)
card( Ei )
where P ( X | Ei ) denotes the conditional probability of the event “when Ei occurs, X
also occurs”.
Let card( Ei ) represent the number of web documents in the set Ei . To P ( X | Ei ) ,
two precision control parameters, lower limit l and upper limit u, 0 ≤ l < u ≤ 1 , if there is
the objective set X ⊆ U , then U is partitioned into three regions: positive region
POSu ( X ) , negative region NEG l ( X ) and boundary region BNDl ,u ( X ) (Xie et al. 2008)
as follows:
POSu ( X ) = U{Ei | P( X | Ei ) ≥ u} ,
(2)
NEG l ( X ) = U{Ei | P ( X | Ei ) ≤ l} ,

(3)

BNDl ,u ( X ) = U{Ei | l < P( X | Ei ) < u}

(4)

where relationships between P ( X | Ei ) and two precision control parameters l and u can
be explained as follows: When P ( X | Ei ) ≥ u , it is confirmable that the event “when Ei
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occurs, X also occurs” is true; When l < P ( X | Ei ) < u , it is not confirmable that the
event “when Ei occurs, X also occurs” is true; When P ( X | Ei ) ≤ l , it is confirmable that
the event “when Ei occurs, X also occurs” is not possible. Then, (l, u)-probabilistic
dependency denoted by γ l ,u (C , d , X ) is defined as

γ l ,u (C , d , X ) =

card(POSu (X ))+card(NEG l (X ))
card(U )

(5)

where card(POSu (X )) is the number of documents in the web document set divided into
the positive region, card(NEG l (X )) is the number of documents in the web document set
divided into the negative region, and card(U ) is the number of documents in the web
document set.
3.2. Probabilistic Rules
As the web document set is classified by the risk index set into E(C)={E1, E2, …,
Em}, we can obtain the probability P ( Ei ) of Ei as
m

P( Ei ) = ni / ∑ ni
i =1

(6)
where ni is the number of web documents in subset Ei .
Suppose that there are n risk indices in risk index set C. If an attribute set Cλ is
removed from a probabilistic decision table, and (l, u)-probabilistic dependency of C- Cλ
to d does not change, i.e.,
γ l ,u (C − Cλ , d , X ) = γ l ,u (C , d, X )
(7)
then, we can say that the attribute set Cλ can be removed from C. Furthermore, if any
more attribute set removal from C - Cλ will lead to the failure of Eq. (7), then, C - Cλ is
one of the reductions with the least condition attributes, and the diagnosis rules are
defined as
confidence
Λ (C j = C ji ) ⎯⎯⎯⎯
→(d = di )
(8)
where i=1, 2, …, m, j=1, 2, …, n, Λ denotes “and”, C j ∈ (C − Cλ ) , and “confidence”
means the confidence of the rule.
Then, we have Definition 1 for the probability and Definition 2 for the confidence
of a risk probabilistic rule as follows:
Definition 1 ∀Es , Et ∈ E (C ) (s, t=1, 2, ..., m), if both Es and Et are elements of a
probabilistic rule, then the probability P( Es U Et ) of the set Es U Et is defined as
P ( Es U Et ) = P( Es ) + P( Et )
(9)
where P ( Es ) and P ( Et ) are probabilities of Es and Et, i.e., proportions of amounts of
web document sets Es and Et in total web documents, respectively.
Definition 2 ∀Es , Et ∈ E (C ) (s, t=1, 2, ..., m), if both Es and Et are elements of a
probabilistic rule, then the probability P ( X | Es U Et ) of the objective set X, i.e., the
confidence of the rule is defined as
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P( X | Es U Et ) =

P ( Es ) × P( X | Es ) + P ( Et ) × P( X | Et )
P( Es ) + P ( Et )

(10)
where P ( X | Es ) is the conditional probability that if Es occurs, then X also occurs and
P ( X | Et ) is the conditional probability that if Et occurs, then X also occurs.
4. A Case Study
In recent years, petroleum companies in China have been engaged in overseas
petroleum project investment. The investment region covers five continents, and business
scope includes exploration and production (E&P), refining and chemicals (R&C), and
pipeline and transportation (P&T). However, as risks exist in the international petroleum
market (Shen, 2006; Jing, 2007), risk management is important for Chinese petroleum
companies in their overseas petroleum investment.
In this section, the proposed VPRS-based text mining approach is used for one of
the biggest petroleum companies in China to support risk management in overseas
petroleum investment. According to the timeliness request of the decision-maker, we
select the searching web document set U in a specific period. Four risk indices, which are
political risk (C1), environment risk (C2), geological and technology risk (C3), and
financial risk (C4), make up the risk index set C={C1, C2, C3, C4}. The attribute value of
a risk index indicates whether the risk index appears in the web document set: 0 denotes
that the risk index does not appear in the web document set and 1 denotes that the risk
index appears in the web document set. The query is “The type of petroleum projects +
region + risk”, and a time period is set. Then, the 2855 web documents produced by the
search, are divided into 11 sets to form a risk classification table as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Risk classification table.
Ei
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
E10
E11

C1

C2
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

C3
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

C4
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0

P(X| Ei)
1.00
0.85
0.91
0.87
0.83
0.52
0.82
0.35
0.12
0.17
0.11

P(Ei)
0.03
0.02
0.06
0.01
0.04
0.14
0.04
0.15
0.12
0.18
0.21

Take the first set E1 of web documents in Table 1 as an example. We can explain its
meanings as follows: The four types of risks all exist in each web document in the set E1,
the percent of web documents in the set E1 is 3 % in total set U, and the conditional
probability P(X|E1) of X is 1.00 when E1 occurs. The objective set X means “Investment
risk in these kinds of projects is high in this region”. Contrarily, ~X means “Investment
risk in these kinds of projects is not high in this region”. ~X is acceptable to the decisionmaker. Let u=0.8 and l=0.2. An approximate region, which is positive region POS,
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negative region NEG or boundary region BND, is assigned to each set Ei, and we can
transform risk the classification table into a risk probabilistic decision table as shown in
Table 2, where POS denotes that the project in this region is high risk, NEG denotes that
the project in this region is not high risk, and BND denotes that we can not confirm
whether the project in this region is high risk or not.
Table 2. Risk probabilistic decision table.
C1

Ei
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
E10
E11

C2
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

C3
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

C4
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0

d
POS
POS
POS
POS
POS
BND
POS
BND
NEG
NEG
NEG

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0

P(Ei)
0.03
0.02
0.06
0.01
0.04
0.14
0.04
0.15
0.12
0.18
0.21

After each set is assigned an approximate region, the conditional probability P(X|Ei)
of the table is transformed into decision attribute d. Then, we use subscript i of Ei to
substitute document set Ei and have
U / C = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}, {9}, {10}, {11}},
U / d = {{1-5, 7}, {6, 8}, {9-11}},
γ l ,u (C , d , X ) = 1
U / {C-C1} = {{1, 7}, {2}, {3}, {4, 8}, {5}, {9}, {10}, {6, 11},
γ l ,u (C − C1 , d , X ) = 1
Therefore, C1 can not be removed. Then, we continue to remove risk indices one by
one and obtain the classifications as follows:
U / {C-C2} = {{1, 5}, {2}, {3}, {4, 6}, {7}, {9}, {10}, {8, 11}},
U / {C-C3} = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}, {10}, {9, 11}},
U / {C-C4} = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}, {9}, {10, 11}},
The core of the condition attribute set is {C1, C2}. When both C3 and C4 are
removed at the same time, we have
U / {C-C3-C4} = {{1-4}, {5, 6}, {7, 8}, {9-11}},
γ l ,u (C − C3 − C4 , d , X ) ≠ 1
Therefore, C3 and C4 can not be removed at the same time. Thus, we obtain an
reduced attribute set {C1, C2, C3} as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Reduced risk probabilistic decision table.
Ei
E1
E2
E3

C1
1
1
1

C2
1
1
1

C3
1
1
0
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E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
E10
E11

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0

POS
POS
BND
POS
BND
NEG
NEG
NEG

0.01
0.04
0.14
0.04
0.15
0.12
0.18
0.21

By using Eq. (8), we have risk rules from Table 3 as follows:
Rule 1:
Rule 2:
Rule 3:
Rule 4:
Rule 5:
Rule 6:

(C1 = 1 ∧ C2 = 1) → POS ,
(C1 = 1 ∧ C3 = 1) → POS ,
(C2 = 1 ∧ C3 = 1) → POS ,
(C1 = 1 ∧ C2 = 0 ∧ C3 = 0) → BND ,
(C1 = 0 ∧ C2 = 1 ∧ C3 = 0) → BND ,
(C1 = 0 ∧ C2 = 0 ∧ C3 = 1) → NEG .

For Rule 1, we calculate the probability P(E1+E2+E3+E4) and the confidence
P ( X | E1 U E2 U E3 U E4 ) of Rule 1 as follows:
P(E1+E2+E3+E4)=P(E1)+ P(E2)+ P(E3)+ P(E4)=0.12,
P( E1 ) P( X | E1 ) + P( E2 ) P( X | E2 ) + P( E3 ) P( X | E3 ) + P ( E4 ) P( X | E4 )
P( X | E1 U E2 U E3 U E4 ) =
P( E1 + E2 + E3 + E4 )
0.03 × 1.00 + 0.02 × 0.85 + 0.06 × 0.91 + 0.01 × 0.87
0.12
= 0.92 .
For Rule 4, we calculate the probability P(E9+ E10+ E11) and the confidence
P (~ X | E9 U E10 U E11 ) of Rule 4 as follows:
P ( E9 + E10 + E11 ) = P ( E9 ) + P( E10 ) + P( E11 ) = 0.51 ,
=

P(~ X | E9 U E10 U E11 ) =

P( E9 )(1 − P( X | E9 )) + P( E10 )(1 − P( X | E10 )) + P( E11 )(1 − P( X | E11 ))
P( E9 + E10 + E11 )

0.12 × (1 − 0.12) + 0.18 × (1 − 0.17) + 0.21× (1 − 0.11)
0.51
= 0.87
As POS is equal to X and NEG is equal to ~X, we have probabilistic rules with
corresponding confidence as follows:
=

0.92
C1 = 1 ∧ C2 = 1 ⎯⎯
⎯
→X ,
0.89
C1 = 1 ∧ C3 = 1 ⎯⎯⎯
→X ,
0.89
C2 = 1 ∧ C3 = 1 ⎯⎯⎯
→X,
0.87
C1 = 0 ∧ C2 = 0 ⎯⎯⎯
→~ X .
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From the risk rules, if any two risk indices among political risk, environment risk
and geological and technology risk appear in each document of a web document set, then
the petroleum investment in the region is high risk. In particular, when both political risk
and environment risk exist, the confidence is 0.92. When both political risk and
geological and technology risk exist, the confidence is 0.89. When both environment risk
and geological and technology risk exist, the confidence is 0.89. However, if neither
political risk nor environment risk appears in each document of a web document set, then
the petroleum investment in the region is not high risk.
Compared with a rough set approach (Yu et al. 2005), the VPRS-based text mining
approach can tolerate partial misclassification and obtain more robust decision rules,
where more risk knowledge are available for petroleum investment.
5. Conclusions

In order to discover the risk character of a petroleum investment, we apply the
approach of variable precision rough sets (VPRS) to text mining. Firstly, we design a
circular text mining process where risk knowledge is dynamically extracted. Next, we
introduce the application of VPRS in a risk information classification table. Two
precision control parameters, lower limit l and upper limit u, are used to define the
relations between the conditional probability of objective set X and the approximate
regions. Then, risk probabilistic decision tables are established. By using a VPRS model,
we can mine related risk probabilistic rules and significance of risk factors from the
probabilistic decision tables, which is a new way to discover risk character.
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Analyzing the relationship among business cycles of various industries is important not only for
government decision-making but also for personal portfolio diversification choice, it is therefore of
great importance to classify industrial categories and analyze their relationship and linkage mode
based on their business cycle index. Based on time series angle variation, a clustering method is
proposed to classify the industry. The proposed method can overcome the shortcomings of
traditional distance similarity in the translation and fluctuations operation, thus better reflecting the
time sequence trends. For verification purpose, the business cycle indices of ten industries from
CEInet statistical database are used for empirical analysis. Experimental results revealed that the
proposed angle variation based clustering approach can not only obtain better categorization results
than traditional clustering approaches, but also provide an important reference in understanding the
relation between industries for investors and regulators

1.

Introduction

Business cycle of industry reveals the principles of involvement, providing
entrepreneurs and investors with a scientific tool to better understand the economy trends
and capture the economy turning point (Zhang et al. 2009). Since all relevant information
transmission mechanism and sensitivity are reflected into business cycle, business cycle
is indeed comprehensive. Thus, how to applying historical business cycle date to mine
linkage relation can help to classify industry. In this paper, we apply clustering method of
data mining to cluster industry business cycle index. In order to overcome the
shortcomings of traditional clustering in the translation and fluctuations operation, a
clustering method based on angle variation is proposed. For verification purpose, the
business cycle index of ten industries from CEInet statistical database are used for
empirical analysis
2.

Literature Review

The industry classification in China are conducted according to the characteristics of
economy activities, based on which the China Statistical Bureau in May, 2005 released
*

Work partially supported by grant 70971052 of the China National Science Foundation, 20080440539 of the
China Post Doctor Foundation
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industry classification standard which is national economy industry classification.
Besides, Shang et, al. (2008) adopt input-output-method to divide the productive service
industry in China. Niu et, al. (2007) employ factor analysis and clustering method to
investigate the manufacturing industry in China. Guo et, al. (2003) study the industry
classification standard from both management and investment prospective, proposing
that some must-standards should be considered in compiling the unified index. Based on
above theory, Yang et, al. (2004) classify the list companies in China from investment
prospective, demonstrating that their classifying results are better than that based on
management prospective. There is voluminous literature on industry classification based
on industry linkage principles (Yuan et,al. 2008).
3.

Clustering Method Based on Angle Variation

3.1. Classical Time Serial Clustering Methods
The key points in time serial clustering method lie in time serial approximate
representation and similarity measure. The classical methods contain such direct distance
methods as the Euclidean distance, the Manhattan distance, and the Minkowski distance
(Goldina et,al. 2004). Methods such as the Fourier transform (Wu et,al. 2000), ARMA
parameters and the time warping model and so on are also included in the classical
methods (Fraley et,al. 1998, Lee et,al. 2004, Vlachos et,al. 2002). However, all these
methods in reality have their own drawbacks in time serial data mining. For example, the
detailed fluctuation is great disturbance for studying the time sequence trends; Euclidean
tends to be disturbed by fluctuation; though time warping method could well overcome
the deficiency in Euclidean method, its complexity in algorithm limits its application.
3.2. Angle Series Representation

X = {( x1 , t1 ) , ( x2 , t2 ),L , ( xn , tn )}

The original series

X = (α1 , α 2 ,L , α n −1 )

can be transformed into

'

angle

form

as

α i = arctan (
time

,

x i +1 − x i
)
t i +1 − t i

X = ( β1 , β 2 ,L , β n − 2 )
Δ

，where

，

where

X ' can be further
βi = α i +1 − α i ，see figure 1.
.

n−2

ti

,denotes

the

transformed

into

Angle Series Representation can map R → R ，where n is the original time
series length. Therefore, Angle Series Representation method not only maintains the
trend in original series but also reduce the dimension.
n

3.3. Clustering Procedures Based on Angle Variation
The procedures can be described as follows：
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Δ

Step 1，transforming the original series X into X 。
Δ

Step 2，transforming the X into standard form。Besides the standard deviation
and the range methods, there is anther standardization method, called shifting method.
X Δ is shifted into X Δ ' = ( β1 + π , β 2 + π ,L , β n − 2 + π ) ，namely add an constant π
Δ
to each term in X ，physically it means the included angle towards the time-axis for
Δ'
every term in X ，see Figure 2.
Step 3, establishing the similarity matrix.
Step 4 ， clustering by transitive closure 、 net-making method 、 maximal tree
method、or K-means.

Fig. 1 Angle Transforming Plot

Fig. 2 The angle variation translating results

4.

Clustering study on ten business cycles of industry in China

4.1. Data Study
The data collected are from 2002-03 to 2009-03. An empirical business cycle study
is done on top ten industry: mining industry, manufacturing industry, electricity, gas and
water production and supply industry (EGWPS), building industry, traffic, transportation,
warehousing and postal industry(TTWP), wholesale and retail industry(WR), realty
industry, social service industry(SS), computer information transmission and software
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industry(CITS), and the lodging and catering industry(LC). Table 1 presents the data we
collect, and Figure 3 plots the time series curve.
Table 1 Top ten business cycle

2002-03
2002-06
2002-09
2002-12
2003-03
2003-06
2003-09
2003-12
2004-03
2004-06
2004-09
2004-12
2005-03
2005-06
2005-09
2005-12
2006-03
2006-06
2006-09
2006-12
2007-03
2007-06
2007-09
2007-12
2008-03
2008-06
2008-09
2008-12
2009-03

Mining Manufacturing

EGWPS

Building TTWP

WR

Realty SS

CITS LC

131.1 118.3
146.3 130.1
148.5 130.3
156 134
151.8 133
150.5 123.2
154.4 134.3
157.2 137.6
150.9 137.9
157.3 132.9
162 132.5
162.9 134.4
159.1 130.8
162.8 128.4
156.2 128.9
162.5 128
159.1 127.9
162.6 134
159.6 133.1
161 138.3
157.9 139.3
162.6 145.8
160.1 142.2
163.9 141
153.7 131.4
163.9 134.1
162.5 123.7
113.8 96
105.6 98.4

133.1
136.8
138.7
134.9
137.4
141.2
143.4
142.8
134
136.5
140.7
138.1
130.1
137.2
138.1
139.6
138.5
138.5
142.9
145.6
137
148.3
149.9
147.7
137.2
134.1
122.1
108.8
108.8

108.8 117.6
123 109.6
122.9 118.8
123.9 116.2
109.3 123.8
118.8 62.4
124.8 127
128.7 126.3
121.2 136.9
130.6 131.2
130.3 132.7
131.2 127.4
121.9 136.5
128.7 130.7
130.9 130.3
132.3 125.9
124.2 128.3
135.2 122.5
139.4 131.2
138.1 125.3
127.7 137.7
142.4 137.7
143.2 139.2
146.4 133.4
136.7 135.1
144.2 129
135.3 119.6
134.3 95.2
115.7 104.5

125.3
127.2
127.4
129.5
131.9
122.6
130.6
131.3
135.9
133
132.4
132.9
134.6
126.6
123.7
127.6
133
135
132.6
133.7
138.8
141.1
140.3
140.3
132.2
131.8
118.9
101.7
100.9

115.6
118.4
117
117.2
125.4
65.7
116.5
112.8
121.7
125
128
122.8
122.5
126
126.8
121
122.9
128.1
129.3
127.6
128.1
136.9
139
135.5
132.2
124.8
127
112.9
105.7

122.2
116.2
121.9
126.1
135.7
112.7
128.6
135.9
139.7
138.8
137.5
133
141.8
135
136.7
138
141.2
141.6
142
144.6
151.7
152.1
154.7
152.2
153.2
147.5
143.6
127.2
122.6

143.1
140.3
140.9
141.7
151.8
137.4
147.2
152.9
157.1
152.1
151.8
156.5
152.3
154.2
154.7
153.7
153.8
153.9
156.4
157
155.1
158.5
160
160.3
159
162.9
147.6
143.8
147.7

101.9
108.7
114.7
114.4
115
23.2
122.4
121.5
118.5
129.3
127.1
126.9
118.3
125.7
126.2
123.6
118.9
127.2
129.8
130.3
125.1
131.4
130.2
129.5
123.3
121.3
119
111.3
98.4

4.2. Business Cycle Clustering
The number labeled as 1, 2, 3…, 10 along the abscissa axis are corresponding to
mining industry, manufacturing industry, electricity, gas and water production and
supply industry, building industry, traffic, transportation , warehousing and postal
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Fig. 3 Top Ten Business Cycle Curve

Fig. 4 Clustering results based on angle variation

industry, wholesale and retail industry, realty industry, social service industry, computer
information transmission and software industry, and the lodging and catering industry.
From the results in Figure 3 and Figure 4, it can be observed that though not close in
quantity, time series classified into the same group have similarities in decreasing or
increasing trends. The clustering results based on traditional method simply classify the
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close series into the same group, totally ignoring the trend in the series. For example, the
traditional method failed to classify the series 2 (whole sale and retail industry), 6 (social
service industry) and 8 (manufacturing industry) into the same group, though the three
series have similar trends, confirming the success of the angle variable quantity in
overcoming such drawbacks of the traditional method, demonstrating the efficiency of
new method in capturing the trend implied in series.
It can be observed from figure 4 that the manufacturing, wholesale and retail
industry can be categorized into one group, which does not mean the three industries
have consistencies in industry structures, industry properties or product characteristics,
but only demonstrate that these three industries have similar trends in business cycle.
Therefore, instead of providing a industry partition standard, business cycle clustering
only help us to better understand the interrelationships among different industries,
offering a good guidance for portfolio choice.

Fig. 5 Clustering results based on traditional method

5.

Conclusion

Business cycle of industry is an important field in macroeconomic study. however,
literature on industry interrelationships is still scarce. In this paper, based on angle
variation time series clustering method is proposed and applied to industry clustering in
China. The clustering results confirm the efficiency of new method, providing a good
guidance for both policy-making and portfolio choice. However, there is a drawback in
this paper, as we fail to give proper explanation for the clustering results, which of course
needs our further study. Besides with the fast development of socialist market economy
and the further adjustment of industrial structures, especially after experiencing the
subprime crisis, a lot of new industries are supposed to merge，which will lead to
change in industry interrelationships. Therefore, we should renew our knowledge on
Business cycle of industry correlation.
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In this paper we present a Pattern Recognition technique to recognize two dimensional objects with
closed contours via the use of Fast Fourier Transform and a constrained k-means clustering
technique. The basic assumption is that the objects can be classified according to the pattern in their
contour, i.e. features such as size, position and orientation are only confounding factors which
should not be used in the recognition process and which can result in spurious classification if not
properly handled.

1.

Introduction

Pattern Recognition and automatic classification techniques have become a very
important and effective tool in many real problems where objects can be grouped
according to some characteristics and an automated technique is necessary to determine
which class an object belongs to (Hand, 1981; Vapnik, 1995).
The aim of this paper is to propose a supervised statistical patter recognition
technique (Duda and Hart, 1973; Watanabe, 1985) suitable to discriminate between
objects with respect to their two dimensional contour.
The proposed technique can be used on two dimensional objects or on the two
dimensional projection on a plane of a 3D object. The pattern recognition algorithm
presented in this paper is a non parametric statistical pattern recognition algorithm base
on a constrained k-means algorithm (Gordon, 1999).
The proposed technique will be tested in a simulation study.
The main assumption of this paper is that only the contour is useful to classify
objects onto a set of k mutually exclusive classes, i.e. features like size, orientation and
position should be considered as confounding factors in the classification process.
Therefore a feature extraction technique able to extract features invariants to those
characteristics represents a fundamental step of the classification process. This
assumption is valid in a variety of real classification problems such as, e.g. geometrical
shapes, handwritten characters, OCR etc.(Khotanzad and Hong, 1990; McLachlan, 1992;
Yokono and Poggio, 2004).
The outline of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 the proposed algorithm will be
presented, while in Section 3 the feature extraction technique used to get invariant
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features will be shown. In Section 4 the results of a simulation study will be depicted and
in Section 5 the due conclusions will be drawn.
2.

The Algorithm

The construction of a supervised pattern recognition system is made up of three main
steps:
(i) A pre-processing is applied to the data in order to make them comparable and to
filter-out the part of information which is not directly related to the classification
problem.
(ii) Feature selection and/or extraction is applied to the data in order to compact the
dimension of the pattern vector trying to retain as much as possible of the
information correlated to the classification problem. The features extracted should
be invariant to incidental changes in confounding factors and sensing configuration
(e.g., rotation, displacement etc.).
(iii) The pattern recognition algorithm is trained on a subset of the data set (training set)
at hand and its performance is evaluated using a cross-validation scheme (see Duda
and Hart, 1973; Hand, 1981; McLachlan, 1992; Yokono and Poggio, 2004).
The algorithm presented in this paper is a supervised learning algorithm and is made
up of two phases: in the first phase the algorithm needs to be trained using a dataset that
has been previously classified by an expert or in any other way deemed appropriate
(training set). In the second phase the algorithm can be used to classify new entities for
whom the class is unknown (query points, i.e. verification set).
The aim of this algorithm is that of finding subclasses in the dataset which can be
used to classify new vectors of unknown class.
Usually the performance of the algorithm is assessed through a cross-validation or a
jackknife procedure (Efron, 1982; Efron, 1983, Ripley, 1996). Thus the dataset is split
into two independent subsets, both composed of elements of known classes, one called
training set that is used to fine-tune the algorithm, and one called test set, that is used to
assess the performance of the algorithm in classification.
Given a dataset of n pattern vectors in R p , assume a partition defined on the dataset,
i.e. each pattern vector is assigned to one and only one of k known classes. Besides, let’s
assume a Euclidean norm be defined on the dataset. Let ς be a function from R p onto
the set {1,2,3, Κ , k } which, for each pattern vector s j , j=1,…, n, gives the class it belongs
to:
ς : R p → {1,2,3, Κ , k }
The algorithm presented begins computing the barycentre of each class as the
arithmetic mean of all the pattern vectors belonging to a class, yielding an initial set of k
barycentres b j , j = 1,… , k .
Compute the Euclidean distance of each pattern vector from each barycentre
b j , j = 1,… , k . If each pattern vector is closer to the barycentre of its class the algorithm
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stops, otherwise there will be a non empty set M of pattern vectors which belong to a
class and are closer to a barycentre of a different class. In M select the pattern vector s j
that is farthest from the barycentre of its class. The pattern vector s j will be used as a
seed for a new barycentre for class ς (s j ) . A k-means algorithm will then be performed
for all the pattern vectors in class ς (s j ) using, as starting point, the set of barycentre
vectors for class ς (s j ) and the vector s j . The k-means algorithm will be iterated until
there will be no change in the centroids computed for class ς (s j ) .
Once the k-means algorithm converges the set of centroids is composed of k+1
elements. The centroids at the new iterations need not be computed for all classes, but
only for class ς (s j ) since the clusters in the other classes have remained unchanged. In
the following step the distance of each pattern vector from all the centroids is computed
anew, and so is the set M of pattern vectors which are closer to a centroid of other classes
than to one of its own. If the set M is not empty then the pattern vector in M which is
farthest from a centroid of its own class is once again selected to be a seed for a new
centroid. Let this pattern vector be s m , the number of centroids for class ς (s m ) is then
increased considering the previous centroids and the new seed. For class ς (s m ) a kmeans algorithm is then performed until there is no change in the allocation of each
element of class ς (s m ) to a centroid. Once again then the distance of all the elements in
the dataset from the updated set of centroid is then calculated and the subset of element
closer to a centroid of a different class then to one of their own class is generated. This
procedure iterates until the set M is empty. The convergence of the algorithm in a finite
number of steps has been proved in various ways (see Nieddu and Patrizi, 2001; Nieddu
and Patrizi, 2000; Patrizi, 1979).
Once converged, this algorithm yields a set of centroids which, in the worst case, are
in a number equal to the number of elements in the dataset and which has a lower bound
in the number of classes. It is worth noticing that if the partition defined on the dataset is
consistent with the features considered, i.e. if the pattern vectors are linearly separable,
then the algorithm generates a number of centroids equal to the number of classes. On the
other hand, if the dataset is not linearly separable, then the algorithm continues splitting
the classes until the subclasses obtained are linearly separable. It is obvious that it can
continue splitting until all the subclasses are composed of only one vector (singleton).
The flow chart for the algorithm is depicted in Figure 1.
The algorithm will not converge only if the dataset is not coherent, i.e.: there are two
vectors in the dataset which belong to different classes and are represented by the same
pattern vector (see Nieddu and Patrizi, 2000; Nieddu and Patrizi, 2001). In this case the
algorithm will not be able to linearly separate these two vectors. This problem can be
easily overcome increasing the dimension of the vector space until the two vectors
occupy different point in R p .
Once the algorithm has converged, the sets of centroids can be used to classify new
pattern vector of unknown class (query points) assigning the new element to the class of
the centroid it is closer to. It is worth noticing that if pattern vectors from the training set
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are used as query points, then the algorithm always classify them correctly because, once
converged, all pattern vectors in the training set are closer to a centroid of their own class.
Start

Compute the barycentre
of each class

Compute the distance of each
pattern vector
from all the barycentres

Mark all the elements
which are closer to a
barycentre of another class
then to one of its own

No

Is every pattern
vector closer to a barycentre
of its own class?

Yes
Stop

Pick the vector which is
farthest from a barycentre
of its class as a seed
for a new barycentre

Assign each pattern vector
to a barycentre of its class
using a minimum distance
criterion

Yes

Have the
barycentres
changed?

Compute all the
barycentres anew

No

Fig. 1. Flow-chart of the classification algorithm

The following proposition then immediately follows:
Proposition: (see Nieddu and Patrizi, 2001; Nieddu and Patrizi, 2000) if the dataset is
coherent the apparent recognition (McLachlan, 1992) rate of the algorithm is 100%.
Therefore if the training set is large enough to represent all the possible prototypes
of the objects under consideration and if the features considered for each objects are
sufficient enough to assure coherence of the dataset then the algorithm should be able to
correctly classify any new query points.
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3. Feature Extraction
Once the objects that need to be classified have been represented into a pattern vector, a
fundamental part of every Pattern Recognition algorithm consists in extracting features
from the pattern vector, both to get rid of non important features and to reduce the
dimension of the vectors the algorithm has to work with (Bellman, 1961).
The aim of this section is to describe the feature extraction technique used to map
the pattern vector into a feature vector which is invariant to changes in position, size and
rotation. Let’s consider the closed contour of a 2D object. Set a polar coordinate system
with pole at the barycentre of the object. Considering a constant increment equal to
2π / n for the angle of the polar coordinate system, n points are sampled from the contour
going counterclockwise.
Therefore the contour of the object is represented by a set of n
radiuses ρ (i ), i = 0, Κ , n − 1 . On this sequence of n real numbers the Discrete Fourier
Transform (Cooley et al., 1969) has been applied, obtaining another sequence
a(k ), k = 0, Κ , n − 1 , of n complex numbers describing the structure of the frequencies
that make up the contour. To speed up the process the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
(Cooley et al., 1977) has been used requiring only O(n log 2 n) operations.
The feature vector obtained according to this procedure is invariant to change in
position because the origin of the coordinate system is the barycentre of the object. To
assure invariance to rotation, considering that a rotation in the object influences only the
phase of each element of the FFT (Brigham, 1988; Cooley et al., 1969; Cooley et al.,
1977) only the modulus of each complex element of the FFT will be considered in the
recognition process.
Invariance to changes in dimension will be attained considering the equivalent radius
req for each object (Yokono and Poggio, 2004) which is the radius of a circle with the
same area of the considered object. Invariance to changes in size will be attained dividing
each modulus by the equivalent radius. Therefore the new patter vector will be:

a(0)
req
Im 2 a ( j ) + Re 2 a ( j )
req

Μ
Im a( n(2) + Re 2 a (n / 2)
req
2

The information in this pattern vector is then transformed using a Karhunen-Loéve
(Watanabe, 1965) expansion in order to reduce the size of the vector retaining only the
information contained in the first few components of the expansion. This is particularly
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useful when the data is affected by noise, which can be filtered out considering only the
information in the first few components.
4. Results

In this Section the results of extensive experiments on simulated images will be presented.
We have generated 2D images of circles, ellipses and dodecagons and we have tested our
proposed technique on these images. To compare the performance of the proposed
technique the results of Fisher Discriminant Analysis (Duda and Hart, 1973) on the same
data have been used.
The dataset is composed of 2700 images, 900 circles, 900 ellipses and 900
dodecagons. The radiuses, the axes and the apothems have all been randomly generated
sampling form a uniform distribution between 0 and 2000 with the only constraint that
the two axes of the ellipse could not be equal.
The dataset has been split into two subsets: 2400 images have been used for training
and 300 images randomly selected from the 2700 have been used for testing. The test
dataset is the same throughout all the experiments to make results immediately
comparable.
On each image 16 and 32 points have been sampled from the contour and then the
16 and 32 radiuses have been used as pattern vector to represent the image. The
experiments have been conducted on this data and on the data perturbed by an additive
random Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation equal to 1, 3, 5, and 30
added directly to the sampled radiuses.
On the pattern vector the FFT has been applied and then data have been made
invariant to rotation and size as described in the previous Section and the KarhunenLoéve (KL) transform has then been applied. For the experiments only the first 3, 5, 7, 9
e 11 elements of the KL transform have been retained.
The results of the proposed technique for samples of 16 radiuses are depicted in
Table 1. The proposed technique achieves 100% perfect recognition on the non perturbed
data.
Table 1. Performance of the proposed technique on invariant features
extracted sampling 16 points from the contour of each image.
Performance of the proposed algorithm on a sample of 16 points for each
object (invariant data)
Dimension
of the
Original
Original Pictures with Gaussian additive
feature
Pictures
noise
vector
No noise
N(0,1)
N(0,3)
N(0,5)
N(0,30)
3
100
97.3
94.0
84.3
63.3
5
100
96.7
93.0
88.3
63.3
7
100
97.3
93.3
90.0
64.0
9
100
97.3
93.7
90.0
61.3
11
100
97.3
93.3
89.7
62.7
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As expected the performance of the algorithm decreases as the level of noise
increases. With a noise with a standard deviation of 30 the algorithm performs quite well
with a correct recognition around 60%. The performance does not seem to be affected by
the number of features retained from the KL expansion.
In Table 2 the analogous results for samples of 32 radiuses have been displayed. The
performance of the algorithm seems to be quite comparable to the one achieved with 16
radiuses, possibly meaning that we have reached Nyquist rate and then 16 radiuses are
sufficient enough to capture the shape of the picture and therefore over sampling does
not really effect the performance.
Table 2. Performance of the proposed technique on invariant features
extracted sampling 32 points from the contour of each image
Performance of the proposed algorithm on a sample of 32 points for each
object (invariant data)
Dimension
of the
Original
Original Pictures with Gaussian additive
feature
Pictures
noise
vector
No noise
N(0,1)
N(0,3)
N(0,5)
N(0,30)
3
100
96.7
90.0
89.7
63.7
5
100
96.7
90.3
90.7
62.0
7
100
96.7
91.3
91.7
67.7
9
100
97.0
92.3
91.0
66.0
11
100
97.0
93.7
90.0
61.7

In Table 3 the analogous results on 16 and 32 radiuses for Fisher Discriminant
Analysis applied to invariant feature vectors have been displayed. More precisely, the 16
and 32 sampled radiuses have been transformed using FFT and then have been made
invariant to rotation and size. No KL expansion have been applied on this data, mainly
because FDA is already based on a dimensional reduction principle (see e.g. Duda and
Hart, 1973).
FDA never achieves a perfect recognition rate of 100% on the original data, and then
the recognition rate decreased abruptly with the presence noise. It is nonetheless greater
than the random recognition rate of 33% but is always worse than the performance of the
proposed algorithm.
Table 3. Performance of FDA on invariant features extracted sampling 16
and 32 points from the contour of each image
Performance Fisher Discriminant Analysis sampling 16 and 32 points for
each object
Dimension
of the
Original
Original Pictures with Gaussian additive
feature
Pictures
noise
vector
No noise
N(0,1)
N(0,3)
N(0,5)
N(0,30)
16
89.7
57.0
55.7
54.7
50.7
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32

87.3

53.7

55.7

56.0

52.0

To test the effect of the invariant feature extraction technique the algorithms have
been applied on the FFT complex output. The feature vectors obtained are still invariant
to positioning but are no longer invariant to rotation and size variations. In Table 4 the
performance of the proposed algorithm for samples of 16 radiuses has been depicted
while in Table 5 the analogous results for 32 radiuses have been displayed.
Table 4. Performance of the proposed technique on the output of the FFT
applied on samples of 16 points from the contour of each image (no
invariance)
Performance of the proposed algorithm on a sample of 16 points for each
object (complex data)
Dimension
of the
Original
Original Pictures with Gaussian additive
feature
Pictures
noise
vector
No noise
N(0,1)
N(0,3)
N(0,5)
N(0,30)
3
94.3
94.3
86.0
84.3
56.3
5
93.7
94.7
89.0
83.7
57.0
7
93.7
94.7
87.3
84.7
63.0
9
93.7
93.7
90.0
83.7
59.3
11
93.7
95.3
92.0
86.0
60.0

The algorithm performs quite well even on non invariant features, but now the
perfect recognition rate of 100% is no longer achieved. This could possibly be due to the
fact that the size of each picture could act as a confounding factor for a Euclidean
distance based algorithm as is the one presented in this paper.
In Table 5 the results for 32 radiuses are comparable or worse than those obtained
with 16 radiuses, except for a noise N(0,30) which requires a higher sampling frequency
to capture the shape of the object.
Table 5. Performance of the proposed technique on the output of the FFT
applied on samples of 32 points from the contour of each image (no
invariance)
Performance of the proposed algorithm on a sample of 32 points for each
object (complex data)
Dimension
of the
Original
Original Pictures with Gaussian additive
feature
Pictures
noise
vector
No noise
N(0,1)
N(0,3)
N(0,5)
N(0,30)
3
93.0
90.7
90.3
82.0
62.3
5
93.7
93.7
88.3
83.0
62.3
7
91.3
94.0
91.0
84.3
60.3
9
91.3
92.7
90.3
84.0
64.7
11
91.3
93.0
90.3
85.3
62.7
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In Table 6 the results for FDA applied on the output of FFT have been displayed.
The performance of FDA is better than the one obtained on non invariant features but is
still worse than the one obtained by the proposed algorithm on the same data. A notable
exception is the performance of FDA under high noise (70.3%) with samples of 16
elements which is better than the best results obtained by the proposed algorithm on the
same data (63.0%).
Table 6. Performance of FDA on the output of the FFT applied on features
extracted sampling 16 and 32 points from the contour of each image. (no
invariance)
Performance Fisher Discriminant Analysis sampling 16 and 32 points for
each object
Dimension
of the
Original
Original Pictures with Gaussian additive
feature
Pictures
noise
vector
No noise
N(0,1)
N(0,3)
N(0,5)
N(0,30)
16
93.7
92.7
90.0
85.0
70.3
32
94.3
93.0
93.0
91.7
59.0

5.

Conclusions

The technique presented in this paper is a non parametric pattern recognition technique to
recognize object with closed 2D contour. The main assumption that has been made is that
the shape and pattern in the contour are sufficient characteristics to classify the objects.
All other characteristics such as size, position and orientation of the object should then be
regarded as confounding factors in the classification process and should be filtered out
from the pattern vector in order to obtain a feature vector which contains information
only on the shape of the object. This is the case for the proposed simulations study where
objects with different contours have been recognized according to the information on the
frequency structure of a number of radiuses systematically (Cochran, 1977) sampled
from the contour of each image centering at the barycentre.
The technique with the invariant transformations allow to achieve perfect
recognition of the object without noise, and more than holds its own when additive
Gaussian noise is present.
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This paper presents a model for early warning system to detect terrorist threats. The model is based
on data collection from open source intelligence methodology. We present a concept of generation
early warning to predict terrorist threats. Our ideas rely on investigative data mining, and study of
complex covert networks to extract useful information for terrorist threat indication. Presented
model can be used as a core framework for early warning system.

1. Introduction
Intelligence agencies use many resources to collect information from various sources
(Figure 1). Much of the valuable information is publicly available (one estimate is 80 %
(Steele R.D., 2006)). However, much of the valuable open source information is missed
due to the limited research and development in this area (Steele R.D., 2006). Knowledge
about the structure and organization of terrorist networks is important for both terrorism
investigation and the development of effective strategies to prevent terrorist attacks
(Memon N., 2007). However, except for network visualization, terrorist network
analysis remains primarily a manual process (Xu J., Chen H.; 2006). Existing open
source intelligence analysis tools do not provide advanced structural analysis techniques
that allow for the extraction of network knowledge from terrorist information. In
addition, open source intelligence analysis is faced with several challenges. Relevant
information must be found among the enormous amount of open source information
available. The collected information may be noisy: it may not be complete; it may be
wrong; it needs to be filtered; etc. Once the relevant information is found and filtered, it
needs to be analyzed, verified, and visualized in a comprehensive manner.
It is noted that that open source intelligence analysis is not a substitute for traditional
classified work. However, analysis of open source information can help to augment the
analysis results available from classified information, hence providing the intelligence
analysts with better support of decision making.
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Secret Intelligence Misses 80% of the Relevant Information!

ALL-SOURCE ANALYSIS

HUMINT

SIGINT

IMINT

MASINT

95% of cost

20% of value

5% of cost

80% of value
OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE
OPEN SOURCE INFORMATION

Figure 1: The importance of open source information (Steele R.D., 2006)
In this perspective, we have established Counterterrorism Research Lab at The Maersk
Mc-Kinney Moller Institute. The overall objective of the Lab is to specify, develop, and
evaluate novel tools and techniques for open source intelligence in close collaboration
with intelligence analysts. The tool philosophy is that the intelligence analysts are in
charge and tools are there to assist them. Thus, the purpose of the tools is to support as
many of the knowledge management processes as possible to assist the intelligence
analysts in performing their work more efficiently.
In this context, efficient means that the analysts arrive at better analysis results much
faster. In general, the tools fall into two categories: (1) Semi-automatic tools that need to
be configured by the intelligence analysts to perform the dedicated task. (2) Manual tools
that support the intelligence analysts in performing specific tasks by providing dedicated
features that enhance the efficiency when performing manual intelligence analysis. In
this paper, we discuss and demonstrate model for generating early warnings to predict
terrorist threats. The preliminary results of the proposed model are also shown to the
readers.
The model is an extension of iMiner prototype, considering the limitation of the
prototype (Memon N., 2007), we try to extend the new system on the feedback given by
the counterterrorism experts.
2. The State of Art
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Several knowledge management processes, tools, and techniques are relevant in the
context of counterterrorism as shown in Figure 2 (Wiil, U. K., Memon, N., and Gniadek,
J., 2009). Overall, the processes in the leftmost column involve acquiring data from
various sources, the processes in the middle column involve processing data into relevant
information, and the processes in the right most column involve further analysis and
interpretation of the information into useful knowledge that the intelligence analysts can
use to support their decision making.

Knowledge Management Processes
Data

Information

Acquiring Data
from Open Source
Databases

Harvesting Data
from the Web

Knowledge

Visualizing

Processing Data

Other Sources

Mining Data

Interpreting

Defining Patterns

Analyzing

Evaluating
Knowledge

Figure 2: Knowledge management processes for counterterrorism

The iMiner prototype (Memon N. et al., 2009) includes tools for data conversion, data
mining, social network analysis, visualization, and for the knowledge base (Wiil, U. K.,
Memon, N., and Gniadek, J., 2009). iMiner incorporates several advanced mathematical
models and techniques useful for counterterrorism like subgroup detection, network
efficiency estimation, and destabilization strategies for terrorist networks including
detection of hidden hierarchies (Memon N., 2007). In relation to iMiner, several
collections of authenticated datasets of terrorist events that have occurred or were
planned
have
been
harvested
from
open
source
databases
(i.e.,
www.trackingthethreats.com). iMiner’s models and algorithms have been validated using
these datasets (Memon N. et al, 2009).
Counterterrorism research approaches can be divided into two categories: data collection
and data modelling. The Dark Web Project conducted at the AI Lab, University of
Arizona (Professor Chen) is a prominent example relating to the data collection approach
(Chen H. et al., 2008), (Chen H. et al, 2008). The Networks and Terrorism Project
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conducted at the CASOS Lab, Carnegie Mellon University (Professor Kathleen Carley)
is a prominent example relating to the data modelling approach (Carley K. M. et al, 2007)
and Tsvetovat M., and Carley K. M., 2005). The proposed research Early Warning
System (EWaS) combines the data collection and data modelling approaches into holistic
prototypes for open source intelligence (like iMiner). The proposed research involves
techniques from disciplines such as data mining [(i.e., (Mena, J., 2003) and (Devlin, K.,
and Lorden, G., 2007)], social network analysis, [(Carpenter, M. A., and Stajkovic, A. D.,
2006) and (Gloor, P. A., and Zhao, Y., 2006)], hypertext [(Shipman, F. M., 2001) and
(Engelbart, D. C., 1962]), visualization, [(Thomas, J., and Cook, K., 2006) and (Xu J.,
Chen H., 2005)] and many others. To our knowledge, no other approaches provide a
similar comprehensive coverage of tools and techniques to support advanced terrorist
domain models. Thus, the proposed holistic research approach to support intelligence
analysis is considered unique.
3. Proposed System
Early warning as the name employ, is a set of techniques used to alert intelligence
agencies/ law enforcement personnel that an unauthorized intrusion is about to occur or
that the protected site is under surveillance. Identifying terrorist threats requires a large
spectrum of data which in many cases are collected from various sources. The process of
unification, fusion and interpretation of the collected data is crucial due to data
redundancy and specially to enable accurate predictions (Najgebauer N, et al, 2008). In
this paper we propose an early warning system which is aimed to generate early warnings
against the possibility of terrorists carrying out any act of terrorism. The target can be
achieved by closely monitoring the information about the terrorist and the entities
associated with them. To achieve such objectives, besides knowing the existing terrorist
and their connections, the identification of new entities and the new connections between
the entities are of premiere importance. All of this information can be retrieved from a
wide range of heterogeneous data sources like information may exists within the data
buried in the servers of any governmental or private organizations, or in form of text of
some web sites on Internet, in form of any news item, or in the form of data present in
some RSS feed file or may be in the brain of some investigative working on the field.
Thus providing mechanism to data being acquired from at least all of the discussed data
sources is within the scope of the project.
As the acquisition of the data is very important, but does not alone suffices to achieve the
task, we need to transform the acquired data into some data structure, so that complex
computation can be performed and detailed investigation can take place. The suited data
structure in this case is graph. If we transform this data into graphs, then geodesic
measures and terrorist network analysis tools may help us to achieve the solution. Thus
the visualization of graphs is also an implicit of requirement of the project. Once we get
our hand on data, we can semantically analyze the data to extract the information of our
interest from it and the transform such information into graphs of entities and relations
among them, since the extraction of such information (semantic analysis) from all of the
data can be too expensive. We may filter the data on basis of known entities, just to
narrow down the scope of our semantic analysis operation. This operation may yield us
entities and their relations that may have no importance in our context. We need to again
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filter out this unwanted information and then publish the rest of usable information which
will be further investigated to generate warnings.
Together with generating warnings, we provide some mechanisms to just help out
manual analysis and investigation over such information, so that it can be utilized fully.
We provide investigators some interface to perform link analysis, study geodesic and
terrorist network analytic properties of a network, smart search any entity and identify
different patterns in terrorist networks and place triggers to generate the warnings to on
their presence in any other future networks.
3.1. Data Processing Cycle
There are five major steps to process the data from heterogeneous data sources to
generate warnings (if any) as shown in the Figure 3. The phases are discussed below:

Figure 3: Data Processing Cycle
3.1.1. Acquisition Phase
The first step is acquisition phase, in which we just input all of the data from
heterogeneous data sources and then weight it for presence of any of the known
keywords (keywords can be entities, their relations, their living places etc.). The weight
indicates the relativity of data in our context. More the weight, it is more likely to be
containing information we need. If the data worth analysis, it is being short listed for
semantic analysis. If the information is in language other than English, it is being
translated to English in acquisition phase. In this phase implementation processes shown
in the left most column of Figure 2 takes place, where we acquire data from different
data sources.
3.1.2. Extraction Phase
As soon as data is being short listed for semantic analysis, it is analyzed semantically to
extract information hidden in the data. The extracted entities and their relations are kept
in the data store. As all of the entities and their relations are identified during extraction
process, and since the information may contain some unwanted entities or relations, the
data store in which this information is kept is called dirty database. It is here, we
transform the information within data into graph data structure.
In this phase together with the Information Generation Phase (defined in the following
paragraph) implements the processes shown in middle column of Figure 2. In this
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implementation, thorough semantic analysis of data, identification of patterns which can
be used to transform of data into useful information and filtering of unwanted data, takes
place.
3.1.3. Information Generation Phase
In this phase, the information in dirty database is further filtered and only those entities
and relations which related to our domain are selected and then published using publisher
application.
3.1.4. Investigating Phase
In this phase the different investigations are being made. The information is evaluated
with the terrorist network analysis techniques like dependence centrality, position role
index, and also geodesic measurements like average path length, clustering coefficient,
density (Memon N., 2007) are applied. Role Analysis (detecting different roles in a
network) would be in this phase, to identify different roles assigned to different nodes of
a graph (network/ cell), which is a necessary step to estimate the outcome of a particular
terrorist activity. In this step, we track and monitor changes in the different
characteristics of a terrorist network over a particular span of time. Also the same data is
made available to investigators for manual investigation. Interfacing this information
with some investigation frameworks like iMiner (Memon N., 2007) could be made
available to carry out the detailed investigation in this phase.
3.1.5. Warning Generation Phase
If the warning generation engine encounters any shift in measurements and
characteristics of the graph, and the extent of shift is high as to a dangerous level, the
warnings are generated. The warning engine can also identify the presence of user
identified patterns within graphs to generate warnings. The users are provided with
access to warning generation engine, to input and test their researched patterns and
theories, all of which are kept with warning generation engine and are used in warning
generation phase.
The cycle starts from acquisition phase by retrieving the document of interest i.e.
containing information about any entity in our domain; we extract information lying in
that document, investigating it using social network analysis techniques and generate
warnings if information matches criteria of any of the warning generating rules.
Warnings are sent to users and the link of the data source is preserved in our database.
We use these links which are saved in the last stage to acquire the same documents and
continue with the rest of cycle after a definite time period to accommodate change
against update, if any.
In investigation and warning generation phases, we interpret and investigate the
information gathered so far and analyze the consequences to generate the warnings.
These processes are shown in right most column in Figure 2.
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The phases discussed above are managed through system architecture discussed in the
next section.
4. System Architecture of Early Warning System
The early warning generation system is actually a system of sub systems, all working
together to assist warning generation engine to do its part i.e. generate warnings. Each of
these sub systems can be network applications running in clustered environment with the
standards of parallel processing to simple web applications for user interfacing.

Figure 4: System Architecture
The main parts of system architecture shown in Figure 4 are discussed in the following
sections.
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4.1. Acquisition Cluster
The main application running over acquiring cluster will be acquisition system, which is
responsible of acquiring information from Internet as well as many government and
private databases available online. It is actually a system of wrappers and interfaces
corresponding to the data sources, which in case can be extended to support any type of
the data sources, if necessary. The acquisition application also interfaces search engines
to search web about the information for any of the required entity and may contain the
specialized routines to carry out dark web analysis. Since special time oriented treatment
of news web sites, and digging the RSS feeds are within the purview of the scope of
acquisition system, it is equipped with news-base (A framework to interface news
websites) and smart RSS readers. The information from the data sources which are
presenting information in any language other than English is not only acquired but also
translated to English by acquisition system with the help of clients and consumers of
translation services which are available online like Google translations. The acquisition
system also short lists the related information for further semantic analysis on basis of
known keywords kept in keywords database usually updated by the extraction system.
The acquisition system is a parallel computing system compiling the plug-n-play
architecture. We can extend the number of acquisition terminals in real time depending
on processing needs. The acquisition system will interact with the data source
management system, the other system running in the acquisition cluster to identify the
data sources, from where data is needed to be acquired.
Data source management system will be over all responsible for maintaining the list of
the registered data sources, their access details, the priority list with respect to preference
for a data source etc. It also records the different experiences about the data sources like
frequency of updating and the structural information about that data source (which part
of the page contains the real information) necessary to wisely schedule and smartly
control the acquisition system for acquiring information from that particular data source.
4.2. Extraction Cluster
The extraction application performs semantic analysis of short listed data runs over
extraction cluster. The extraction application also is a network of computers running in
parallel to complete the task. The number of terminals may be extended to feed the
processing needs. The extraction application processes the data, semantically identifies
the entities and their relations and transforms it into the graph data structure. It also
updates the identification of new entities or their relations into keywords database being
used by the acquisition system. The extraction application saves all of the extracted
information, even containing the information about unrelated entities in a database,
which is so called dirty database. The information from dirty database is published into a
final database containing terrorist information which is being used by Terrorist
Investigation Portal.
The publisher application is the other application which shares the extraction cluster with
extraction application. This application runs in any of two modes, automatic or manual.
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In automatic mode, it evaluates the information in dirty database with a set of rules and
the information seems to be complying with the rules will be published automatically. In
manual mode, it shows the information to the end user, who can be any domain expert
and lets user to publish the entities. The information filtered by publisher application is
kept in our production database, called terrorist networks database.
The information in terrorist networks database could be made readily available to all
manual investigators and scientists/ researchers and a variety of system by virtual
Terrorists Investigation Portal, which is composed of a set of services and a portal
application. These services can be consumed by any client, in our context it could be
consumed to interface this information from an investigation framework like iMiner to
carry of geodesic investigation and terrorist network analysis. The Terrorist Investigation
Portal will be an online system open to all registered users, where they can not only
visualize the graphs formed and updated automatically on daily basis but also view the
geodesic and terrorist network analysis models and patterns present in graph. They can
input their investigated patterns and test their theories and other many facilities which are
useful in terrorist network analysis.
4.3. Investigation System
The services could be exposed by Terrorist Investigation Portal would be used to enable
the proven technologies of any investigation system like iMiner (Memon N., 2007) to
investigate the terrorist networks so formed. The investigation may encompasses the
social network analysis techniques, i.e. determining the change in dependence of a
network on a particular node, role analysis by evaluating the nodes of the network with
respect to position role centrality, and determining the roles of different nodes in that
network and identifying the change in role with the evolution of a network, measuring
values of geodesic centralities like degree, Eigen-vector centrality and calculating the
average path lengths, clustering coefficient, density etc., (Memon N., 2007) of a network.
All of this information can be used to define a trigger which will be fired to generate the
warning if any network is evolved to the desired state.
4.4. Warning Generation System
The warning generation engine with the help the investigation system and keeps on
closely watching the changes in any of the geodesic measurements. The changes in any
of the measurement may cause the warning engine to generate the warnings. The warning
generation engine can be configured in to set thresholds about these changes for
generation of warnings. The warnings can also be generated when the engine witnesses
the presence of any user identified pattern in the network graph. The changes in
relationships of entities or addition of a node to a graph may also result in generation of
alerts like any other normal social network sites. All of these warnings are sent to all of
the subscribed users, on their subscribed devices like an email client or mobile phones
(SMS receiver). The implementation of a part of the system architecture is discussed in
the next section.
5. Preliminary Results
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We started working on the proposed model to generate early warning to detect terrorist
threats. In this context, presently we have a working prototype which is capable of
analyzing links between entities; calculate the geodesic and various centralities of a
network. Although the identification and import of published entities is dependent on
manual effort. Initially we worked over the open source databases, for example,
www.trackingthethreats.com, extracted the entities and their relations and imported all of
the information into terrorist networks information database.

Figure 5: The Terrorist Investigation Portal
Using terrorist network analysis techniques (Memon N., 2007), we can easily draw a link
chart and analyze a network from social network analysis perspectives. Figure 5 is an
example of thwarted terrorist plot known as Bonjika as shown in Figure 5.
During this study, we made possible extensions in iMiner prototype; the new prototype is
a web-based application. Now user can add, delete, edit, and modify entities and
relationships from a network according to time the network grows or shrinks. In addition,
all the mathematical models implemented in iMiner (Memon N., 2007) are available in
the new system. Figure 6 shows hidden hierarchy of the Bonjika plot, where it is crystal
clear that Khalid Shaikh Muhammad (KSM) is leading one of the large cell of terrorists.
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We are working with counterterrorism experts and members of intelligence agencies to
design and develop early warning system as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 6: Hierarchical chart of Bojinka Plot(Memon N., 2007)

6. Conclusion
There are quite a few implementations of early warning systems in market like MediSys,
EWM (Early Warning Monitor), for more details readers can visit
http://globesec.jrc.ec.europa.eu/publications/brochures/brochures/LB7606422ENC.pdf.
These systems mainly work on the principles of acquisition of data from online sources,
usually news sites and carrying out frequency based analysis of entities, i.e., number of
appearances of any entity with a particular time span. The inclusion of social network
analysis tools like uncovering hidden hierarchies (Memon N.; Larsen H.L.; Hicks D.;
Harkiolakis N., 2008) and a detailed centrality based analysis like dependence centrality
(Memon N.; Hicks D.; Larsen H. L., 2006) may enhance the effectiveness of such
systems.
In this paper we presented a model and a prototype of early warning system to detect
terrorist threats which can be developed into a professional analysis tool. It requires lot
of time and efforts to build whole system in coming few years.
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Abstract： Nowadays issue on national energy security has become the subject which Chinese government and the society paid
attention highly. Obviously national energy security system has characteristics of multitudinous influence factor, strong
relationship between variables and existing mutual game phenomena. Complex adaptive system theory provides a new mentality
and points out a new direction for us to analyze this kind of question. Therefore, in view of complexity on national energy
security, this paper attempt utilizing important theoretical achievement of complex science—Complex Adaptive System
theory—its research concept and analysis method, and study the issue on early-warning of national energy security. Firstly the
complexity of national energy security has been analyzed from the perspective of complex adaptive system. Then it has been
established the pattern design of national energy security early-warning based on complex adaptive system. In addition, one kind
of research tools of CAS—NetLogo—has been introduced. Finally the further research work has been pointed out.

Keywords: Complexity, Early-warning Paradigm, National Energy Security, Complex Adaptive System

1

Introduction

As basic strategic resource and basic production factors of economic system—energy, which can
be said that once appear quantitative shortage or structural imbalance, would inevitably affect
development of national economy and society directly and obviously. As the biggest developing
country and the second largest energy producing country and consumption country of the World, as
well as the second largest carbon emission country next to USA, issues on China’s energy security
have become the topic which academia and governments at home and abroad, even social public have
paid attention together.(Detlef van Vuuren, 2003; Eric D.Larson, 2003; James P.Dorian, 1999; B. S. John Byrne, 1996; B. S. a. W. W. John Byrne,
1998; Jonathan E.Sinton, 2000; Kang Wu, 1995; Nakata, 2004，30 ; Paul Crompton, 2005; Wu, 2003; Yemane, 2004; Zhong, 2003)

Under such background, carrying research on theory and method of national energy security,
specially early-warning research of security situation according to non-renewable energy (mainly for
coal, petroleum, natural gas), have quite important theory significance and realistic urgency. In view of
complexity on national energy security(Fang Shuqiong, 2007), this paper attempt utilizing important theoretical
achievement of complex science—Complex Adaptive System theory—its research concept and
analysis method, and study the issue on early-warning of national energy security.
The theory of complex adaptive system (Complex Adaptive System, CAS) was advanced by
American scholar John Holland(Holland, 1993; J.H.Holland, 1995) in the special course in 1994, when Santa Fe
Institute tenth anniversary. CAS theory has provided a new mentality for the people to analyse question
and to point out a new direction. It has aroused research enthusiasm of each domain researchers, who
apply positively the CAS theory in respective research area(Phillips, 1997; Rungtusanatham, 2001; Sorenson, 2001;
Wildberger, 1997)
. Thus, it will be a significant research work of analyzing early-warning system of national
∗
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energy security from the perspective of complex adaptive system. This paper’s study was started from
this motive. Firstly the complexity of national energy security has been analyzed from the perspective
of complex adaptive system. Then it has been established the pattern design of national energy security
early-warning based on complex adaptive system. In addition, one kind of research tools of CAS—
NetLogo—has been introduced. Finally the further research work has been pointed out.
2

Complexity analysis of national energy security

We separately analyze national energy security system from time dimension and space dimension,
discover it is one kind system of taking on evolutional behavior of self-organization and
hetero-organization, in this system contains a series of agents, which have their own purpose and
initiative, and it has complex system’s characteristic which various agents can “study” and “accumulate
experience” in the interaction, and can change their own structures and behaviors to adapt the change
of “circumstances”. Therefore, when research early-warning of national energy security, should attach
importance to processing of its complex, cannot deoxidize the complex to the simplicity, and simply
process the complex regard as simplicity, but we must processing complex regard as complexity, carry
on simplifying premise in keeping the complexity root. So it must be deal with and researched issue on
early-warning of national energy security using the theory and method of complex adaptive system.
The national energy security system includes the production enterprise and the consumption
public of energy from macroscopic analysis. In the planned economy time, the production and ration of
energy were regulated by the country, the relation of energy production and consumption is also simple
relatively. But in the market economy time, the energy production and consumption will be regulated
by the market, then the production enterprise and the consumption enterprise of energy will all have its
right to independence to decide quantity and structure of production and consumption. In this process,
the government department should exert the function of national macroeconomic control, still should
carry on the essential standardizing and control to environmental protection of the entire process from
the production to the consumption of the energy. This is the inevitable requirement of the government’s
function transformation in the guidance of Scientific View of Development. In addition, universities
and research institutions should carry on the effective R&D and technological innovation in the
government’s guidance of technology policy and enterprises’ technology demand. Obviously,
analyzing the national energy security system from the perspective of complex adaptive system,
production and consumption enterprise involved are similar to independent agents, which affect and
adapt mutually in energy system. Meanwhile, these agents fall under the government department’s
macroeconomic control and restriction of environmental protection laws and regulations, as well as the
effective promotion of research institutions’ R&D and technological innovation. These agents form a
complex adaptive system in the process of their own development and mutual gaming, agents involved
in the system including:
◇The energy production enterprise——the energy production enterprise involved the national
security interests (emphasizes non-renewable energy industry)
◇The energy consumption public——each kind of energy consumer: the industrial department
(primary industry, secondary industry, tertiary industry) and the consumption of inhabitant lives
◇Governmental department——national macroeconomic control, and regulation and control of
environmental protection
◇Research institutions——R&D and technological innovation for production and consumption
of energy
The energy system composed by various agents is as shown in Figure 1. Obviously, agents in
national energy security system possessing the special characteristic of adaptability, initiative as well as
self-learning, manifests one kind of together evolution of system agent.
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Fig.1

Relation Model for Agent of National Energy Security

▽The different energy consumption public/agent can choose different energy forms to consume
according to own developmental demand, and carry on combined consumption.
▽Each energy production enterprise/agent may decide its production and productivity according
to own resource, the developmental strategy and the market quotation.
▽The governmental department/agent may formulate a series of system arrangement and
prompting measure based on the national macroscopic economic planning and the social development
goal. Synchronously, constitute corresponding restrictive measure by environmental effect appraisal,
environmental carrying capacity and environmental protection goal.
▽Different agents of energy production and consumption may adjust separately the type and
quantity of respective energy production and consumption according to the governmental guidance and
the request of environmental protection.
▽Research institutions carry on the R&D and technological innovation in government’s guidance
of technology policy and enterprises’ technology demand.
The above each behavior manifests a series of decision-making behavior, the decision-making
agent has the rationality, and it is the anticipated behavior. Various decision-making agents contain
own inherent law of development, also received the influence of random factors, their behavior result
will cause certain macroscopic result, and manifest the special characteristic of a kind of complex
adaptive system. In this complex adaptive system of national energy security, the energy consumption
agent’s motivation is that, in order to industrial economic development, must have to consume the
energy, simultaneously the enhancement of standard of living also must consume the energy. And the
energy production agent’s motivation is in order to pursue the enterprise benefit to realize the profit.
Moreover these agents’ behavior of consumption and production fall under the government
department’s macroeconomic control and restriction of environmental protection laws and regulations.
Simultaneously, research institutions’ R&D and technological innovation can produce the technical
positive effect to production and consumption of energy, and can reduce the consumption to energy
and pollution to environment. Obviously, the various agents’ interaction (gaming) in system induces
the system’s evolution.
3

Pattern design of national energy security early-warning based on CAS
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For the research on early-warning of national energy security, traditional methods of early-warning
are indescribable such game interaction. In order to ascertain and identify the root of evolution of
national energy security posture, we need to analyze the game behavior of various agents and its
equilibrium, also need to carry out the necessary quantitative and simulation game, and further
quantitative analysis of Game need to borrow the idea of CAS (in fact CAS is generated on this basis).
Thus, it has obvious advantages that researching early-warning of national energy security with CAS
theory, and would help us discover nature of the problem through the representations.
The concept of national energy security has experienced the process of continuous development and
enrichment since it was proposed. On the background of the sustainable development model is
generally ratified by international society in the present stage, the traditional concept of national energy
security has been endued with some new connotations. We think that the security does not only
indicate the agent is in the condition of avoiding the danger or threat, but also should possess the ability
of avoiding the danger or threat(Fang Shuqiong, 2007). As the forecited analysis, the question on national
energy security shows the trait of complex adaptive system. Therefore, in order to describe various
behaviors agents of national energy system objectively, and simulate its whole development situation,
so that can make the response to the energy crisis effectively and promptly, we attempt to construct the
early-warning system of national energy security based on CAS.(as shown in Figure 2).

Fig.2

System Structure of National Energy Security Early-warning based on CAS
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As can be seen from Fig.2, the constructed national energy security early-warning system based on
the CAS is composed of several functional modules, such as a series of development goals to energy
system→system analysis→ CAS simulation system of national energy security early-warning→
emerging early-warning analysis → signals identification system of early-warning → alarm and
absolving alert system of national energy security, etc. With the evolution of national energy security
posture and changes of its external environment, relevant parameters (mainly including development
goals of national energy system, description of adaptive agent, evaluation index system and standards,
etc.) have been updated to form a dynamic circulatory system to accommodate such changes.
Obviously, the idea of "emergence" early-warning is the special feature of national energy security
early-warning based on CAS, the module of CAS simulation system of national energy security
early-warning is the basis for realizing "emerging" early-warning, which is the core module of
architecture to early-warning system. Combined with the complex adaptive analysis of national energy
system aforementioned, the structure and process of this module is shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3

Flowchart of CAS Simulation Model of National Energy Security Early-warning

Obviously, the CAS simulation model system of national energy security early-warning is the
repeated interactive circulation system, which involves correlative behavior agents (production agent,
consumption agent, government department agent and research institutions agent) in energy system and
their environment (here we regard energy market as environment). In this simulation system, the
mutual gambling of correlative agents in micro level and their adaptive behaviors to environment
emerge the evolution of national energy security system in macro level. This emergence phenomenon
may described by the change of supply and demand balance’s guarantee degree, energy environment
carrying capacity, as well as the correlative indexes of alert and alarm aura, thus realize gambling and
simulating the influence and restriction relations of agent’s behavior to energy system and its
subsystem. In this foundation, should adjust the CAS agent’s behavior based on the response of energy
system and the correlative information feedback, and carry on the regulation to various subsystems and
energy system, to realize the system’s dynamic early-warning.
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4

One kind of research tools of CAS—NetLogo

NetLogo is a programmable modeling environment for simulating natural and social phenomena. It
was authored by Uri Wilensky in 1999 and is in continuous development at the Center for Connected
Learning and Computer-Based Modeling. It is particularly well suited for modeling complex systems
developing over time. Modelers can give instructions to hundreds or thousands of "agents" all
operating independently. This makes it possible to explore the connection between the micro-level
behavior of individuals and the macro-level patterns that emerge from the interaction of many
individuals.
NetLogo is the next generation of the series of multi-agent modeling languages that started with
StarLogo. It builds off the functionality of our product StarLogoT and adds significant new features
and a redesigned language and user interface. NetLogo is written in Java so it can run on all major
platforms (Mac, Windows, Linux, et al). It is run as a standalone application. Models can be run as
Java applets inside a web browser.
5

Conclusion

This paper has proposed to apply the theory and method of complex adaptive system in the pattern
design of early-warning of national energy security, and we believe it as a new attempt. Its innovation
lies in improving the traditional pattern of early-warning system on energy security, the thought of
“emergence” early-warning has been introduced from the perspective of microscopic adaptive agent.
Moreover, the paper has analysed complexity between each correlative agents of national energy
security, and has pointed out it just was various agents’ interaction (gaming) which induced national
energy system’s evolution, thus “emerge” out situation changes in national energy security from
macro level. In addition, one kind of research tools of CAS—NetLogo—has been introduced.
In the research on concrete national energy security early-warning, so long as the basis of actual
situation of movement and development on national energy system, introduces the related goal variable
and the early-warning index and the corresponding reference frame and critical limit value, the
early-warning system may be implemented by program quickly. Like this, it may fully exert the
formidable superiority of computer in data processing and simulation. As to the pattern design of
early-warning on national energy security in the paper, how to select a series of appropriate
early-warning indexes, and insert it to the modeling and simulation process of NetLogo, this is the
emphasis of our continued further research.
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Based on a comparison between two strands in SI and an analysis on the notion of “ideal model”,
this paper builds a general model of SI through the metaphor form function-defined ideal model in
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM). This general dynamic model metaphorized from TCM is built
on the base of Yin-Yang-Five-Phases theory. It is made up of five sub-systems and the supporting
networks of innovation. Both static descriptions and evolutional dynamics of SI are discussed.
Policy implications are given based on the basic features of SI as a complex adaptive system.

1. Introduction
The concept of “systems of innovation” (SI) is still in the state of art because of
conceptual diffuseness and strands of methodologies. This restricts its effect in policy
making. This paper tries to develop a model to study SI in a systematic manner.
Although path-dependence is important in SI, we argue there is rationality to develop an
ideal model of SI because of the convergent global competition and common features of
innovation. The ideal model introduces the systematic thought of Traditional Chinese
Medicine (TCM) by metaphor based on the function-defined approach. The archetype in
TCM is an ideal model of human body, so SI model here is also ideal to manifest what
SIs should be as complex adaptive systems (CAS). That needs a description of dynamics
among sub-systems of SI. The central topic of both models is harmonies among all
function-defined sub-systems. Disharmony would be adjusted by self-organization or
outside interventions. Human body is intervened by therapy, while SI policy.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will present the two main strands in SI
research, i.e. the actor-defined approach and function-defined approach, and analyze the
rationality to develop an ideal model of SI. Section 3 will give an introduction to the
systematic thought in TCM, which is mainly the Yin-Yang thought and the Five Phases
theory. The metaphorical model will be developed in Section 4. Modeling is conducted
by the basic logic of TCM: to identify Yin and Yang in SI firstly, then to metaphorize
different functions of SI into different functional sub-systems in human body. Analyses
on systematic dynamics are possible when the fundamental metaphors are established.
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Section 5 discusses policy implications of the metaphorical model with some examples in
China. The last part concludes this paper from the perspective of methodology.
2. Divergent Systems of Innovation (SI) Approach in the Past Two Decades
SI approach emerged in the 1980s when the systemic nature of innovation is increasingly
realized. Nowadays SI is still the most attractive realm in innovation research. But it is
still not a formal theory, but an approach or conceptual framework.
2.1. Origins of SI and the Actor-defined Systems of Innovation
All the earliest researches on national innovation systems (NIS) could be classified
into two strands. Freeman (1987) and Nelson (1993) could be seen as the springs of SI in
macro-level those emphasize the arrangement of institutions and the role of R&D. While
Lundvall (1992) highlighted the theoretical analysis on interactions between producers
and users, what he called the micro-foundation in NIS. These two strands get no
agreement on the key issues in NIS: Nelson (1993) stresses the balance between public
and private technology, while Lundvall (1992) put learning in the core of NIS. This
reflects the lack of a general definition of NIS (Edquist, 2007).
But there are some similarities between them, one of which is that they defined NIS
by actors and relations among actors, what are partly influenced by institutions (Freeman,
1992; Lundvall, 1992). This has deep influence on the SI approach. From then on, Patel
and Pavitt (1994), Metcalfe (1995) and OECD (1997) define NIS as actors-based
innovation networks regulated by institutions. Because of relative success on the research
of the systemic nature of innovation, SI approach developed several other specifications.
The notion of sectoral systems of innovation (SSI) focuses on the innovative and
production processes in a border defined by sectors (Breschi and Malerba, 1997);
regional innovation systems focus on interactive learning embedded in region (Cooke et
al., 1997); technological systems focus on the generation, diffusion and utilization of
specific technologies in technology networks (Carlsson and Stankiewitz, 1995). All these
SIs are defined and analyzed by institutions and actors, or agents.
We call all researches above as actor-defined SI approach. It considers actors and
institutions as the main components of SI. It has obvious shortcomings: (1) actors in SI
tend to play multiple roles, this will make the inter-relations complex (Galli and Teubal,
1997); (2) the difficulty in description of system’s dynamics makes this approach lack a
system-level explanatory factor (Liu & White, 2001); (3) the border of system is set a
priori to nation, region or technology, while actors are hybrid of innovation functions and
unrelated ones, thus the presupposed border is illogical (Johnson, 2001). Thus, a new
approach emerged, which define and analyze SI by functions.
2.2. Function-defined System of Innovation
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In the retrospect of SI research, Edquist (2005) compares function-defined approach
and actor-defined one. He admitted the importance to study functions in SI in a
systematic manner. Actually, the function-defined approach in SI emerged in late 1990s.
Galli and Teubal(1997) is the earliest paper gave attention to functions in SI. They
emphasized the role functions played in SI research, and developed a function-based
componential approach. They categorized functions into hard functions and soft ones,
and all components in SI are linked by different linkages. Liu & White (2001) inherited
this approach, constructed a framework including 5 fundamental activities— R&D, enduse, education, implementation, linkage—and focused on the performance implications
of a system’s structure and dynamics. This model focused more on system-level
characteristics, but little on inter-functional relations and dynamics in SI.
Johnson (2001) sorted functions in SI to basic and supporting ones. Basic functions
affect the innovation process directly, supporting ones indirectly. In the following
empirical work, the list is modified to 5 functions (Jacobson et al., 2004): to create new
knowledge, to guide the direction of search processes, to supply resources, to facilitate
the creation of positive external economies and to facilitate the formation of markets.
Hekkert et al. (2007) focuses on the processes important for well performing SIs.
The authors depict three motors of change in SI in terms of processes and functions,
which are demonstrated as A, B, C in Fig.1. Bergek et al. (2008) added insights from
political science, sociology of technology and organization theory to describe a
systematic approach. 6 steps constitute the scheme (Fig.2). They clarified each functions
in step3a. In their latest research on functional dynamic of TIS, Suurs and Hekkert (2009)
identified 7 functions in technological innovation systems. Interactions between
functions result in cumulative causation in the formation of TIS. The authors
acknowledge that complex interactions may lead to complex development process.

Fig.1. Functional dynamics in Hekkert et al.(2007)

Fig.2. Policy schemes in Bergek et al. (2008)

We can conclude that functional dynamics approach (FDA) calls for not only the
classification of functions, but also the inter-functional dynamics in SI. A clear landscape
of functional dynamics derives from a clear definition of innovation process and
corresponding functions. Dynamic relations among functions are complex, this is one of
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the difficulties to build FDA. But we are sure that all functions should not be interreinforcing ones, there are not only positive feedbacks but also negative ones.
The two main approaches are both in dilemmas: the actor-defined approach is weak
to explain systematic performance in innovation, while the function-defined one is still
deficient to manifest fundamental rules and mechanisms of innovation system. Simply,
the systems of innovation approach have paid most attention on the nature of innovation,
but few on the systematic methodology that is important to model system.
Then, another question comes forth: is there any “ideal model”? In terms of Todtling
and Trippl (2005), does one size fit all? They think there should exist no general system
model in SI which are highly specific because of different development paths. But some
theoretical argument at micro-level may give us some new insights in this problem. Just
as Eisenhardt et al. (2001) states, dynamic capabilities of firms are “idiosyncratic in their
details and path dependent in their emergence, they have significant commonalities
across firms (popularly termed ‘best practice’).” Commonalities are determined by the
interaction between fundamental nature of activities and competition. Different SIs have
different actors and relations among them, international competition environment and
fundamental nature of innovation are alike more or less. It is possible to develop a model
to manifest the commonalities among systems based on a proper methodology of system.
Summarily, heterogeneities of SI are largely related to the specific forms of actors and
institutions, while functions of SI are similar. Thus, we may find an ideal model of SI by
FDA under the help of a suitable systematic methodology.
3. Traditional Chinese Medicine: the Potential Proper Methodology of System
TCM may be the methodology we need. It is a philosophical thinking of ancient
China. It is holistic to build a functional model embedded in the environment rather than
to open the black box of human body reductively * . Human organism was seemed “not a
machina with a single deux”, and “for any recognizable continuance of identity its parts
were not separable” † . Chinese doctors give every patient a unique treatment based on
specific diagnosis and constitutions. Such “philosophy of organism” is a world-view
“derived from the biological, evolutionary and holistic facets of natural science which …
have been contributing to ‘a rectification of the mechanical Newtonian universe’” ‡ .
3.1. Yin-Yang Theory in Traditional Chinese Medicine
TCM begins and ends with Yin and Yang and never goes outside Yin and Yang. Yin
and Yang are a general term for two opposites to describe how things function in relation
to each other and to the universe. All things have both Yin and Yang aspect. The Yin
*

Obviously, the difference between TCM and Western ones to identify subsystems in human body is similar
with the difference between functions-defined approach and actors-defined approach in SI.
†
Needham, J.,(1974), ”Science and civilization in China,vol.5, part 2”,Cambridge University Press:p92.
‡
Peterson, W. J.(1980),”‘Chinese scientific philosophy’ and some Chinese attitudes towards knowledge about
the realm of heaven-and-earth”, Past & Present 87(1):20-30.
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aspect is associated with such qualities as cold, rest, constringency and downwardness.
The Yang aspect is associated with heat, stimulation, radiation and upwardness. They
contain within themselves the possibility of opposition and change, and depend on each
other for definition, mutually create and control each other. Furthermore, they transform
into each other. It is only through this kind of mutual creation and restriction that
dynamic equilibrium can be established. Harmony means that Yin and Yang are
relatively balanced; disharmony means that the proportions are unequal.
TCM believes that normal physiological functions of human body result from
unified and opposite relation between Yin and Yang, and the internal viscera, both
functional and corporeal, are of the two counter-reacted aspects which are interdependent,
inter-supporting and inter-consuming in harmony. Disharmony would result in disease.
Both of them are always in dynamic balance in which one waxes while the other wanes.
Even under normal conditions, Yin and Yang can not be in absolute balance.
The basic Yin and Yang substances of the body include Qi, Blood, Essence, etc. Qi
could be seemed as matter on the verge of becoming energy, or energy at the point of
materializing. It promotes all organic activities, thus is the source of transformation in the
body. Blood in TCM is not same to “blood” in West. The major activity of Blood is to
circulate continuously through the body, nourishing, maintaining, and moistening its
various parts. Essence is the Substances that underlie all organic life. It is the source of
organic change. It is supportive, is the basis of reproduction and development.
3.2. The Theory of Five Phases (Wu Xing) and its Applications in Medicine
The Five Phases theory is to classify phenomena in terms of 5 processes, represented
by wood, fire, earth, metal, and water. It is a system of correspondences and patterns that
subsume events and things, especially in relation to their dynamics.
Each Phase is an emblem that denotes a category of functions and qualities. Wood is
associated with active functions that are growing. Fire designates functions that have
reached the most active state and are about to decline or rest. Metal represents functions
in declining. Water represents functions that have reached a maximal state of rest and are
about to start a new cycle. Earth designates balance or neutrality, is a buffer among other
Phases. In terms of Yin-Yang theory, Wood is the Yang in Yin, Fire is the Yang in Yang,
Metal is the Yin in Yang, Water is the Yin in Yin, and Earth is the buffer between Yin
and Yang. The Five Phases can also be used to describe annual cycle in terms of
biological growth. Wood corresponds to spring and is associated with birth, Fire
corresponds to summer and growth, Metal corresponds to autumn and is associated with
harvest, Water corresponds to winter and is associated with storage, Earth corresponds to
the change from one season to the next and the activity of transformation.
The Five Phases generate sequences and movement, as well as qualities which are
important in TCM. These correlations (solid lines in Fig.3a), are known as the Mutual
Production order. They represent the way in which the Five Phases interact and arise out
of one another. Production implies that one activity can promote or bring forth another.
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Another sequence is known as the Mutual Checking or Mutual Control order. In this
sequence, each phase is to control or restrict the corresponding Phase (broken lines in
Fig.3a). Production and Control have inseparable correlations in the Five Phases. They
oppose each other and yet also complement each other. Production leads to growth and
development; while Control balance and coordination during development and change.
However, once any one of the Five Phases becomes excessive or insufficient, there
would appear abnormal counter-control known as insult and humiliation. By insult is
meant that one of the Five Phases over-controls upon another one when the latter is weak.
Humiliation means that the strong bullies the weak. It is also a morbid condition in which
one phase fails to control the other in the regular order, but in reverse order. It is clear
that the order of humiliation is just the opposite to that of insult.
Fire

Wood

Earth

Heart

Metal

Liver

Water

Spleen

Lung

Kidney

Fig. 3a. inter-dynamics of Five Phases

Fig. 3b.inter-dynamics of Five Yin Organs

In TCM, the Five Phases Theory is used to explain different kinds of medical
problems by analogizing and deducing their properties and interrelations. In the sense
that the Phases correlate observable phenomena of human life into images derived from
macrocosm, they serve a similar function as that of elements in other medical systems.
TCM recognizes five Yin Organs (wu-zang) and six Yang Organs (liu-fu), all are defined
by function but remote to the anatomic reality. The Yin Organs are Liver, Heart, Spleen,
Lungs and Kidneys, by sequence which corresponds to Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal and
Water in the Five Phases (Fig 3b). Because the Yin Organs are generally more important
in medical theory and practice, thus we only give further illuminations to them.
-Liver rules flowing and spreading. Liver or Liver Qi moves the Qi and Blood in all
directions, sending them to every part of the body.
-Heart dominate Blood and Vessels. It propels and regulates the circulation of Blood.
Under the impulse of Heart-Qi, Blood is transported to all parts of the body.
-Spleen rules the transformation and transportation. It is the primary organ of
digestion and is the crucial link in the process by which food is transformed into Qi and
Blood, thus it is viewed as the source for the production and transformation of Qi and
Blood. Besides this, Spleen governs Blood. It keeps Blood flowing in its proper paths.
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-Lungs dominate Qi and respiration. They are the place of exchange between the
gases inside and outside the body. They regulate Water channels, govern dispersing and
descending, and communicate with numerous vessels to coordinate functional activities
of the whole body, assisting Heart to adjust normal circulation of Qi and blood.
-Kidneys store the Essence and are seemed as the "foundation of prenatal life". They
are the foundation of the entire process of Water movement and transformation, they rule
Water through their Yang aspect.
The Mutual Production order of the Five Phases in five Yin Organs describe normal
generative functions, that is the different phases of Qi’s movement, i.e. birth, growth,
transformation, harvest and storage. The producer here is called Mother and the produced,
Child. Some patterns of disharmony can be explained by reference to the Mutual
Production order, especially patterns of Deficiency. And a disharmony within the Control
order might mean that an Organ controls excessively over the Organ it regulates (insult),
then it would lead to a Deficiency in the regulated Organ. Or the Organ that should be
regulated may become the regulator, such conditions usually happen when the former
regulator is deficient (humiliation), while the regulated one excites excessively.
3.3. Meridian in Traditional Chinese Medicine
Meridian comprises an invisible network that links together all the Substances and
Organs. These networks are unseen but important: the Substances Qi and Blood move
along them, carrying nourishment and strength. Because Meridian makes all tissues and
organs in body an organic whole, it is essential for maintenance of harmonious balance.
Furthermore, the Meridian connects the interior of the body with the exterior. Thus we
can say the Meridian is the interface of human body which is a dissipative structure.
Meridian theory assumes that disorder within a Meridian generates derangement in the
pathway and creates disharmony along the Meridian, or that such derangement is a result
of a disharmony of the Meridian’s connecting Organs.
In TCM, human body is in dynamic balance of Yin and Yang in both the whole
system and its function-defined sub-systems. All sub-systems, especially the Five Yin
Organs interact with each others through Meridian to seek a relative balance among
different functions at the system level. Health is the result of harmony between Yin and
Yang and among different functional sub-systems. Thus, there exists an ideal model of
human body which is in the dynamic harmony in TCM. All diseases are resulted in the
deviation from the ideal model. Slight deviation could be self-adjusted by internal
systemic dynamics; while serious ones need therapy as an intervention.
4. A Metaphorical Model of SI Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine
This section try to build a ideal model of SI derived from TCM. Because the archetype is
used to describe the ideal state of human body as a CAS, the ideal model of SI also
describes a self-organized process of innovation in nation, region or sector. The
metaphorical model following will take TCM as an archetype and a reference in
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methodology, and the model here has not to correspond to the archetype strictly. It is
necessary to declare that the main purpose of this paper is to introduce the fundamental
methodology in TCM which is in a systematic manner into the SI research. So this paper
only gives a conceptual framework and some tentative explanation of system dynamics
in SI which are analyzed qualitatively without any numeric experiment or simulation.
4.1. Description of basic static features of sub-systems
It is important to make proper metaphors of Yin and Yang in SI. Because Yin is usually
associated with functions which tend to form concrete bodies, we can link it with
finance-related functions in SI which usually resulted in the formation of capital goods;
another support to this metaphor is that the Essence stored in Kidneys is considered as
money that can finance any Organs to function normally. Yang is typically related with
stimulation, radiation and increase. In knowledge economy, the most critical engine of
economic growth and commercial success is knowledge. Thus it is reasonable to link
Yang with the movement of knowledge. There needs a network to link all functional
modules together like Meridian in human body so that different functions could interact
with each other. Here we call it the Supporting Networks of Innovation.
Supporting Networks of Innovation
Social Culture

Knowledge
creation
(KC)

Infrastructure

Knowledge
Diffusion (KD)

Transformation
from knowledge
to value (KT)

Social Structure

Value realization &
ex-post selection of
innovation (RS)

Financial
support (FS)

Legislation

Fig. 4.Metaphorical model of System of Innovation

Based on the definitions of Yin and Yang in SI, the metaphorical model
corresponding to the Five Phase theory has five sub-systems defined by functions linked
by the supporting networks. Functions are assorted into knowledge creation, knowledge
diffusion, transformation from knowledge to value, value realization and ex-post
selection of innovation, and financial support. They correspond to Liver (Wood/birth),
Heart (Fire/growth), Spleen (Earth/transformation), Lungs (Metal/harvest) and Kidneys
(Water/storage) respectively. It has to note that the sequence is just a logical path to
describe innovation, but not innovation process in reality. Supporting networks of
innovation comprise social culture, social structure, infrastructure and legislation (Fig. 4).
Although the model is not suitable to enterprises, some micro-dynamics will be discussed
in view of their importance as micro-foundation in the holistic mechanism.
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- Knowledge creation (KC). R&D has an increasing importance today among the
various ways to create knowledge. It is the main part in KC dynamics. R&D also relates
to knowledge assimilation, which is significant for followers to create knowledge.
Knowledge base embodied on capital goods and talents is necessary for and restricts
knowledge creation. Comparatively, the input of knowledge base is the Yin aspect in KC,
while the emergence of new knowledge is the Yang one. The Yin aspect links KC with
FS, that is to say capital support will come true when the capitalists believe the
knowledge base may be enough to innovate. At the micro-level, new knowledge
concludes tacit knowledge which is personal techniques derived from recursive practices
(Ziman, 2000). At the macro-level, knowledge is mostly created by public research
institutions and enterprises. The most important issue here is to keep the balance between
public knowledge and private ones (Nelson, 1988).
- Knowledge diffusion (KD). Education and training, personal transfer among
universities and industries, information exchange through social networks, licenses of
patents under IPR protect and other non-market approaches, e.g. imitation, are the main
approaches to diffuse knowledge at macro-level (Freeman, 1987; Morone and Taylor,
2004). Those approaches constitute a knowledge diffusion network. The nucleus of KD
is to govern and utilize this network suitably, just as the Heart rules Blood and the
Vessels. “To govern” may be the Yin aspect of KD, while “to utilize” the Yang one. The
paths of diffusion are context-specific. The structure of interaction is determined by the
relation between knowledge suppliers and users, which is affected by the supporting
network, including IPR legislation and technological infrastructure. Efficiency of KD is
influenced by various factors, from spontaneous reform on routines to legislation, the
former of which may be initiated by competition. Knowledge itself would make no sense
for innovation until it transforms into product what is valuable for the customers.
- Transformation from knowledge to value (KT). Enterprises are the main actors to
transform knowledge into value. They “digest” resources got outside of the SI under the
help of knowledge and capital in SI, transform them into a new kind of knowledge
carrier. Knowledge embodied in processes and routines are the most important
determinant in this period. There are two aspects of this kind of knowledge: to govern or
to integrate all resources into the transformation process, and to create some thing
valuable. Efficient routines in knowledge transformation improve productivity. KT is
greatly related to entrepreneurial activities. Entrepreneurs organize resources and find a
solution to satisfy customers’ needs. The solution is an integration of capital goods and
knowledge. The accesses to resources, such as market information, customers, and
skilled workers decide the specific model of entrepreneurial activities. Transaction
structure that associated with the supporting networks determines business model.
Entrepreneurship and competition are the most important dynamics in this module.
- Value realization and ex-post selection of innovation (RS). Entrepreneurs realize
the value of their solutions in market. Market is a vital mechanism of ex-post selection of
innovations (Ziman, 2000). When innovation realizes its value, it would be imitated by
competitors, thus effective competition in SI assists KD module to adjust knowledge
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circulation. Access to market is determined by the bargain among innovators,
competitors, users and dealers, which is affected by the supporting network. Integration
of useful solution and proper access leads profit and competitive advantage.
- Financial support to other parts of the SI (FS). Investment is indispensable in every
function module in SI. This sub-system are the foundation upon which the entire process
of capital movement in SI. Knowledge to govern the portfolio of innovation investments
is one of the most important knowledge in SI. So, this sub-system also promotes the KT
sub-system to transform knowledge to value. Comparatively, to get more capital to
finance innovation is another aspect of this module. Access and amount of financial
support to innovation determine innovation behavior of the system as a whole.
4.2. System dynamics: sub-dynamics and inter-functional dynamics
System dynamics in the metaphorical model of SI include both micro-level dynamics
and macro-level ones. Sub-dynamics enable modules to generate and reinforce itself to
be competent to internal coordination and outside competition. They are the foundation
of SI, while the inter-functional dynamics link the system as a whole. It should be noted
that this list of functions and tentative explanations on system mechanism in SI require
further revisions as and when research on SI dynamics provides new insights.
4.2.1. Sub-dynamics in sub-systems
Just as the whole system is in a harmonious matching process, every part of the
system dynamics should be in an evolutionary balance. Thus it is significant to describe
these micro-dynamics of the system clearly and roundly.
The most important issue to incent KC module is to keep the balance between the
creation of public knowledge and private ones. Government has to keep a suitable scale
of public knowledge creators for two purposes: on one hand, to continuously supply
public knowledge which market is failed to incent private ones to do; on the other hand,
to prevent private ones from depending on public supply of competitive knowledge.
Knowledge diffuses through market and non-market approaches. It also changes the
balance between public knowledge bases and private ones. A proper legitimation on IPR
protection could incent the innovators to create more knowledge and facilitate knowledge
diffusio. Orientation of education also affects knowledge diffusion. Continual reforms on
education system are key constituents of sub-dynamics in KD module.
To keep a sustainable transforming capability of SI, it is remarkable to cultivate an
entrepreneur-friendly environment. Emerging enterprises are less inertial to keep old
routines which are based on outdated knowledge, thus the main drivers for the
emergence of new routines and models in transformation. The successful ones in them
introduce new routines into whole economy. Thus to keep multiple springs of competing
transforming routines by encouraging entrepreneurship is in the core of KT module.
Competition is a crucial part of evolutionary dynamics in RS module, but not the
only driver of this sub-system. In an effective market, interactions between producers
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and users are co-evolutionary process. The co-evolution results in mutual enlightenments
about customers’ needs, by which transformation is oriented. Customers’ cognition about
their needs is sometimes the outcome of a recursive explanatory process, which adjusts
the ex-post selection and is determinant to the uncertainty in innovation.
Commitment is determined by strategic intent and resources. Contradictions between
financial needs and existing resources cause the introduction of external resources and
the knowledge about efficiency of innovation investment. The former leads to strategic
alliances and utilization of capital market. Permanent improvement on the latter causes
dynamic optimization of innovation investment portfolio and capital sources portfolio.
4.2.2. Inter-functional dynamics in ideal state
Harmony emerges when competent sub-systems match with each other closely by
interactions. Tentative clarifications of harmonious Mutual Control Cycle in the
metaphorized model are given as following.
KC controlling KT: Application of new knowledge in transformation could prevent
KT from rigidity which is the byproduct of increasing returns of knowledge bases.
KD controlling RS: diffusion of knowledge erode the appropriablity of innovators’.
Thus, followers’ imitations incent innovation by less lucre and more furious competition.
KT controlling FS: competent routines in transformation utilize resources properly,
and have decisive effect to prevent excessive thirst in investment and overflow of capital.
RS controlling KC: enterprises try their best to exploit the potential of existing
knowledge bases. Market propels knowledge in the orientation decided by customers’
need to restrain the Yang aspect of KC from ascending excessively.
FS controlling KD: the development of FS sub-system is part of the solution to
excessive imitation by those SMEs who are short of capital to innovate indigenously.
W Fire S
S

W

Metal

Water

W

S: strong

W: weak

S
S

W

Wood
W

Earth

reinforcing control
weakening control

S

Fig 5.sequence of self-coordination by mutual control in Five Phases system

Any problem will lead to disharmony. If changes are moderate, SI can adjust by selfcoordination. Otherwise, it could not be adjusted spontaneouslyand result in
disharmonies. Fig.5 is the general sequence of self-coordination by mutual control.
4.2.3. Inter-functional dynamics in disharmonious systems
Harmony would be destroyed when balances among functional modules are broken
or the supporting networks are not expedite. Concretely as following: ① KC not
producing KD: supporting networks are insufficient to deliver knowledge to the diffusion
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network. ②Fire not producing Earth: 1) KD diffuse improper knowledge to KT, e.g.
students could not learn the knowledge they will need in their occupation; and 2) the FS
Yang could not help KT utilizes investment appropriately, which causes waste even
disorder in KT. ③KT not producing RS: access for innovation to market would be
severed for many reasons. In developing countries, a large broker and symptom of
“foreign is better”(FIB) may be blocks for entrepreneurs. ④ RS not producing FS:
producers not entrepreneurs invest their profit to innovation-unrelated realms. ⑤FS not
producing KC: once both capital and knowledge base are insufficient, it is difficult to
create knowledge especially in those emerging areas which have a high threshold in
scientific infrastructure. Above five items are the disharmonies in Mutual Producing
Cycle. There also exist disharmonies in Mutual Controlling Cycle, while we do not
discuss these here because of length limitation.
Obviously, disharmonies here are similar to “system failure” in evolutionary
economics. It is necessary to clarify that situations described above are just basic forms
of disharmonies of the system. Realities of deviated SI are usually certain combination of
basic forms. Thus some more analyses are needed to develop proper innovation policy.
5. Policy Implications of Metaphorical Model: Some Issues about China’s NIS
Because the introduction of methodology in TCM which originated more than two
thousand years ago to research CAS of human body, the metaphorical model may seem
to be complex and remote to common SI research. Thus, it is useful to discuss its policy
implications. Some issues analyzed following are related to the situation of NIS in China.
(1) Is the idea of general model inconsistent with the common sense in SI research?
Traditional SI research emphasize the path-dependence, thus it seems popular that there
is no ideal model in SI. This argument can be discussed from two perspectives. On one
hand, harmony is realized through dynamic balances between knowledge and capital, and
among sub-systems what are linked by supporting networks. So the structure of SI is
changing all the time motivated by internal self-adjustment. Thus the ideal model
corresponds to a set of states but not an isolated point. That means the model is so robust
that it has many specific forms in reality which are highly related to environment and
initial conditions. On the other hand, those failed systems which could not incent
innovations properly are deviated from the ideal model. Any deviation is determined by
path-dependence, thus deviation is highly specific bases on history. Remedies to the
deviations should be corresponding to the heterogeneous disharmonies. So there could
exist a framework of anticipatory institutional changes (AIC, Galli and Teubal, 1997) in
the transition of SIs, but this framework should not be a simple graft of “best practices”;
reversely a treatment derived from specific deviation.
(2) Holistic and generative view on policy-making. This is very important to SIs in
transition. The ideal model surveys SI in a holistic to reflect the systemic nature of
innovation. It tells the policy makers that a proper AIC should take all aspects into
consideration. Innovation policies in developing countries like China are usually
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developed without anticipatory design on system level. For example, one defect in the
evolution of China’s SI is the separate reform courses on enterprises and S&T system
since 1980s. There exists even no coordination between these two reforms. So both the
reform on S&T system and the reform on enterprises always get half the result with twice
the effort (Lu, 2006). Furthermore, the ideal model holds a generative perspective on SI.
System dynamics determine the transferring order and corresponding results of deviation
among sub-systems. It implies that sequence of policy implementation is so important
that it shapes new path-dependence of system in future. Once there is some
disarrangement in policy sequence, the efficiency of system transition would be debased,
and paths of transition in next phase would be altered. In the reform of S&T system in
China in 1990s, lots of public research institutes were reformed into S&T enterprises.
This changed the transaction structure between knowledge suppliers and users. While
most of the enterprises which have limited absorptive capabilities and inefficient
competition, have not realized the significance of knowledge and innovation.
Furthermore, the old institutional junctions of both sides are destroyed with the repeal of
industrial ministries in earlier time. Thus, this reform was not effective as expected.
(3) Multi-causation or one-to-one relationship? Dynamics in the CAS deny the oneto-one relations between phenomena and essence. There exist multiple causations in SI.
Therefore, policy makers have to make sure the essence of disharmonies in SI. A false
judgment may leads to inefficient, even opposite outcome. For example, Chinese
government is glad to see the surge of R&D expenditure in enterprises. But there are
several possibilities for a surge in enterprises R&D. It can be resulted in the shortage of
knowledge on governing innovation investment portfolio (Deficiency in FS Yang). It
also can be derived from the incompetence of enterprises to integrate resources in the
process of transformation (KT is humiliated by FS.). It is also related to the lack of
knowledge bases (to prevent FS not producing KC) and inadequacy in education to play
its role in KD module (FS insults KD). Thus, a proper investment arrangement on R&D
should be shaped based on a clear understanding of multiple causations in the whole
system.
6. Conclusion
The paper has carried out an experiment to build an ideal model of systems of innovation
based on a selection of basic approach in the research of SI and the help of the basic
thought of TCM. Although some concrete explanations to system dynamics are still not
supported by existing research, such as the situation of FS humiliated by KD, this paper
analyzes SI with some unique methodologies. The main conclusions of this paper on the
methodology in SI research can be summarized as follow:
(1) Compared to the actor-defined approach, FDA may be more helpful to future
research in SI in a systemic manner. This is decided by the inconsistency between the
systemic nature of innovation and the component-based reductionism.
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(2) As a CAS, dynamic mechanism in SI should be analyzed from both micro and
macro level. This is the most crucial suggestion from TCM. In FDA model, evolution of
SI is seemed as the synthetic outcome of both sub-dynamics and inter-module dynamics.
(3) Innovation policies intervened to the CAS have to be developed on the basis of a
thorough consideration So a holistic and generative policy framework should be formed
in view of systemic heterogeneity and multi-causations among sub-systems.
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Various rules can be generated from databases by using association rule algorithms, but only a small
number of these rules may be selected for implementation due to the limitations of resources. Thus,
evaluating the quality of these rules becomes a hot topic in data mining field. Based on multiple
criteria decision making theory, a framework for ranking the mined association rules using TOPSIS
method with combination weights, considering both objective interestingness measures and the
users’ domain information, is proposed. An example of market basket analysis is applied to illustrate
the applicability of this method.

1. Introduction
Rapid advances in data collection and storage technology have enabled organizations to
accumulate vast amounts of data. To extract useful information from large databases,
data mining has become an essential tool for data analysis. In recent years, data mining
has been widely applied in many fields, such as business, science and engineering (Tan,
Steinbach, & Kumar, 2006).
Association rule mining, known as one of the most important techniques in data
mining field, is useful for discovering interesting relationships hidden in large data sets.
Various rules can be mined from databases by using association rule algorithms (Srikant,
Vu, & Agrawal, 1997). But only a small number of rules may be selected for
implementation due to limited business resources (Choi, Ahn, & Kim, 2005). Thus,
evaluating the quality of these rules becomes a hot topic in data mining field.
Generally speaking, rule quality can be evaluated according to some interestingness
measures, which consist of objective measures and subjective measures (Geng &
Hamilton, 2006). Objective measures, which are mostly based on theories in probability,
statistics, or information theory, just only consider the raw data, such as support and
confidence used in association rule mining. Subjective measures which take into account
both the data and users of these data, require users to input domain knowledge manually
as constraints, or distinguish rules as interesting or uninteresting by interacting with the
data mining system.
Most association rule mining algorithms consider these interestingness measures as
constraints to obtain interesting patterns. But it may be difficult to select appropriate
interestingness measures before data mining is performed. Thus, it is more appropriate to
carry out post-processing for the mined association rules. An efficient method is to rank
*
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these mined rules based on some interestingness measures and subjective criteria in order
to obtain rules that are more interesting to users. Multiple criteria decision making
methods can be used to solve such problems. Choi et al. (2005) used ELECTRE-II
approach combined with AHP for association rules prioritization which considered both
objective criteria and subjective preferences of users. They believed the proposed method
made synergy with decision analysis techniques for solving problems in data mining field.
But this method may be less efficient when large number of association rules are
generated. Chen (2007) developed their work and proposed a DEA based method to rank
association rules. This method firstly uses a DEA model to obtain efficient association
rules, and then applies another discriminated model to rank the efficient association rules.
Obviously, this method needs to solve considerable numbers of linear programming
models, and includes redundant computations and considerations. Based on Chen’s work,
Toloo, Sohrabi, & Nalchigar (2009) used an integrated DEA model which was able to
identify the most efficient association rule by solving just one mixed integer linear
programming and proposed a new method for ranking association rules with multiple
criteria. Both the two DEA-based methods can’t rank all these association rules and can’t
reflect the importance of these criteria quantitatively, which is important for multiple
criteria decision making. Besides that, the computation may be complex when the
number of these association rules is very large. Thus, based on the previous work, this
paper uses TOPSIS method with combination weights to rank the mined association rules
synthetically and proposes a new framework for ranking association rules.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, association rule mining is
described briefly. TOPSIS method with combination weights is presented in section 3,
and section 4 introduces a framework for ranking association rules. Next, an example of
market basket analysis is applied to illustrate the applicability of our method in section 5,
and section 6 concludes this paper in the end.
2. Association Rule Mining
Association rule mining proposed by Ageawal, Imielinski, & Swami (1993), is a useful
technique for discovering relationships between items in databases. It has been widely
used in business applications such as cross-marketing, attached mailing and catalog
design (Choi et al., 2005).
Let I= {i1, i2, .. , im} denote a set of items. Moreover, let D indicate a set of
transactions, where each transaction t is a set of items so that t ⊆ I. A unique identifier,
named tID, is associated with each transaction. An association rule can be formulated as
the following implication relationship:
X → Y, where X ⊆ I, Y ⊆ I, and X∩Y=Φ.
The rule X → Y holds in the transaction set D with confidence, c, where c % of
transactions in D that contain X also contain Y，and the rule has support, s, in the
transaction set D if s % of transactions in D contain X∪Y.
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The Apriori algorithm proposed by Agrawal et al. (1993) is one of the most widely
used techniques for finding associations rules, which restricts search space by setting
minimum support and confidence threshold and obtains relatively strong rules. The
algorithm consists of two phases.
Firstly, all itemsets with minimum support, called frequent itemsets are generated,
which can be described as follows:
(1) L1=find_large_1-itemsets;
(2) for(k=2; Lk-1≠Φ; k++) do begin
(3) Ck=apriori_gen(Lk-1);
//generating k-itemset
(4) For all transactions t∈D do begin
(5)
Ct=subset(Ck,t);
//Ct is all the candidate itemsets that are contained in t
(6)
for all candidates c∈Ct do c.count++;
(7) end
(8) Lk={ c∈Ck|c.count≥minsup_count }
(9) end
(10) L=∪Lk;
After that, association rules can be generated from the set of all frequent itemsets by
setting minimum confidence threshold.
3. TOPSIS Method with Combination Weights
TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution), initially
proposed by Hwang and Yoon (1981), is one of the commonly used classical multiple
criteria decision making methods for ranking and selection of a number of possible
alternatives through measuring Euclidean distances. The concept of TOPSIS is that the
most preferred alternative should not only have the shortest distance from the positive
ideal solution, but also have the longest distance from the negative ideal solution. The
basic TOPSIS methodology can be described as follows.
First of all, the decision matrix is built by aggregating the selected criteria values,
and then, based on the weighted normalized decision matrix, the positive-ideal solution
(PIS) and the negative-ideal solution (NIS) can be found from these limited alternatives.
After that, the distances from each alternative to PIS and NIS are computed. In the end,
the closeness coefficients for all the alternatives can be obtained, and these alternatives
can be ranked according to the closeness coefficients. In the rest of this section, we will
introduce this method specifically.
3.1. Data Preprocessing
Assume that there are n alternatives to be evaluated with regard to m selected criteria.
The criteria are assumed to be benefit criteria, as TOPSIS requires that the utility of each
criterion be monotonic. This assumption does not cause any loss of generality as other
types of criterion can be easily transformed into a beneficial one. The criterion value of
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the i th alternative for the j th criterion is denoted as vij (for i=1, 2, …, n; j=1, 2, …,m).
Therefore, the initial decision matrix can be obtained as

⎡ v11 v12
⎢v
v
V = ⎢ 21 22
⎢L L
⎢
⎣ vn1 vn 2

v1m ⎤
v2 m ⎥⎥
L ⎥
⎥
vnm ⎦

L
L
L
L

(1)

To ensure that the selected criteria are comparable, normalization for the initial
decision matrix is needed so that the incomparability among criteria can be avoided. Here
we use the following approach to carry out normalization,

xij =

vij

(for benefit criteria) ;

n

∑v
i =1

xij =

2

ij

1/ vij

(for cost criteria)

n

∑ (1/ v )
i =1

(2)

2

ij

where xij is the normalized criterion value for vij, and a normalized decision matrix X can
be obtained as

⎡ x11
⎢x
X = ⎢ 21
⎢L
⎢
⎣ xn1

x12
x22
L

L
L
L

xn 2 L

x1m ⎤
x2 m ⎥⎥
L ⎥
⎥
xnm ⎦

(3)

3.2. Criteria Weights Determining
Criteria weights reflect the decision makers’ subjective preference as well as the
objective characteristics of the criteria themselves (Zeleny M, 1982). Whether the
weights are reasonable can directly influent the reliability and effectiveness of the
decision result. Up to now, many weights determining methods have been developed,
which can be divided into subjective ones and objective ones. Subjective methods which
can reflect the decision makers’ subjective preference are usually based on the decision
makers’ own experiences, knowledge and perception of the problem, but objectivity is
lacked. For objective methods, although they take into account the information
implicated in the data and can reflect the characteristics of the criteria themselves, the
weights determined by them may deviate from the actual situation sometimes and can not
be interpreted easily. Thus, a method that combines the two methods together may be
more reasonable.
There are many subjective weights determining methods such as AHP, Delphi
method and DARE method. In this paper, group AHP is used to determine subjective
weights. AHP, developed by Saaty (1980), addresses how to determine the relative
importance of a set of criteria in a multiple criteria decision making problem. This
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method requires the experts to make pair-wise comparison for the selected criteria and a
judgment matrix for each expert can be obtained. Then the relative weights are given by
the right eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue for each judgment matrix.
After that, the consistency for pair-wise comparisons is examined. If the consistency
examination can’t pass, this judgment may be eliminated or remade. Afterwards,
hierarchical clustering method is used to generate the weights for each expert in the
group. And the ultimate subjective weights p= (p1, p2, …, pm) can be obtained by
weighted calculation. More details can be found in Wu, Hua, & Zha (2003).
In common with subjective methods, many objective methods are also used to
determine criteria weights, such as principal component analysis and entropy method.
This paper uses entropy method to determine objective weights (Deng, Yeh, & Willis,
2000). This method computes the standard deviation of the data for each criterion to
measure the information content such that most of the information in initial data can be
kept as much as possible. The weights can be obtained by this method as follows:
(i) Compute the entropy value for each criterion: the entropy value for the j th
criterion ej can be obtained through the following calculation:
n
1 n
(4)
f ij = vij ∑ vij , e j = −
∑ f ij ln( f ij ) for j = 1, 2, … ,m .
ln n i =1
i =1
(ii) Compute the weight for each criterion: the weight value for the j th criterion uj
can be computed as
m

u j = (1 − e j ) / ( m − ∑ e j )

for j = 1, 2, … , m

.

(5)

i =1

After that, the criteria weights can be obtained by using the convex combination
approach, that is to say, the final weight for the j th criterion can be denoted as
wj=αpj+(1-α)uj (0≤α≤1). The value of α can be set according to users’ preferences.
Then, the weights matrix can be written as
⎡ w1 0
⎢0 w
2
⎢
⎢M M
W =⎢
⎢0 L
⎢M M
⎢
0
⎣⎢ 0

0 ⎤
0 ⎥⎥
L
M M⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
wj
M M⎥
⎥
L
wm ⎦⎥
L

(6)

3.3. Procedure for TOPSIS Method
After data preprocessing and criteria weights determining, we can use TOPSIS method to
rank the limited alternatives. TOPSIS method consists of the following steps (Hwang et
al., 1981; Deng et al., 2000):
(i) According to the normalized decision matrix and weights matrix, the weighted
normalized decision matrix can be obtained as Z= XW = (zij) n×m.
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(ii) Compute PIS and NIS for each criterion according to matrix Z, which can be
obtained as follows:

⎧⎪max(zij ) j ∈ j *
⎧⎪min(zij ) j ∈ j *
−
z =⎨
( j = 1, 2, …,m), z j = ⎨
( j = 1, 2, …,m) (7)
'
'
⎪⎩min(zij ) j ∈ j
⎪⎩max(zij ) j ∈ j
+
−
where z j and z j denote PIS and NIS for the j th criterion respectively, j* and j’ denote
+
j

the sets of benefit criteria and cost criteria respectively.
(iii) Compute the Euclidean distances from each alternative to PIS and NIS.

di+ =

m

∑ ( zij − z +j )2 , di− =
j =1

m

∑ (z
j =1

ij

− z −j ) 2

(8)

where d i+ and d i− denote the distances from the i th alternative to PIS and NIS
respectively.
(iv) Compute the closeness coefficients for all the alternatives. Let Ci denote the
closeness coefficient for the i th alternative, and Ci can be computed as

Ci =

di−
(i = 1, 2, …,n )
di+ + di−

(9)

(v) All the alternatives can be ranked with regard to the closeness coefficients
computed above, and the decision makers can make decisions based on the ranking result.
4. A Framework for Ranking Association Rules
Traditionally rules are selected only due to the thresholds of support and confidence,
which only considers the database perspective. Actually the interestingness of an
association rule is application-dependent (Srikant et al., 1997). The domain information
in application areas can potentially provide useful criteria for selecting useful rules and
can be adopted to select rules which are more interesting to the users. In this section, a
new framework for ranking association rules which considers both the objective
interestingness measures and the users’ domain information is proposed.
The proposed framework can be illustrated with the flow chart in fig. 1. Firstly, the
transaction database is constructed, and association rules can be generated by using
Apriori algorithm with minimum support and minimum confidence. After that, the users
are required to select criteria taking into account both the objective interestingness
measures and the users’ domain information, and determine the weights for the selected
criteria using the method proposed in this paper. Finally, TOPSIS method can be used to
rank the mined association rules, and the rules at the top of the ranking list can be
selected for implementation.
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Fig. 1. Framework for ranking association rules

5. Illustrative Example
To show the applicability of their proposed approaches, an example of market basket
analysis is presented in Chen (2007) and Toloo et al. (2009). In this example, association
rules are discovered using Apriori algorithm, in which minimum support and confidence
are set to 1.0% and 10.0%, respectively, so that some infrequent but interesting rules can
be kept. Forty-six association rules are mined from the market basket database.
The criteria selected for ranking consist of support, confidence, itemset value, and
cross-selling profit. For association rules like X→Y, support is the percentage of
transactions that contain X∪Y, confidence is the ratio of the percentage of transactions
that contain X∪Y to the percentage of transactions that contain X. Itemset value refers to
the sum of values of all items in the itemset X∪Y. Cross-selling profit can be described
as the recommending that customers purchase Y, if they have bought X.
Next, we can use the proposed TOPSIS method to rank these 46 mined association
rules. Firstly, the subjective weights determined by using group AHP can be denoted as
p= (0.118, 0.167, 0.262, 0.453).
Using the above mentioned entropy method, the objective weights can be obtained
as u= (0.196, 0.259, 0.122, 0.423).
For convenience, we set α=0.5, and the weights vector can be written as w= (0.157,
0.213, 0.192, 0.438) by using the convex combination approach.
Finally, TOPSIS method is applied to rank the mined 46 association rules, and the
closeness coefficients and ranking result for these rules are shown in table 1.
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Table1. Ranking result and closeness coefficient for each
association rule
Ranking No.

Ci

Ranking No.
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

25
42
30
45
41
16
32
35
23

Ci

Ranking No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

17
18
12
31
28
29
27
34
33

0.791
0.762
0.693
0.668
0.616
0.604
0.601
0.525
0.519

0.461
0.444
0.437
0.434
0.426
0.403
0.389
0.378
0.372

10

46

0.512

22

20

0.369

11
12

24
15

0.5
0.485

23
24

21
6

0.357
0.35

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Ci

Ranking No.

Ci

22
43
7
8
26
1
13
14
44

0.336
0.33
0.315
0.301
0.299
0.297
0.278
0.271
0.253

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

40
4
5
37
36
3
2
39
10

0.222
0.18
0.159
0.157
0.151
0.146
0.133
0.125
0.119

34

11

0.248

46

38

0.098

35
36

19
9

0.24
0.229

---

---

---

Table2. Ranking results of Chen’s method and Toloo’s method

Ranking

Rule no.
Chen's method

Toloo's method

1

26

18

2

22

23

3

18

26

4

17

12

5

7

31

6

23

43

7

6

22

8

43

6

9

31

17

10

12

1

From table 1, we can see that the top 10 association rules are rules 17, 18, 12, 31, 28,
29, 27, 34, 33, and 46. The ranking result is different from the results with Chen’s
method and Toloo’s method, which are shown in table 2. But it should be noted that rules
17, 18, 12 and 31 rank at the top of the ranking list no matter with our method or with the
other two methods. Thus we can conclude that these rules are strong association rules
which can be selected for implementation.
6. Conclusion
Association rule mining algorithms can generate amounts of rules, but only a small
number of rules may be selected for implementation. There is a need for developing
techniques to obtain rules that are more interesting to the users. Based on multiple criteria
decision making theory, a framework for ranking the mined association rules using the
proposed TOPSIS method with combination weights, which considers both the objective
interestingness measures and the users’ domain information is presented, and a market
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9
basket analysis example is applied to illustrate the applicability of this method. The result
shows that our method is computationally efficient and applicable. What’s more, our
method takes into account both the objective weights and the subjective weights for the
selected criteria, so the ranking result should be more credible.
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According to the trade-off between information diffusion and diversity in an efficient network, we
extend Lazer’s simulation model on parallel problem solving by adding partner selection strategy:
structurally equivalent imitation. In this way we can examine how the interaction of network
structure with agent behavior affects the knowledge process and finally influence group performance.
Our simulation experiment suggests that when agents adopt structure equivalence imitation the
whole organization implicitly would be divided into independent sub-groups which converge on the
different performance level and lead the whole group to a lower performance level.
Keyword: network structure, structural equivalence, agent behavior, group performance

1. Introduction
According to the different definition on social capital, there is still controversy over the
optimal structure of that over the relative benefits of brokerage network and cohesive
network structure. The former refers to a particular network which occupies the sole
intermediate position between others who are disconnected and can interact only through
the broker; the latter refers to the situation in which all the members are connected each
other. Proponents of brokerage argue for the benefits of unique information which is the
valuable resource of innovation; proponents of cohesive network argue for the benefits of
efficient information diffusion and normal trust which promotes cooperation (Coleman
1988; Burt 2004).
Research on this social capital debate has often focused on these two types of
network affects without considering the network content. Next to structure, the network
literature has recently showed increased attention for the influence of the content
conveyed through ties on resource acquisition (Rodan et al 2004; Fleming et al 2007) and
the individual’s strategic orientation (Obstfeld 2005).
Prior studies highly illuminate the passive role of network in adjusting the
knowledge process in organization but neglect the active role that individual can play in
keeping individual heterogeneity and linking to the different others. Without considering
*
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network content variables some plausible conclusions deduced from the above studies
would be argued: dose diversity can always lead to a high performance level? How the
interaction of network structure with agent behavior affects group performance? To
address these questions and extend what has been, until now, peripheral attention to
actor’s behavior strategy in exploration-exploitation literature. This paper focuses on the
individual behavior, beginning with the assumption that advice network structure is a
factor but not the only factor accounting for knowledge process. We contribute to a
greater clarity and better understanding of how agent’s partner selection affects the
knowledge process and finally lead to different performance level. By considering the
agent’s behavior we can also explore how the interaction of network with agent behavior
affects the group performance.
2. Literature review and concept model
Inherent to the social capital debate is a paradoxical trade-off between cohesive networks
promoting cooperation and information diffusion efficiency and sparse networks flexible
to heterogeneous knowledge and ideas. Since we cannot simultaneously maximize both
facets of a network, this reflects a sharp trade-off between information diffusion and
diversity in an efficient network (figure 1).

Figure 1: The trade-off between information diffusion and diversity in an efficient
network.
Source: Lazer, David; Friedman, Allan. Administrative Science Quarterly. 2007
In recent years the role of network content and its interaction effect with network
structure has emerged as an important area of inquiry in our understanding of innovation
and group performance. It is well recognized that network content variable including the
attribute of actors and actors’ behavior pattern complement network structure to promote
creativity and innovation on the one hand and cooperation and coordination on the other.
According to their surrey research, Rodan (2004) proposed that, while network structure
matters, access to heterogeneous knowledge is of equal importance for overall
managerial performance and of greater importance for innovation performance.
Developing a social definition of creative success and tracing the development of
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creative ideas, Fleming propose that interaction of structure with the personal attributes
affects the brokerage on generating the initial insight and future idea development
(Fleming et al 2007). Obstfeld introduced tertius iungens strategic orientation and
propose that this orientation with dense social networks and diverse social knowledge
predict individual involvement in innovation (Obstfeld 2005).
While prior work has demonstrated a relationship between network structure and
group performance, inadequate attention has been paid to network content (Rodan, S etl,
2004). Our study draws on both structural and content perspectives in examining the way
network structure affects knowledge process which contributes to group performance.
Particularly, we focus on actor’s partner selection. Contrasting to the ‘know how’ and
‘know what’ knowledge, ‘know who’ reflects another emergent important kind of
knowledge in organization learning (Borgatti and Cross 2003). By considering the
agent’s partner selection behavior in inquiring information in their advice network, we
can examine how the interaction of network structure with agent behavior affects
knowledge process (figure 2).
Previous simulation research on agents’ communication design almost paid all their
attention on agents’ neighbors (Hanaki et al 2007; David and Friedman 2007). That is,
agents could only communicate with those who are directly connected with them.
Although this nearby imitation pattern reflects agent’s some kind of geography proximity,
but this design leads to some plausible conclusions. Such as in Lazer’s study, when
agents only consider emulating their direct neighbors, regardless of what the network
structure is, network density became the main factor affecting knowledge diffusion.
Network topological structure is supposed to be an important role in information
diffusion (Cowan 2004). We argue that different network structures would have different
influence on coordinating exploration and exploitation even they may have the same
density. Lazer.D also indicated that some different assumptions on emulate process could
have significant effects on group performance (David and Friedman 2007).

‘know who’ knowledge:
Partner selection

Network
Structure

Knowledge
Process

Performance

Figure 2: concept model: how partner selection influence the relationship between
network structure and knowledge process
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Following the preceding discussion on the potential risks of ignoring actor’s other
imitation behavior, rather than assuming agent emulate the directly connected neighbors,
we assume that agents will pay more attention on those who are structurally equivalent.
Loosely speaking, structural equivalence refer to the extent to which two nodes are
connected to the same others (Stanley and Katherine 1994). The fact that two agents are
structurally equivalent indicates that they may have the same social position, same role or
even completely substitutable. Based on the similarity theory agent are more likely to do
the same thing as those who are similar with themselves. Structural equivalence also
grasps agents’ myopia perfectly. Because of myopia agents are unable to directly
evaluate all the potential solutions in the whole organization, besides emulating the
directly connected people, imitation pattern of structurally equivalent is another heuristic
partner selection rule when agent faces complexity problem.
Drawing on the discussion above it is very reasonable to assume that structurally
equivalent people are the favorite targets of imitation.
3. The model
3.1. Problem space and NK model
In this paper we extend Lazer’s simulation model on parallel problem solving by adding
the partner selection rules. The concept of parallel problem solving is first proposed in
Lazer’s study, which portrays a context where all the agents are engage in the same
problem solving and the success of any one or subset of agents has no direct effect on
other agents (David and Friedman 2007). NK model was used to portray this parallel
problem solving. In NK model, K controls the degree of independence among decisions
which ranges from 0 to N-1. Different values of K represent different extent in
complexity of problem space (figure 3).

Figure 3: problem spaces represented by NK model.
Source: Lazer, David; Friedman, Allan. Administrative Science Quarterly. 2007
3.2. Partner selection
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We assume that agent is myopic, unable to detect the best solution in group. Furthermore,
there is also lacking incentive for agents to public their solutions. To improve their
performance and explore at a higher level in the future agents have to interact with other
agents and mimic the most successful one among the available candidates.
Besides the most adopted agent’s communication pattern ---near neighbor selection
we introduce another heuristic partner selection rule: structurally equivalent selection. In
our model agents tend to emulate those who are structurally equivalent with them. The
two agents are supposed to be exactly structurally equivalent if they have the same
relationship to all other agents (Stanley and Katherine 1994). Pure structural equivalence
can be quite rare in social relations but approximations to it may not be so rare. In
network structure analysis researchers often are interested in the examining the degree of
structural equivalence. There are many ways in which agents could be defined as
approximate structural equivalence. And some algorithms have been particularly useful
in applying graph theory to define the structural equivalence, such as “Euclidean
Distance”, “Correlation” (Stanley and Katherine 1994). Actually there are indeed a very
large number of the algorithms we can use to examine group sets of agents into
categories based on some commonality in their positions in network. For the sake of
simplicity, we here only consider a relaxed criterion: agents will fall into the same class if
they have the same sum of out-degree and in-degree. This criterion relaxes the conditions
of the same agents actor connects to/with. Rather than connecting to the same agents,
only the sum of degrees represent for structural equivalence.
3.3. Network structure
Our imitation pattern of structural equivalence is defined by the sum of a node’s degree.
In this case, not only network density but also network structure will affect system-level
performance differently. To explore the influence of structurally equivalent imitation on
system performance, we employ a regular network and an asymmetry network. The
former is represented by a fixed grid to represent the advice network in which everyone
has the constant number of connectors (we will call this network RU for short) and the
other is a preferentially attached network (we will call this network PA for short). In a
RU network, each individual is assumed to be connected by its fixed number neighbors
on either side of it (see figure 4, in this paper each person has 4 neighbors).

Figure 4 preferentially attached network and regular network
We employ Jan’s algorithm to create a preferentially attached network which
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captures a “rich-get-richer” dynamic, by which nodes that already have many interactions
are more likely to add a further interaction than the nodes that have few interactions (Jan
and Nicolaj 2007). Notice that, to eliminate the effect of network density, we create these
two kinds of networks with the same density.
4. Results and interpretation
The simulation experiment is conducted under the following conditions: we consider a
organization of 50 agents. All the organization members are engaging in solving a
problem including 10 decisions. That means, we assumed N=10, and K=4 for the NK
model. When N=10, there are 1,024 possible solutions for each problem space. The
initial solutions of the actors are randomly generated, and those 50 agents are randomly
placed in their communication networks.
Figure 5 illustrates the effect of RU network and PA network on the equilibrium
performance level when agents adopt the structurally equivalent imitation strategy. As
shown in Figure 5 RU network quickly finds a good solution and outperforms PA
network all the time. This result can be explained by their dramatically different
topological structure.

Figure 5 The organization performance change with PA network and RU network under
the condition of structurally equivalent imitation
All the agents are the structural equivalent in RU network while in PA network
agents belong to a few structural sub-groups because of the structurally equivalent
partner selection. That is, PA network is no longer a single-component network but RU
network still does. This brings both positive and negative effect on performance: on the
one hand, agents only search the best solutions in the sub-group they belong to, the
existence of sub-group keeps the information diversity from the whole organization’s
angle, which positively affects organization performance; on the other hand, there is no
communication among agents belonging to different sub-group. Sub-groups in PA
network are independent with each other. This structural obstacle cut off the information
diffusion, which is negatively related to performance.
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Figure6 the ratio of sub-group in organization with final performance
When agent chooses those who are structurally equivalent to emulate, the whole
organization is partitioned to several independent sub-groups and agents belonging to
different sub-groups have no opportunity to communicate each other at all. Just like the
local search good solutions only spread in a close circle and can not diffuse over the
whole organization. Structure equivalence keeps the diversity from the system-level
angle at the mean time builds the bastions which stops good solutions diffusion. In this
case, each sub-group will converge on different performance level. This result is
captured in Figure 6, which plot the final performance level every sub-group achieved.
Furthermore, Figure 6 also shows the ratio of the number of the sub-group over the
whole organization, which suggests that large sub-groups can not necessarily lead to a
high performance level. This result contradicts Kent’s research in which he propose that
large organization have the advantage over small organization in coping with complexity
(Kent et al 2006). Our experiment shows that sometimes large organization can not
outperform small organization. Although these sub-groups keep diversity lack of
communication among different structurally equivalent sub-group leads to a lower
performance level the whole organization achieved.
5. Conclusion
According to the debate on the trade-off of information diffusion and diversity in a
network, we add partner selection to the Lazer’s simulation model to examine how the
partner selection affects knowledge process and finally influence group performance.
Previous studies assuming that agents emulate the directly connected people get to
the conclusion that network density attribute to the final organization performance
regardless of what topological structure of advice network is. In our extending model we
assume another heuristic partner selection rule which agents choose to emulate their
structurally equivalent peer, under the condition of this agent imitation strategy network
topological structure (even with the same density) plays a significant role in knowledge
flow and finally influence the group convergent performance level. Agent’s imitation
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pattern determines the direction of knowledge flow. When agents adopt the structurally
equivalent imitation the whole organization no longer is a single-component network but
can be seen as many independent sub-group. No communication among different subgroups will lead the whole group to a lower performance level.
Our simulation study has much management implication for new product
development team and R&D institution. In the situation of such an organization where all
the engineers are solving the same complex problem which may has many plausible
solutions, the challenge confronting to the manager is how to structure the advice
network and induct engineers’ behavior to achieve a high performance level both in the
short-run and long-run. Our simulation experiment suggests that both network
configuration and actor behavior can be employed to achieve this goal.
Notice that when granting more freedom to organization members they may actually
choose to emulate their structurally equivalent peers. Over time, people may lock in to a
limited set of people with whom they are familiar with and frequently interact, which
might be efficient but yield suboptimal solution if other people are better sources.
Especially when the sub-group is small, our experiment has proved this point. Give the
importance of people as critical sources of knowledge, our study indicate the needs to
avoid people’s structurally equivalent imitation and other path dependence actions.
In this paper, we have considered only a very simple rule to judge the structural
equivalence----the sum of the indegree and outdegree, and our design of imitation extent
is equally simplistic, thus, many obvious extensions are easily conceivable.
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In the background of knowledge-based economy and economy globalization, comparing with the
traditional manufacturing industry, the modern manufacturing industry takes basic changes in operation
character and manufacturing technique. To realize the target of “Enterprises of Value Creating Model”, the
value management of modern manufacturing industry should rise to higher level than the traditional VA——
“Total Value Management”(TVM).

1. How to State Total Value Management
Experts in Rand Corporation spent more than twenty years tracking 500 companies
all over the world, and they found that there is a common feature in successful companies.
In addition to the profit, they also pursued social objectives. American Management
Master Peter Drucker pointed out: "Business exists in society; business is not only a
livelihood, but a life." A new generation of management Master Peter Senge in "The
Fifth Discipline" is also emphasized the learning organization is the true meaning of
"living out the meaning of life." Since the enterprise is a kind of life, and to live out the
meaning of life, we must pursue the value of life. The value mentioned here is the total
value (or the overall value), that is the enterprises in their production process, not only to
consider its own interests, but also to consider many interests of stakeholders. Enterprises
will be able to survive and develop as long as they continue to create total value.
Therefore, since the 80's of the 20th century, whether to create the total value had
became new standards for the valuation of businesses.
Japan 4th Management Consulting World Conference pointed out that enterprise
must do "6S" in the 21st century, that is CS (Customer Satisfy); ES (Employee Satisfy);
MS (Manager Satisfy); SS (Society Satisfy); IS (International Satisfy); NS (Nature
Satisfy). In fact, total value theory embodied in the "6S" idea.
In October 1997, Social Accountability International (SAI), European-American
transnational corporations and other international organizations developed the Social
Accountability 8000 International Standard (SA8000), which was the first international
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standard in code of ethics in the world. It requires companies to take up the environment
and the responsibility of stakeholders as they pursue their own interests.
In our opinions, it should be defined as a kind of managing pattern, which seeks
maximum enterprise value creation, basing on enterprise product value management, by
means of customer value creation, with ideas of upgrading enterprise society value and
sustainable development and aiming at enterprises of value creating model. It’s obvious
that “total value” contains enterprise product value (EPV), customer value (CV) and
enterprise society value (ESV).
2. Basis of the Total Value of Management Theory
Value Management has been studied by many disciplines, and modern
manufacturing management studied it with a view of the product value, customer value
and social groups. Therefore, the research for them was more unilaterally, and for
integrating these three aspects of the “Total Value Management” study was rare.
The research for product value original by monographs "Value Engineering - Value
Analysis Technology", which written by Lawrenoe • D • Miles published in 1961. Since
then, after the United States set up the value engineering organization in 1959 , Japan,
the United Kingdom, Australia, South Korea, India, Kuwait have also set up
organizations. Especially in China, major breakthroughs have been made in the theory
and business since value engineering adopted in the mechanical industry in 1979. In
1985, Professor Porter stated "enterprise value chain" which is a analysis tool of
competitive advantage, a variety of value management models based on value chain have
emerged in the modern manufacturing industry, such as Porter Hines re-definite the value
chain, and Jeffery F. Rayport and John J. Sviokla proposed virtual value chain. Among
these, the most common research focused on the value analysis in production or
manufacturing operations for a single product, a small number of scholars have put forth
to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the product value for the entire "value chain".
Since the 1980s, theoretical and practical areas focused on the customer value. The
current study focused on some areas such as the definition, nature description and driver
factors, Gronroos, Parasuraman, Woodruff, Zeithaml, and Professor Bai Changhong of
Nankai University and other scholars have done a lot for this work. They reached
Consensus in the following three areas: Customer value is perceived value of customers,
which is the trade-off between perceived benefits and perceived sacrifices; Customer
value has three characters as follow: Sequential attribute, Dynamic attribute and
Relationship attribute; relationship marketing could create a more value than pure
transaction marketing.
Social responsibility is a hot topic at home and abroad over the past decade,
especially in the social responsibility of modern manufacturing research. British scholar
Oury Shelton proposed "Corporate Social Responsibility" concept first in 1923, from the
1950s so far, Keith Davis, Joseph W. McGuire, Edwin M. Epstein, Stephen P. Robbins,
Archie B. Carroll have been studied social responsibility. In 1997, British-American non-
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governmental organizations - the Council of the priority areas of the economy (CEP)
issued SA8000. Subsequently, Denmark, the Netherlands, France, the European Union
have legislation to regulate the enterprise social responsibility. In recent years, legislation
such as environment, population and resources on the domestic, as well as the
"Scientific Outlook on Development" put forward, including on the norms of enterprise
social responsibility from the micro-level understanding, at the same time, is also forcing
companies to achieve social value with varieties ways.
3. Enterprises of Value Creating Model Framework in Modern Manufacturing
Industry
The concept of “Enterprises of Value Creating Model” was put forward in the 33rd
Value Engineering Annual Convention held by Japanese Value Engineering Society in
Tokyo from October 24 to 25 in 2000. The idea of TVM in modern manufacturing
industry shows the inner meaning of enterprises of value creating model clearly. On the
basis of above analysis of TVM, combining the basic frame of enterprises of value
creating model set forth in the convention, we construct the framework of “enterprises of
value creating model in modern manufacturing industry” (As Figure 1).

We can see from above frame that modern manufacturing industry is in the global
and social environment. To survive and develop better, it must protect and respect the
whole environment and keep the ideas of increasing ESV and sustainable development. It
includes: to protect environment, to save energy, to protect basic human rights and
interests and to standardize enterprise behavior with SA8000 criterion. The customer of
modern manufacturing industry is a part of society public. They deal with modern
manufacturing industry directly or indirectly. The successful transaction and the good
relationship is the final approval of EPV. Therefore, the modern manufacturing industry
must be committed to enhancing customer value and core customer value innovation
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with customer value creation and customer value chain analysis tool. The increase of
EPV is the basis of achievement of maximum value for modern manufacturing industry.
At the same time of seeking ESV and creating CV, modern manufacturing industry
should analyze, evaluate and create systematically all the activities in the value chain to
achieve rectification of high-cost economy, with enterprise value chain as managing tool
and VA as managing method.
4. TVM in Enterprises of Value Creating
Dialectical unifies of EPV, CV and ESV in modern manufacturing industry. With
reference to its essential, TVM in modern manufacturing industry is not confined to EPV,
but the integration of EPV, CV and ESV. This is determined by the multi-target pursuit
of value in modern manufacturing industry. EPV is the ratio of profit the enterprise gains
to the expenses. It refers to the value of all the activities relative to product value creation
in the enterprise value chain, like production operation, product price, delivery time and
after-sale service. CV is the perceived value of customers about the whole operation of
enterprise, that is, customers’ trade-off between perceived benefits and perceived
sacrifice. It refers to the value of all the activities relative to CV creation in the customer
value chain. ESV means in the process of creating value, modern manufacturing industry
must give consideration to social accountability, lay emphasis on social effectiveness,
such as vindication of man’s dignity, attention to environment protection and energy
conservation. As far as their relationship, fundamentally speaking, they are consistent:
only if CV is increased, customers can accept the enterprise, EPV can be realized, so the
enterprise can develop thoroughly, increases ESV and consequently seeks higher CV;
only if ESV is increased, society can accept the enterprise, so the enterprise can develop
in more favorable circumstances, realizes and consolidates EPV.
4.1. EPV management
4.1.1. Value chain in modern manufacturing industry
Since Porter put forward “value chain”, the tool of analyzing enterprise competitive
advantage, in his book Competitive Advantage, various management styles based on
value chain have been coming up continually in modern manufacturing industry. The
following is the value chain of modern manufacturing industry.
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Figure 2: Value Chain of Modern Manufacturing Industry

In fact, each part of chief and auxiliary business in the value chain of modern
manufacturing industry can be subdivided into several concrete activities, that is
unfolded form of enterprise value chain (as Table 1). The purpose of these classifications
is to find the potential aspects in which enterprise can gain or create product value.
According to this, the resources and capability that can increase EPV will be identified.

4.1.2. Method of EPV―Method of VA
4.1.2.1. Definition of EPV
Production value is generated by the features, characteristics, quality, variety and
style of product. The formula is: Product + Service = product value, which is the center
of the customer needs, and also the primary factor for customer purchasing products.
4.1.2.2. Analysis of EPV
As a carrier of brands and enterprises, product is the intangible value. It makes value
competition among commodities, and form into the corporate culture competitive in the
final. We can evaluate EPV in particular from the following aspects.
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Functional (F): customer needs. Customer needs products with core function and
product quality, that is the core layer, which reflects a key part of customer needs, the
specific performance is product structure and composition of elements which determinate
the function and quality.
Product Additional Interests (U): availability. This is additional part of the products
or additional products, a variety of services associated with product supply. Product
additional interests meet the customers needs better, and usually is different part. Its can
attract customers, establish a good corporate image, increase the rate of repeat purchase.
Shape (A): seductive packaging. The value of production is mainly composed of
two parts: one is using value, which can be percept only after using it; the other is the
brand value which conveyed through the packaging design, which is products physical
characteristics layer. There are different physical characteristics layers in same core layer,
and able to meet the preferences of different customer needs.
We must also consider the product cost C in addition to the above factors: transfer
value in physical work, live and create the value of labor cost to the dominant part of the
individual workers, labor protection costs, downtime losses, etc. The formula is as
follows:

(1)
In formula 1, EPV is value; F is core layer which is function, can be seen as the
demand for products; U is product additional interests, which is availability, can be
decomposed into after-sales service SE, product safety SA, product' environmental G; A
is shape, a brand factor,; C is the cost.
If design-manufacturing cost is Cm; sales-service cost is Cs; transaction cost is Cd;
the use-maintenance cost is Cu, the total cost is as follows:
TC= Cm + Cs + Cd + Cu
(2) a
In formula 2, design-manufacturing cost and sales-service cost component of the
total cost of vendor Cj:
Cj = Cm + Cs
(3) b
Formula 1can be written as:

(4)
4.2. CV Management

a

Anmin Wang, Xiao Yang. Life Cycle Value Assessment Model in Manufacturing System[J].Systems
Engineering and Electronics.2007,12:P2078-2080
b
Adizes I. Managing corporate life cycles.[M]. New Jersey: Prentice Hall Inc. , 2004:P33-55
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CV is in fact customer perceived value (CPV), whose core is the trade-off between
perceived benefits and perceived sacrifices. Perceived benefits is a series of benefits the
customers can perceive from certain product or service; Perceived sacrifices is a series of
cost the customers pay out in evaluating, obtaining and using certain product or service.
CV can be expressed with this formula:
CV＝CPV＝ Perceived Benefits

(5)

Perceived Sacrifices

Customer value chain is an integration of CPV formed in transaction process and
relationship process. Its structure should give full expression to the core idea and basic
character of CV (Just as Figure3).

In fact, as each part of chief and auxiliary business in enterprise value chain can be
subdivided into several concrete activities, the eleven steps of trade value and four parts
of relationship value in customer value chain (we call them “a-class factor”) can be also
subdivided into several concrete CPV, including perceived benefits and perceived
sacrifices (we call them “second-class variation”). As Table 2:
Management of CV also shows the idea of VA. The structure and unfolded form of
customer value chain provides a quantum basis for our research of CV management. For
each second-class variation, we can set customers’ perceived weight and perceived score
so as to measure CV effectively and discover core customer value. According to this, we
start CV creation.
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4.3. ESV Management
People has put the goal from the pursuit profit maximization to enhance the social
value with the development of society, that is concerning on business-to-staff, the
environment, the community.
Norsk Hydro story "four circles" described the connotations of ESV. In "Four
Circle" story, the business stakeholders are the customers, employees, government, local
communities, public institutions and powers. Founded in the early stage, enterprise
focused only on the products, then enterprises begin to pay attention to the working
environment of employees, as well as the protection of the environment to the
community with the passage of time, and ultimately, enterprise developed through their
own performance, such as respect for local culture, respect for human rights, as well as
the product sustainable products. Thus, we can understand the social value as "modern
enterprise strike a balance between social responsibility in production and management
process, such as people-oriented, pay attention to environmental protection, energysaving society, participate in charity, etc." and "four circles" theory summarized
enterprise social values as follows:
ESV= Attention Employees+ Attention Environment + Attention Society
(6)
Designing Indicators of ESV management system should attach importance to the
value of resources and environmental protection, economic growing value, society
stability and harmonious development value, and we can try to establish a ESV
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evaluation system, which is combined of personality indicators and common indicators,
qualitative indicators and quantitative indicators, the basic indicators and amendment
indicators, process indicators and outcome indicators, as shown in table 3.

(7)

（8）
In formula 7 and formula 8, WBi and Wcij are the weight for Bi and Cij.
5. " Soft Value Chain of the Reasonable Quality" based on TVM
"Reasonable quality" means a scientific, systematic, comprehensive and long-term
planning for operation of the quality and future development built on grasp customer
needs and exceeds customer demand dynamically, based on the economic of quality cost
and technical state of practice. Product quality determines the degree of customer
satisfaction. But at the same time, products quality impacts of life-cycle, and affects the
products sales. In the pressure of demand and supply flexibility, it restricts enterprise to
achieve the goal of profit maximization, which affects product value in turn.
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In addition, the level of product quality affects the level of environmental pollution
further so as to determine the social value. So, how to restrict the products quality within
reasonable limits, and reached the balance of EPV, ECV and ESV, then obtains the
enterprises integrated value maximization? Measure of reasonable quality provide new
depth thinking for the total value management in modern manufacturing industry. "Soft
Value Chain of the Reasonable Quality" can be seen as Figure 4.

"Soft Value Chain of the Reasonable Quality" reflects the relationship between
enterprise profits and EPV, ECV, ESV. In short terms, EPV is a dominant factor, the
upgrade of EPV, ECV, ESV makes decline in business profits, but in long terms, ECV
and ESV will enhance profit greatly.
How to develop enterprises of Value Creating in modern manufacturing industry? Total
value management (TVM) has provided a new management paradigm and the
development space, it also develops brand-new thoughts worthy of reference for
enterprise circles to discuss and research this subject and build up management concept
that can make enterprises alive forever. Sustainable development for both enterprises and
society, the win-win for enterprise development and social interests will be the principal
means for enterprise enhancing competitiveness.
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During the process of opinion evolution, the individuals look for emotional support and depend on
opinion leaders complying with “psychological balance” principle and “Emotional resonance”
principle. That is the root cause of generation of opinion leaders. This paper adopts meta-synthetic
approach (MSA) and social network analysis (SNA) to identify and judge the opinion leaders and
master their behaviors and traces for further exploring the nature of opinion and then effectively
controlling and guiding opinion.

1. Introduction
Opinion leaders refer to the individuals who can informally influence other people's
attitudes or change their behaviors. The mass media often influence audience and then
change their attitudes and behaviors through interpersonal relations. Opinion is basically
transmitted from the mass media to opinion leaders, and in turn to people who the leaders
want to influence, which is well-known as secondary communication theory (Chen,
1999). Opinion leaders can be treated as audience and also leaders to influence audience.
The special position of opinion leaders during opinion evolution process builds their
enormous force.
The main effects of opinion leaders include analysis of social problems by critical
thinking mode, integration of different public awareness and the dispersive views and
awaking people's consciousness. This evaluation not only pointed out the direction of
ethos but also judged the different views to overcome some misconception of the public.
Once the public summarized their views, they will be infected by faith and passion and
become followers of a certain opinion (Liu, 2002). Therefore, opinion leader is always
viewed as announcer, persuader and prover.
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In general, opinion leaders have the following characteristics, belonging to the same
group as general members with many same attributes even the leaders owned the special
status because of their knowledge and capacity, keeping in more touch with various
sources of information and outside environment than other audiences and acting as
sources of information and leading role of other members in a certain area.
Due to the "psychological balance" and "Emotional resonance" principles (Liu and Gu,
2008; Liu, Niu and Gu, 2009) in the social behavior entropy theory (Niu, 2001), the
public continually look for the emotional support and depend on opinion leaders. That is
the root cause of generation of opinion leaders.
Hegselmann etc al. (2002) figured out that opinion can be formed in a group as small
as a few experts or as large as in the whole society. Based on this viewpoint, Section II of
this paper will use meta-synthetic approach (MSA) and expert mining (EM) to identify
and judge “expert leaders” during the process of experts argumentation. In section III,
social network analysis (SNA) will be involved to find out the “opinion leaders” during
the opinion formation and evolution over network. Conclusion and the future works will
be proposed in Section IV.

2. Identify Opinion Leaders based on MSA
Social public opinion is a complex system. Identifying the opinion leaders emerged in
the individuals mass behaviors during the evolution of public opinion is further a
complex systems engineering. So this paper adopts meta-synthetic approach as a
directional and advanced way to guide the identification of opinion leaders.
2.1. Meta-synthetic Approach and Expert Mining
MSA, proposed by a Chinese system scientist Qian Xuesen (Tsien HsueShen), is one
of the system methodologies to tackle with open complex giant system (OCGS) problems
from the view of systems in the early 1990s (Qian, Yu and Dai, 1990). Here, we regarded
OCGS problems such as social public opinion as ill-structured or wicked problems. This
approach expects to unite organically the expert group, data, all sorts of information, the
computer technology, and even scientific theory of various disciplines and human
experience and knowledge for proposing hypothesis and quantitative validating. Later it
is evolved into Hall of Workshop for Meta-Synthetic Engineering (HWMSE) which
emphasizes to make full use of breaking advances in information technologies (Gu and
Tang, 2003; Gu and Tang, 2005).
Expert mining (EM), as a new mining method, is put forward based on the metasynthetic approach (Gu, 2006; Gu, Song and Zhu, 2008). This method emphasizes expert
experience, ideas and wisdom mining. It is not built on the basis of mass data but in a
smaller group of samples based on the thinking of experts to conduct in-depth experience
in mining. This method is also different from those based on artificial intelligence-based
expert system because it focuses more on people - machine, human-oriented to people's
wisdom and the wisdom of the main groups. Mining expert system methodology, which
combines science, scientific thinking and knowledge of scientific theories and makes full
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use of modern computer technology, is the development of the former theory and
technology.
This section tries to identify and judge expert leaders by expert leader judgment
module with guidance of MSA and EM.
2.2. Hall for Workshop of Expert Argumentation and Expert Leader Judgement
Module
Based on MSA, expert mining method and knowledge creation model, the Hall for
Workshop of Expert Argumentation is to provide a distributed computer platform. On
which, participants bring out new ideas and knowledge through communication and
collaboration (Tang and Liu, 2004; Liu and Tang, 2005). The Hall integrates proposals
and views from experts to build solution and compute quantitatively degree of
centralization and consensus.
Aiming to the discussion topic, the Hall for Workshop of Expert Argumentation
expresses the registered ID (shown in rectangular box) and keywords (shown in ellipse
box) as a visualized two-dimensional map, as shown in Figure 1, The experts owning
high degree of concerns will be centralized. This provides a new way to share knowledge
and solve unstructured problems.
Discussion space is a joint thinking space for the participants. Via the 2-dimensional
space, the idea association process to stimulate participants’ thinking, idea generation,
tacit knowledge surfacing and even wisdom emergence is exhibited based on the
utterances and keywords from participants. The global structure and relationships
between participants and their utterances are shared by all participants in the session. It
helps the user acquire a general impression about each participant’s contributions
toward the discussing topic, and understand the relationships of each thinking structure
about the topic between participants.
The expert leader judgement module of the Hall for Workshop of Expert
Argumentation constructs the consistent matrix based on the sameness and difference of
keywords from all participants. The largest eigenvector will be computed to achieve sort
of speaker. The sort can also be used to exhibit contribution of each participant (Tang
and Liu, 2004). The matrix A can be expressed as,
aii =| U i | and aij =| U i ∩ U j |, i ≠ j .
(1)
Where, U i represents the set of keywords from no. i participant.
After discussion, participants will be evaluated to help analyze quantitatively
discussion result and try to find out key speaker based on effects on group from each
participant. Those key speakers are “opinion leader”.
2.3. Example analysis
The Xiangshan Science Conference (XSSC, www.xssc.ac.cn), which is initiated in
1993 in similar to Gordon Research Conferences and denotes as the general designation
of a series of small-scale academic meetings which bring together a group of scientists
working at the frontier of research of a particular area and enable them to discuss in
depth all aspects of the most recent advances in the field and to stimulate new directions
for research, is a top-level science forum for interdisciplinary and cutting-edge studies
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and can be viewed as a platform for knowledge sharing and creation in China. Next we
apply our tool to analyze Xiangshan Science Conference.
Figure 1 shows the process and result map of analyzing "the brain, consciousness and
intelligence" topic with experts meeting system (Liu and Tang, 2005). Detail of design
and development of the system will not be explained here. Figure 1(b) is different from
Figure 1 because one new expert (“Pan”) is added into the discussion. But the two maps
own the same character that the expert "Wang Yunjiu" locates at the center of the
discussion. That indicates that he actively involved in the "brain" research and relative
meeting. This result can be verified by the record in text mode from Xiangshan
Conference.

Figure1 (a)

Figure1 (b)

Figure 1. Two-dimensional Distribution of Participants and Keywords

Table 1 lists the evaluation of participation based on agreement and discrepancy
matrixes. It is shown that user
holds highest rank based on both eigenvectors,
which may be justified by his active role as one of chairpersons or plenary speech
contributors among those conferences, which furthermore exposes his big influence in
neuroscience field in China.
Table 1. Evaluction of 9 Participantions.

Maximum eigenvector of agreement matrix:
Rank of the top five participants:

(0.3761, 1.0914, 0.3082, 0.6179, 0.2522, 0.3618,
0.3125, 0.1937, 0.1092 )
>
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Due to less staff and simple content, Prof. Guo can not be defined as “opinion leader”.
Instead, “leader expert” is better. However, such a new idea builds an important basis for
research of identifying “opinion leader”.
The social network analysis proposed in the following section of this article can be
used to identify “opinion leaders" from a large scale of participants.

3. Detect opinion leader based on SNA
3.1. SNA
Social network analysis (SNA), as a new paradigm for sociological research (Liu,
2004; Luo, 2005), is proposed in 1930s and enhanced in 1970s. This article intends to
detect the “opinion leaders” by this method. In fact, the opinion leaders are those special
individuals who appear during the formation of opinion from microcosmic individual
actions to macroscopical group behavior.
“Social network” refers to the social actors and the collection of the relationship
between different actors. That is, a social network is a collection of a number of points
(social actors) and the connection between the points (the relationship between actors).
“Social network” emphasizes that each actor has a certain extent relationship with other
actors. Social network analysis build models for these relationships, try to describe the
structure of relations between group members and study the effect on group and
individual from this structure.
Social network analysis can be used to identify quantitatively the “opinion leaders”
because this approach has exactly described the relationship between the subjects of
opinion in a very good way. In which, the social network position refers to a series of
individual actors who have the similar characters in social activities, relationship and
interaction located in the same relationship network, network factor refers to combination
of relations to link the social positions and mode of the relation between the actors or
positions.
Some other concepts such as point, edge, degree, betweenness, cutpoint, component,
subgroup and centralization and so on are involved in SNA. During the formation and
evolution of opinion, this article particularly concerns the "cutpoint".
3.2. Cutpoint
In graph theory, the only one point connecting two sub-graphs is called as cutpoint.
The cutpoint is very important because its absence will divide network into independent
segments named after block. Such a point is important to not only network but also the
other point That is, cutpoint plays the "opinion leaders" role among the subjects of
opinion.
3.3. Example analysis
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A series of serious terrorist attacks occurred in the in the eastern part of United States
at September 11, 2001. With this incident, World Trade Center in New York, the
Pentagon where U.S. Department of Defense locates in Washington and some other
important buildings had been attacked and heavy casualties were caused. By the later
survey, this is an organized and purposeful terrorist activity against the interests of the
people, the U.S. security and even world peace. After that, not only the United States
governments but also experts around the world analyze this incident in-depth for getting
more meaningful and valuable information and forecasting such terrorism. Figure 2
(http://www.orgnet.com/tnet.html) shows the social network analysis of key man of 9 • 11
terrorist events.

Figure 2 Social network analysis of participants of 9 • 11 terrorist events

This case is involved here to indicate that social network analysis is a good method
and technique to identify the “key persons”. Analogously, opinion leader can be easily
identified in a war of opinion through the "cut point" algorithm if the network topology
of opinion subjects had been built out.
Nie et al (2005) have analyzed the relationship between scientific collaborators (385
articles and 192 authors produced from different NSFC major research) through social
network analysis and found out the "expert leaders" of the network of scientific
cooperation with cut-point algorithm.
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4. Conclusions
Due to the “psychological balance” and “Emotional resonance” principles, the public
continually look for the emotional support and depend on opinion leaders. That is the
root cause of generation of opinion leaders. In this paper, MSA and SNA are involved to
identify the opinion leaders and master their behaviors and traces for further exploring
the nature of opinion and then effectively controlling and guiding opinion.
Opinion leaders play the key roles in the process of guiding opinion. Trend of opinion
would be obviously affected through intervening and controlling opinion leaders. In
future, intervening of opinion leaders during formation and evolution of opinion by soft
control theory will be studied in-depth.
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KSS’2009 CONFERENCE MINING BY IVIEW ANALYSIS
Xijin Tang and Bin Luo
Academy of Mathematics and Systems Science, Chinese Academy of Science
Here we show some conference mining results using iView analysis, one kind of qualitative
meta-synthesis technology proposed by the Meta-synthesis and Knowledge Science Group at the
Institute of Systems Science, AMSS, Chinese Academy of Sciences. For the knowledge about
iView analysis, please refer to Tang and Zhang (2007).
The mining data of KSS’2009 is composed of 21 records, 43 authors and 94 keywords. The iView
analysis is expected to show from which perspectives those researchers explain or explore studies on
knowledge and systems sciences in this year.
The iView’s Idea Map of KSS’2000——Keyword Network

Fig 1.

The iView’s idea map of KSS2009

As shown in Fig. 1, the idea map of KSS’2009 is constructed by linking keywords (vertexes) in the
same paper and aggregating the keyword networks of all papers to show a knowledge vision of
participants of KSS2009 toward those relevant topics in knowledge and systems sciences. What are
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principal topics or ideas of KSS2009? How those authors explain their understanding about
knowledge and systems sciences research? Can you get some hints from this idea map?
The cutpoint (the square one) are “meta-synthesis”, “knowledge creation”, “knowledge sharing”,
“data mining”, “knowledge management”, “knowledge transfer” and “rough sets”. The top 10
keywords ranked by the betweenness value are “meta-synthesis (360.0)”, “knowledge management
(265.5)”, “data mining (244.0)”, “knowledge creation (180.0)”, “social network analysis (161.0)”,
“knowledge synthesis (157.5)”, “Traditional Chinese Medicine (119.2)”, “early warning (113.8)”,
“rough sets (67.5)”, “knowledge transfer (36.0)” , “knowledge sharing (36.0)”. Fig. 2 shows the
keywords clustering. 8 clusters are found. The representative of keyword in each cluster is listed
based on the measures of degree and betweenness.

Fig 2.

The keyword clusters of iView’s idea map of KSS’2009 (Q=0.668)
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The iView’s Human Net of KSS’2000——Author Network
As shown in Fig. 3, the human net of KSS’2009 is constructed by linking those authors
(vertexes) who share keywords. Interesting group may be detected from the keyword-sharing
network.

Fig 3.

The iView’s human net and author clusters of KSS2009

Besides the above-shown figures, more visualized results by iView analysis about the published
papers can be acquired via the interactive on-line conference ba (OLCB) of KSS’2009 at
http://meta-synthesis.iss.ac.cn/kss2009/olcb.htm. The concept of OLCB was firstly proposed for
KSS’2006. Please refer Tang, Zhang and Wang (2007) for details.
Welcome your comments at the OLCB of KSS’2009!
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